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Subscribe to Rugby
World this month and

you can save up to

43%! That means you’ll

pay just £2.85 per issue

and get the magazine

delivered direct to your

door, so you can keep

track of events like the

Six Nations and the

Olympics. See P32

or call 0330 333 4555 

for more details.
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 Rose in bloom

Jack Nowell scores in last  
 year’s victory over France 

So here we are again. 

With the World Cup 

fresh in the memory, 

northern hemisphere 

fans are about to 

indulge in their 

favourite seven-week 

winter warmer – yes, the Six Nations 

is back. By the time Super Saturday 

lands – can it ever top the 221-point 

fest from last year? – the first buds  

of spring will be evident.

As ever, the tournament boasts 

more subplots than an Agatha 

Christie novel. What can Eddie  

Jones achieve in just seven training 

sessions with England? Shorn of titan 

Paul O’Connell, can Joe Schmidt 

retain his hitherto unblemished Six 

Nations record? Wales have mooted 

playing with more derring-do – will  

a change in tack, run smoothly for 

Lions front-runner Warren Gatland?

Then there’s new France coach Guy 

Novès. A fitting denouement to a 

trophy-laden career, or death knell 

for a coach whose best years are 

behind him? We’ll soon find out.

As for Scotland, expectation 

abounds. The narrowest of defeats by 

Australia was like an adrenalin shot in 

the Scottish game and last year’s 

wooden spoon is a distant memory.

Bringing up the rear are the Azzurri. 
With Jacques Brunel leaving in May, 

the chat is that Italy will struggle. 

Transition, the word that terrifies  

all fans, is doing the rounds.

Whatever transpires, Rugby World 

will have it covered. Enjoy the issue!

Owain Jones, Editor

Email: owain.jones@timeinc.com

Phone: 0203 148 4700  

Twitter @owainjtjones

The Six Nations is rightly

at the forefront of people’s 

minds – but the new Super 

Rugby tournament also 

kicks off this month. Check 

out our eight-page special 

on pages 100-107.

D O N’ T  M IS S  T H IS  M O N T H
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PIC S: GE T T Y IMAGES & INPHO

 WINNER MOURAD 

ONE-LINERS 

Good old Mourad 

Boudjellal, always on 

hand to come up with 

an outrageous claim. 

He surpassed himself 

by asking to join the 

Aviva Premiership 

after crossing swords 

with the Top 14’s 

administrators. You 

couldn’t make it up.

 LOSER ROGUES 

GALLERY

Testicle-grabbing, 

punching, gouging, 

biting, pushing a ref… 

All charges levelled at 

players after Round 

Five of Europe. Chris 

Ashton (above) got ten 

weeks while others 

were cleared, but the 

headlines did rugby’s 

image no favours.

 WINNER  

FRIENDLY GESTURE 

George Smith, the 

111-cap Wallaby icon, 

has been leading some 

back-row coaching 

sessions with England. 

Doing it for gratis, 

Eddie Jones quipped 

he’d buy Smith “a few 

beers” for the gesture.

T H IS  M O N T H’S

WINNERS  

AND LO SERS
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An impressive fireworks display greets 

the Harlequins and Gloucester teams  

as they run out at Twickenham for Big 

Game 8. The stadium will host two huge 

Six Nations matches in coming weeks.

Photo Richard Heathcote/Getty Images

P I T C H  P E R F E C T
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Leicester’s Graham Kitchener reaches a 

great height – with a little help from his 

friends! – to win a lineout against Treviso. 

Their 47-7 win secured the Tigers a home 

quarter-final in the Champions Cup. 

Photo John Clifton/Action Images

R E A C H  F O R  T H E  M O O N
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Pointless change
The decision to trial the

laws of a try worth six

points, a conversion two

and penalty two is wrong.

Though it will encourage

attacking sides to go down

the line for touch in the

opposition half, defensive

teams will opt to slow the

ball down to try to concede

a penalty and then hope

the place-kicker misses.

Ollie Watson (aged 11) 

Firhouse, Dublin

Going soft
About 40 years ago,

Dr Danie Craven said the

game will be touch rugby

by the year 2000. He

was wrong, but only by

about 25 years. The way

things are going (“Don’t

do this, can’t do that”)

the game will be touch

rugby in ten years’ time.

Even the great Michael 

The price is right
No, I don’t view £30 as

excessive for a ticket to the

Premiership final (Letters,

January 2016). Contrary to

Mr Scourfield, this is not

“just a club game”. It’s the

final for the championship 

of the top domestic

competition in Britain.

Professional sport IS

elite. Perhaps he yearns for

the days when he could

wander into Richmond v

Harlequins with one man 

and his dog for free.

It sounded similar to

a recent letter in which

somebody thought the 

England team should have

more players from state

schools “or rugby will never

lose the elite tag”. I don’t

think rugby needs to lose

any ‘tags’. When state

schools play more and

better rugby then their 

pupils will emerge.

Norman Young

Lambsheim, Germany

Time please!
It’s about time union

followed league on game

time. Eighty minutes 

The Star Letter

winner will receive

£60-worth of

rugby gear of

their choice from

rugbystore.co.uk

W I N
S O M E

G E A R !

 Check the clock Leinster have a fi nal play in a Pro12 match in Dublin

 Stratospheric The women’s game has made huge strides in a short time and provides role models for girls

Worth every penny? It’s not
called the Premiership for nothing 

INTOUCH

should be just that. I’m fed

up with seeing sides win or

lose when play continues

for many more minutes

after full-time. It’s totally

arbitrary, based on the

referee’s interpretation.

Terry Cooper

St Neots, Cambs

RW says: Not with you,

Terry. Play always stops

when the ball goes dead

after the 80 minutes is up,

unless a penalty is given.

I was flicking through the latest copy of Rugby World and it struck me how often

I saw female player articles or advertisements. Now as an aged female prop still 

plying her trade, I really took heart. I noticed the difference.

These articles aren’t written ‘for girls’, they’re written about women who play the 

game. They aren’t tucked away in the back in a tiny girls-only section.

I’m often asked why I still play. Apart from the fact that I love hearing my husband

and son shouting for me from the sidelines, if the front row plays, we have a game;

and if we have a game, some slip of a thing might just fall in love with what we do 

and be inspired with her talent and make it to dizzier heights.

So well done Rugby World, because there will be plenty of dads out there with their

little girls snuggled up whilst they flick through the latest copy. And those girls will

see these articles and photos of female players and think, ‘When I grow up, I want to

play rugby, just like my dad’. When they see your mag they will know it can happen.

Mel Curran, Barry Island, Wales

RW says: You’re too kind, Mel, too kind. We’re feeling quite emotional…

Thank you for inspiring the young girls

S TA R  L E T T E R

Who will win the Six
Nations? Easy to ask, hard
to answer. Here’s what you
said on rugbyworld.com…

QWalesQ England
Q IrelandQ Scotland 
Q FranceQ Italy

20%

7%

11%

1%

33%

28%

T H E  RW  P O LL
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Jones told his boy to
play league, as you can’t do
anything in union anymore!
DG Wheeler, Neath

Foul or fair?
The headlines from one
weekend of the European
Champions Cup were
dominated by citings for
punching, eye gouging,
testicle-grabbing and
biting. Surely there can be
no degree of mitigation in
circumstances where
deliberate and cynical acts
of foul play are committed
in the course of a game?

The level of punishment
for all such offences needs
to be set beforehand and
rigorously and consistently
applied. Let everyone know

where they stand: you
commit the offence, you
get the ban, end of story.
Harry Sweeney

Prestwick, South Ayrshire

RW says: Not all the
offences were judged
deliberate and cynical, and
the citings for biting and
testicle-grabbing weren’t
upheld. You need flexibility.

Four-legged friend
I thought readers might
like this picture taken in
December (below) of one
of the many dedicated fans
of Durham City RFC.

As a loyal fan of this
fantastic club, Monty
wasn’t going to miss the
top-of-the-table clash with
rivals Middlesbrough, no 

matter what the weather.
Dr Mark Todman and Monty 

County Durham

Join our club
We started Hook & Odiham
RFC, in Hampshire, at the
start of 2015 and have
made a much better start 
than we could have
imagined, including wins 
against teams from
Farnham, Alton and Tadley.

We’re still looking for new
players and supporters. If 

anyone is interested, you
can reach us via Facebook
or Twitter, or come to the
RAF Astro in Odiham on
a Tuesday at 8pm. We’re
happy to see anyone.
George Evans, by email

Cornish Celts
When the Guinness Pro12
started, it was just called
the Celtic League with
Irish, Scottish and Welsh
teams. But now it has two
Italian teams in it and each
year one qualifies for the
Champions Cup and one
for the Challenge Cup and
they’re not good enough.

Cornish people are also
Celts and Cornish Pirates
can’t get in the Premiership
because of the capacity of
their stadium. If they were
in the Pro12, they could
easily get in the Challenge
Cup – it was meant to be
the Celtic league after all!
William Slade (aged 12) 

Somerset
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CALLING RUGBY FANS!

Got an interesting pic? Send it to
rugbyworldletters@timeinc.com 
and you could see it here!





Popular front
David Flatman will bring his
wit and insight to bear as one
of ITV’s co-commentators
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The BBC and ITV will share Six Nations TV coverage, says Alan Pearey
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OT SINCE 2002, when 

England’s home 

matches appeared  

on Sky, have TV 

viewers had to  

change the channel to get their fix  

of Six Nations. Now the BBC are 

sharing the tournament again, 

following a new six-year, £300m deal 

struck with ITV that will doubtless 

fuel a keen if good-natured rivalry.

Wales, Scotland and France home 

matches will be on the BBC, with ITV 

showing England, Ireland and Italy 

home games (see panel), and among 

an army of celebrity pundits will be 

many who were on our screens 

during last autumn’s World Cup. 

Jonny Wilkinson, Lawrence Dallaglio, 

Brian O’Driscoll, Ugo Monye, Gareth 



M o re  way s  to  c o n n e c t with R u g by Wo r l d  

Sat 6 Feb, 2.25pm, BBC1

F R A N C E I T A L Y

Sat 6 Feb, 4.50pm, BBC1

S C O T L A N D E N G L A N D

Sun 7 Feb, 3pm, ITV

I R E L A N D W A L E S

Sat 13 Feb, 2.25pm, BBC1

F R A N C E I R E L A N D

Sat 13 Feb, 4.50pm, BBC1

W A L E S S C O T L A N D

Sun 14 Feb, 2pm, ITV

I T A L Y E N G L A N D

Fri 26 Feb, 8.05pm, BBC1

W A L E S F R A N C E

Sat 27 Feb, 2.25pm, ITV

I T A L Y S C O T L A N D

Sat 27 Feb, 4.50pm, ITV

E N G L A N D I R E L A N D

Sat 12 Mar, 1.30pm, ITV

I R E L A N D I T A L Y

Sat 12 Mar, 4pm, ITV

E N G L A N D W A L E S

Sun 13 Mar, 3pm, BBC1

S C O T L A N D F R A N C E

Sat 19 Mar, 2.30pm, BBC1

W A L E S I T A L Y

Sat 19 Mar, 5pm, ITV

I R E L A N D S C O T L A N D

Sat 19 Mar, 8pm, BBC1

F R A N C E  E N G L A N D

S I X  N A T I O N S  T V  S C H E D U L E

Thomas and knights Clive Woodward 

and Ian McGeechan will be among 

ITV’s stellar cast of pundits and 

keeping them in check will be  

anchor Mark Pougatch, better  

known as the face of football but 

steeped in rugby nevertheless.

 F A B U L O U S  T A L K E R S                                          

“I’ve covered the last 16 Six Nations 

for radio, as well as Rugby World 

Cups, and it will be a great thrill and a 

great challenge,” says Pougatch, 48, 

who has a spot of rugby presenting 

for Eurosport on his CV.

“Many of our pundits have played  

in the Six Nations very recently – for 

example, on the first weekend in 

Dublin we’ll have Brian O’Driscoll, 

who played in the fixture in 2014.

“They are fabulous talkers as well 

as great names, and I look forward to 

facilitating the great conversations 

and debates they’re going to have.”

Like his opposite number John 

Inverdale over at the Beeb, Pougatch 

is a former rugby player having 

played scrum-half at Malvern  

School. “I wasn’t very good at 

passing,” he says, “but I could kick 

and shout at the forwards and pass 

on my views to the referee!”

Jill Douglas will also be an ITV 

presenter for the tournament, with 

Nick Mullins and Martin Gillingham 

the men on the mike.

 S U N D A Y  S E R V I C E                                                  

The BBC, who will continue to have 

live radio commentary of every 

match on 5 Live, have their usual 

equally distinguished line-up that 

includes Jeremy Guscott, Jonathan 

Davies, Keith Wood and Gavin 

Hastings. There will be a new Sunday 

night highlights programme – yes, 

Rugby Special is back! – and a strong 

regional and digital offering.

To ‘Auntie’ falls the honour of 

covering the first and last matches,  

as well as the first game at Wales’ 

newly named Principality Stadium, 

following a ten-year sponsorship  

by the building society. 

More than 24 million people 

watched the BBC’s coverage last year 

and if the rugby is even half as good 

as the Super Saturday in which it 

culminated, those already impressive 

numbers can only keep going up. n

 “ M A N Y  O F  O U R  P U N D I T S  H A V E  P L A Y E D      

 I N  T H E  S I X  N A T I O N S  V E R Y  R E C E N T L Y ”

 Safe hands
 Mark Pougatch
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R U G B Y

W O R L D

like someone was sitting in the room.

Then we all took selfies with it.

If you could be one of your

team-mates, who would it be? It has

to be Mazzie Reilly, the second-row.

She’s just the funniest person I’ve

ever met. She’s got the loveliest

personality and we have such a laugh.

Who would you like to be stuck in

a lift with? Beyoncé – I’m a massive

fan, have been since a young age.

She’d probably have to sing all her big 

We hear you’re one of the jokers in

camp… I like to keep the buzz up and

I’m probably seen as a prankster. I’m

making an iMovie at the moment of

the girls doing lots of random stuff.

So what’s on the iMovie? In our

pre-Six Nations camp I was dared to

ask our coach, Tom Tierney, what my

chances of becoming captain were.

The girls got some hysterical footage 

of me doing it. (Captain) Niamh

Briggs didn’t have a clue what was 

going on, so I said I was

trying to push her out. I

was on the floor laughing!

Can you tell us about

any pranks? During last

year’s Six Nations, me,

Nora (Stapleton) and

(Sophie) Spence got our 

team manager Jean

Casey’s room key. We

took out her ‘number

ones’, stuffed the suit

and set it up so it looked 

Happy day
Lifting the Six Nations
trophy last season

I R E L A N D  S C R U M - H A L F  L A R I S S A  M U L D O O N

T H E FAC T S

L A RIS S A M U L D O O N

hits. You know Beyoncé has an alter

ego, Sasha Fierce? I have one too:

Clarissa! It’s one of my nicknames

with the Welsh girls at Skewen now.

What superpower would you like to

have? Superman is my idol – I’m a

big superhero fan. But I do like the

thought of being a god too, like Thor.

Who would be your three dream

dinner-party guests? Adele. I’ve

been watching James Corden’s

‘Carpool Karaoke’ and she seems

really down to earth. I’d have to have

Brian O’Driscoll – he’s an absolute

legend in my eyes. Then Beyoncé

again – she could duet with Adele.

What’s your guilty pleasure?

Vampire box sets. I’m not a big

Twilight fan but I like The Vampire 
Diaries and The Originals.

Any hidden talents? No! I can’t curl 

my tongue. I can’t even wink!

What’s the silliest thing you’ve

bought? I’m quite good money-wise, 

but a few years ago me and my

friends all bought matching hooded

gilets. Mine was lime green and we

thought we were really cool, but now

I think it’s the most embarrassing

thing I’ve ever bought. It’s gone now.

What would you like to achieve

outside of rugby? I really want to

come back home to Ireland – that’s

the main aim. I’d like to help develop

sport in Ireland, maybe take on a role

with the IRFU. I’d also love to buy

a round-the-world ticket and go

travelling, but I can’t do that until

I’ve hung up my boots.

How would you like to be 

remembered? I enjoy

playing rugby and I’m very

passionate and on the pitch 

I’m the most serious

person ever, but off it I like

to joke about. I’m a joker

and make sure things are

light-hearted. I’m not a very

serious person in general

– we’re here for a good

time, not for a long time. n

Looking Fierce!
Beyoncé on stage

Age 24 (11 March 1991)

Born Donegal

Club Skewen

Position Scrum-half

Ireland caps 30

Day job Health mentor

Twitter name

@LarissaMuldoon
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@callan_micheal

CJ Stander

@GarySmudge75

Matthew Morgan has

more tricks than the

magic circle!

@danno_jolls

Elliot Daly can kick 50+

metres... That’s a lethal

weapon right there!

@the0bl00m Maro

Itoje, George Ford

Dáithí Durnin

Anthony Watson, Liam

Williams, CJ Stander

Egan Mugwiza George

North if he keeps his 

Saints form

Andy Scott Stuart

McCloskey if given

the chance by Joe

John Williams

Jonathan Davies, glad

to see him back 
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Who are you most excited about seeing in the Six Nations? Here are your views from social media

@weesandy John

Hardie to carry on

where he left off in

the World Cup

@mattworman101

Elliot Daly (right)

@lenmiester

Tom James – he’s

come back to the Blues

with a bang

@this_is_the_sams

Gaël Fickou

JAPANESE TURN

Highlanders boss Jamie

Joseph will become the head

coach of Japan at the end of

the Super Rugby season.

STAYING STRONG

There will be a week of

fund-raising activities in

Singapore from 23-27

February to raise funds for

#StayStrongForOws – the

campaign to aid the rehab of

former Cardiff Blues centre 

Owen Williams (below), in his

recovery from a serious

injury suffered at the World

Club 10s in Singapore in

2014. To find out more visit

www.staystrongforows.com

EAGLE HAS LANDED

USA captain Chris Wyles

has retired from Test duty for

the Eagles 15s, but hopes to

feature for USA Sevens at 

this year’s Olympics.

COACHING SWITCHES

Harlequins director of rugby

Conor O’Shea is to leave

the club at the end of the

season. Former Canada head

coach Kieran Crowley will

take over Treviso for the 

2016-17 season. And former

Ospreys and New Zealand

back-row Filo Tiatia has

joined Mark Hammett as

assistant of the Sunwolves 

in Super Rugby, with

immediate effect.

AH YOU HEADS NORTH

Ireland-capped, New

Zealand-born tighthead

Rodney Ah You has signed

a two-year deal with Ulster,

beginning next season.

Tests v Italy since 2000

Brian

O’Driscoll

Ireland

Ronan

O’Gara

Ireland

Sean

Lamont

Scotland

14
15

13

SHORT PASS

@dan_weasel

Matt Kvesic, if he

gets a game

@kittykirmo

Cory Allen & Tyler 

Morgan
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T H E  F O R M E R  F R A N C E  I C O N  W H O  W I L L  B E  A  B B C  A N A LY S T  D U R I N G  T H E  S I X  N A T I O N S

UY NOVÈS is one of the most
charismatic guys I’ve ever met. At
Toulouse he was the first coach to
give me a chance as a young player.
One of his gifts is he knows how to
communicate with players, which
means he is well respected in the

changing room. We worked together 20 years ago when
he was more of a tracksuit coach, but as rugby evolved he
has gained more experience and evolved with the game.

His talent has always been to control the personalities in
the team but also to motivate and inspire them in order to
make better players. He’s the type of guy who doesn’t
need to say much because you know what he’s thinking by
the look in his eyes. He can be very strict because with so
much responsibility you have to be in control. The players
certainly knew there was a line you didn’t want to cross.

When Guy was at Toulouse, every time we won a title he
would barely celebrate, I think because he was already
thinking about the next challenge. He was never happy
with what he had, always striving for the next best thing.
He is also incredibly competitive. If you go out on bikes
he’ll always want to beat you in a race, even now he’s 62!

I like his coaching team, Yannick Bru and Jeff Dubois.
I am close friends with Yannick. He is probably the most
organised and talented forwards coach we have in France.
He was very successful with Toulouse. As for Jeff, I played
against him from the age of ten because we were
from neighbouring villages in the South. As a
person, he’s positive, enthusiastic and wants his
players to take to the field with a smile on their
face but we have to be realistic, happiness is
easier to find with results. Marc Lièvremont at
least tried to play with flair at the start of his
reign. We need to rediscover our joie de vivre.

To rebuild France, the coaches must start with
dominance up front. Yannick knows we need
a strong platform to allow more creativity.

This all comes after we reached a nadir
with the All Blacks game in the World Cup. It
traumatised the French psyche. It was like a big
tsunami rising up in front of us, which we knew
was coming but couldn’t stop. Looking back,
maybe it was better we lost so heavily, rather
than by a few points, because it showed us our
true level. From there we can only get better.

My main concern for Guy is that in the past he
hadn’t been very helpful towards the French 

rugby federation (FFR). Now he’s the national coach, you
hope the other coaches don’t take the same obstructive
stance he used to take and punish him. This would make
things very difficult. These divisions must be improved by
the FFR and Top 14. They need to work together for the
good of French rugby. You can’t have a successful league
that is the envy of world rugby, with sell-out crowds, and
then be a failure on the national stage. It makes no sense.

Of course I’m looking forward to the Six Nations. Racing
hooker Camille Chat could turn into one of the big talents
in the French team along with Yacouba Camara from
Toulouse, while scrum-half Sébastien Bézy is very quick
and skilful and Gaël Fickou, another from Toulouse,
has lovely qualities. The squad has a balanced look and
it is up to Novès to make them believe that they can reach 
the goals that France expects of them.

He’ll be helped by leaders in the squad. Guilhem
Guirado is an excellent choice at captain, and Louis
Picamoles has so much experience. The squad has been
hurt individually and collectively by what has been said
in the press and they have to show they’re much better
than the team you saw in the World Cup.

The biggest threat to France will come from England,
Ireland and Wales and any one of those sides could win
the Six Nations title, but like a good French boy I am
backing France. Nobody expects it but we can raise 
ourselves from the dead. Allez Les Bleus! n

Time to shine

Louis Picamoles brings
power and experience
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I T ’ S  B A C K !
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Every player
featured as a Rugby
World Hotshot will
receive a one-year
subscription to the
magazine. If you
have any Hotshot
nominations, then
please email
rugbyworldletters@
timeinc.com

O’Donnell has played for Ireland U18 and
made nine appearances for the U20s last
season. With Pro12 and European rugby
experience under his belt now too, he should
kick on in the green of Ireland and Connacht.

A sparkling, creative player, Malins has been
on loan at Old Albanians this term – scoring
four tries v Clifton – and getting game time
with Saracens A. Playing in this year’s U20 Six
Nations and World Cup are the next goals.

Meet a gifted duo hoping to make a big impression in the U20 Six Nations

put my mind to it more and more.
I started taking better care of myself.
I didn’t go to a rugby school so I did  
a lot of extra training by myself.
Are you still studying? I’m at NUIG
(National University of Ireland in
Galway) doing business, part-time.
What has it been like playing in

the Pro12 and Challenge Cup this

season? There were a lot of injuries
at Connacht so I got a chance. It’s a
great experience. I’ve learnt loads
already. The Connacht Eagles and

Ireland U20 matches prepared me
well for it, but it’s still a step up.
What are your aims now? To be

part of a winning team in the U20
Six Nations and World Championship.
The talent is there but we will have
to work very hard. Hopefully I’ll get 
more Connacht caps too.

How did you get into

rugby? My first sport
was Gaelic football,
which I started when I
was three or four, with

St Mary’s. I played until U18s and we
won lots of county titles. I started at

Sligo rugby club when I was six or
seven. I enjoyed it but I wasn’t any 
good when I was younger.

Have you played in many different

positions? I used to be a winger until
I was nine or ten, then Four Star Pizza
came to town and that turned me
into a front row! I’ve been a prop

since I was about 12 and can play  
on both sides of the scrum.
Do you prefer one side? I have

played a lot of loosehead this season
but I’m way more used to playing
tighthead and that is where I would 
like to be in the long term.
When did you start to take your

rugby seriously? When I got into the
Connacht squad at U15s, I started to 

When did you start

playing rugby? Aged six
or seven, at the Saffron
Walden club. But I soon
moved on to Bishop’s

Stortford and I was there until U17s.
How did you get spotted by Sarries?

Matt Davies from the club saw me in
a school game for Felsted, and I joined
their junior academy at 17. I’m now in
my first year in the senior academy.

England U20 are looking at me as
a ten, whereas Saracens are keeping
their options open, as a ten, 12 or 15. 
Are you still studying? Yes, I’m
doing a business and finance degree
at Herts University. I hope to have a
long career in rugby but I’m building 
something for afterwards.
Who’ve been your biggest coaching

influences? Andrew Le Chevalier at
Felsted really backed me, and Ian Vass,
my mentor at Sarries – he’d try to get
to my school every week to work on
my kicking and skills. And my dad.
We hear you kicked at Twickenham

last autumn… Yes, myself and London
Irish’s Theo Brophy Clews went on
the pitch at half-time during England
v Ireland. We kicked the ball to each
other and took a couple of goal kicks.
Did you gain a lot from it? It was
amazing, with the guy on the mike

getting the crowd cheering and our
heart rates being shown on the big
screen! Mine was so high, about 140.

It was all about getting us used to
kicking under pressure. We went up
on the Friday and saw England train,
and had our kicking biomechanically 
assessed at St Mary’s College. 

C O N A N O ’ D O N N E L L
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Makeanentrance
O’Donnell running out
to play for Connacht
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T’S GOING to be an odd experience

watching the Six Nations on ITV.

Thankfully, they showed during the

World Cup that they have finally

learned how to ‘do’ rugby. They

aren’t short of a bob or two and

brought in the best commentators,

presenters and pundits money can buy, which was the

main factor in their coverage being pretty watchable. And

no miserable old pros in sight to drag down the mood.

Things actually got off to a ropey start, when it became

apparent that they would be shoehorning in an ad break

between the anthems and the kick-off. Sacrilege! But you

soon get used to these things, and there was a hidden

benefit from this; it allowed a moment’s respite from the 

bombast and hyperbole of the pre-match build-up, a

chance for the viewer to refocus and concentrate on the

actual rugby. Even better, it drastically cut down the time

available for the lead commentator’s moment of glory; 

the rambling rhetoric of his pre kick-off soliloquy.

I know some people love the hours of guff before the

game (namely, Mum) but most of us happily bypass all the

conjecture and time our arrival on the sofa to coincide

with the first whistle. There has to be a pre-show but

to almost anyone who has played the game, even the

low-level razzmatazz which accompanies a Six Nations

match seems at odds with the brutality of the sport itself.

Of course, this applies ten-fold to the players. As they

go about their pre-match routine, lead commentator’s

doggerel or their support’s ‘banter’ couldn’t be further

from their minds. In the stadium itself, they will barely

notice the X-factor also-ran, the male voice choir or the

wacky bagpipe ensemble that has come in to entertain 

the gathering crowds. They’re focused on getting

themselves ready physically, sure, but also on overcoming

the mental challenges that Test rugby throws up. This will

vary from player to player, but for me it largely consisted

of trying to fool my psyche into believing that yes, I was

good enough, I deserved to be here and if I concentrated 

on my own game, all would turn out well.

This approach met with varying degrees of success, and

I’d have loved to be one of those players who runs out to

warm up before his first cap and feels like he belongs, who

actually thrives on the bigger stage. These guys revel in

the hoopla of a Six Nations match day. The fireworks, the

flamethrowers, even a stage-managed walk through the

car-park throng. All have only positive effects on their

confidence. Whereas other, shyer types (like me, for 

instance) may, at best, find it all a bit naff and at worst

freeze in the spotlight and end up delivering another 

perfunctory performance. It can all be a little

discombobulating, in the midst of the mundane slog of

the regular club season, to find yourself right at the centre

of the country’s attention for a few weekends of the year. 

No one is more in the centre than your country’s

captain; if anyone has to be good at blocking out all the

distractions it’s him. And especially in this country where

the press are intent on perpetuating this weird obsession

with who is given this arbitrary role. We imagine that he

should have the tactical nous of Napoleon and rhetorical

chops of Churchill, and whatever he says in the changing

room just before kick-off contains the key to success.

The truth is that being really good at rugby doesn’t

suddenly make you Henry V. That last-minute team talk

provides a prosaic contrast to the backdrop of hype all

around. There will be a lot of swearing, a few tactical

points, and usually a couple of “Let’s smash these (insert
expletive)s”. But deep down he knows he can spout off any

old rubbish and get away with it, as no one is really listening. 

Some are in their own little world, others are nodding

aggressively at the right moments, and of course the

obligatory team retcher will be in the toilet, well, retching.

It’s just another part of the rigmarole. There’s a final

refrain of “Let’s go boys” in the tunnel, out you go to sing

your country’s little song and finally the match starts.

And blessedly for us at home, the commentator’s latest 

poetic montage is soon a distant memory. n

Flamingheck!
Italy huddle before
a Six Nations fi xture

T H I S  F O R M E R  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  G I V E S  U S  A  U N I Q U E  I N S I G H T  I N T O  T H E  P R O  G A M E
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C H I L D H O O D 

H E R O
I remember the 1991

and 1995 World Cups.

Zinzan Brooke changed

the way back-rows

played with his skills

– his drop-goal in

the 1995 semi-final

was incredible.

T O U G H E S T

O P P O N E N T
Xavier Rush. When we played

Cardiff, it would take several

defenders to bring him down.

Ma’a Nonu is another player

who is physically devastating.

F A V O U R I T E H O L I D A Y
Anywhere near the sea. I grew up on the coast and I like to swim.

I like to visit Sardinia and relax on the beach with my family. Perfect.

F U N N I E S T

T E A M - M A T E
Martin Castrogiovanni (far

left) is very funny, but I’ll say

Wasps prop Lorenzo Cittadini

because he’s always joking

about, on and off the fi eld. 

D R E A M

O C C U P A T I O N
When I was a child, I always

wanted to be an astronaut.

I had a poster of all the

planets on my wall. I’m still 

fascinated by space.

Alessandro
Zanni
An insight into the life of the Treviso

and 94-cap Italy back-row stalwart...

Success story Former Scotland sevens star Mike Adamson has refereed HSBC Sevens Series fi nals

Scotland has a referee shortage – but it’s being addressed

playing club rugby to Pro12 games, 12
weeks in a row. We have three referees
on the Pro12 panel now and selection
is discussed between Ed Morrison
and four unions’ officials managers.

“The reality is we did have to move
on some experienced referees. They 
are good officials who wouldn’t
progress to international level and
had a blocking effect for the next
generation. We want to see as many
Test refs as possible but we need to
be honest. ‘Success’ for our strategy
will be if we have representation at 
Tier One in all cross-border
competitions – Six Nations, World
Cup, EPCR games and sevens.”

It could be too late for World Cup
2019. When will change come? n

E HAVE to make hard
decisions,” Scottish
refereeing boss Tappe
Henning tells RW’s
Alan Dymock, when it

is put to him that Scotland’s whistlers
appear to be falling well behind other
nations in terms of representation. 

“We are 18 months into our
three- to five-year strategy,” he says.
“Lloyd Linton was selected for the
first three rounds of the Pro12 – a
time we felt was ideal to expose an
inexperienced official during the
World Cup. After reviewing his
performances we have identified
areas to work on and develop to 
make him the full package.”

Linton hasn’t called a Pro12 match
since round three – though he did
officiate Agen-London Irish in the
last pool stage of the Challenge Cup
and will oversee Romania-Russia on
27 February. A Scotsman hasn’t
refereed a Tier One Test since
Malcolm Changleng took charge of
South Africa v Samoa in 2007, while
Rob Dickson was the last Scot to call 
a Six Nations game, in 2004.

But Henning, who joined the SRU in
2013, reiterates that while the union
“moved on” many experienced refs
and there are few big appointments
for the current crop, his strategy
must be judged in three to five years.

“You don’t walk into appointments. 
Very few club players jump from 

Showing promise
Lloyd Linton did some

 Pro12 games last year
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The winner
will receive a
giftcard with
£100 credit
to spend at
rfudirect.com

NDY FARRELL chases

away a dog after it

tried to take a ball

during one of his

first sessions as a

consultant at Munster. But what

might he – or the dog! – be saying?

Write a caption of no more than

20 words, mark it ‘March Caption

Comp’ and email it to rugbyworld

competitions@timeinc.com. Or write

to the editorial address on P12. Please

include your name and address. The 

closing date is Friday 18 March.

Cornwall reader

Sean Perrott has

excelled himself

this month by

winning two
competitions!

His caption for

this pic of Victor

Matfield and

Bakkies Botha

had us smirking.

L A S T M O N T H ’S

W I N N E R

“No dog-legs in my defence!”
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“Whatever aftershave that is you’ve 
got on Bakkies… it’s working!”
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O SOONER has one
World Cup ended than
another one begins!
The All Blacks are still
basking in the fact

that they became the first side to
successfully defend their world
crown at Twickenham last autumn,
but the qualification process for
RWC 2019 kicks off next month –
and in a rather glamorous location.

The Caribbean country of St Vincent
and the Grenadines (SVG) has the
honour of hosting the first of 200
qualifying matches involving more
than 80 nations across six continents
on the road to Japan 2019. They take
on Jamaica in Kingstown on Saturday
5 March and Nigel Owens, who took
charge of last year’s New Zealand-
Australia final, will officiate, just
as RWC 2011 final referee Craig 
Joubert did four years ago.

To add further prestige to the
occasion, the Webb Ellis Cup will be
in situ. As RWC tournament director
Alan Gilpin says: “It’s important that 
through this process ambitious
unions can take ownership of their
own development and aspire towards
breaking through to the next level.”

I S L A N D S I N T H E D R E A M
This fixture is a big deal for a small
nation. Rugby is a relatively new
sport in SVG, the union only founded
in 1998, and they have just five clubs
with around 190 registered players. 

“This isn’t just a fantastic

opportunity for SVG rugby, this is a
fantastic opportunity for the country 

over the years to cement rugby as
a popular sport in SVG and this will
help us tremendously. Being one of
the smallest unions, not only does  
it give our senior players great
exposure but it gives the youth
something to strive towards.”

A L L T O P L AY F O R
Twelve teams – Argentina, Australia,
England, France, Georgia, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, New Zealand, Scotland, 
South Africa and Wales – have 

already qualified for RWC 2019 by
dint of finishing in the top three in
their pool last year, but there are  
still eight places up for grabs.

World Rugby is aiming to have
19 of the 20 teams confirmed by
early 2018, with the new four-team
repêchage tournament taking place 
in the summer of that year. The
earlier teams qualify, the more time
the world governing body have to
work with them and ensure they will
be competitive in Japan, just as the
Tier Two nations were at RWC 2015.

Although no Pacific Island teams
qualified automatically for 2019,

all three could still make it through,
their bids starting with a new Pacific

Tri-Nations tournament, which will be 
played in June this year and next.

There’s certainly a lot to play
for over the next two years. n

as a whole,” says the team’s coach
Mike Jackson. “We have a chance
to show the world all that’s great
about this unique country. Not only
is this the biggest game in the history 
of rugby in St Vincent and the
Grenadines, it’s also likely to be the
biggest game for some time to come.
World Cup qualifiers may come and
go, but something like this may not 
happen again in our lifetimes.”

SVG president Sophie Goddard
adds: “We have been working hard 

S T E V E  B A I N B R I D G E

AG E 59 P O S I T I O N LOCK C L U B GOSFORTH E N G L A N D C A P S 18 (1982-87 )

Going the distance
 Bainbridge in 1987 

The holy grail
Who will compete for
 this trophy in 2019? 

Memories Jamaica
also played in the first
qualifier for RWC 2015

“ T H I S I S T H E B I G G E S T G A M E I N T H E H I S T O R Y

 O F  S T  V I N C E N T  A N D  T H E  G R E N A D I N E S  R U G B Y ” 

My first England cap was a

riot. It was in Paris in 1982

(won 27-15) and is recalled
for Colin Smart drinking two
bottles of aftershave when

he thought it was pastis and
having his stomach pumped.
Such a night can’t happen

now as you’re a second away

from being snapped on 
someone’s phone.

Replacements should only

be allowed as injury cover.

Modern players are twice the

size and twice as strong, but
generally don’t play for 80

minutes. In my era we’d get 

tired and the game would

open up – how it should be.

I was banned by England for

two years. The RFU banned
players for a year if they got

sent off and that happened
to me twice in club or county
games. Rugby then was about

intimidating your opponent.

I’m the Retail Sales

Experience Manager for 

Lookers Plc – second-largest

motor group in the UK. I’ve

been in the industry 30 years.

I’m training for next year’s

World Indoor Rowing

Championship in Boston.

I was second in the 50-year
group in 2006, so now for the

60 group. It’s 2,000m and
the first and last ten seconds
are okay – it’s the middle six

minutes that is mental hell.
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HE WORLD CUP has seen an exodus

of highly-experienced internationals

leaving Super Rugby for the northern

hemisphere – household names like

Ma’a Nonu, Conrad Smith and Dan

Carter. They have moved on for life

experiences because rugby has given

them a chance to live in countries like England and France. 

I’m not too concerned about that small band of elite

players, it’s the younger guys that concern me. You can’t

begrudge a player disappearing up North for two years –

that’s always happened – but you hope they still have

an avenue back into Super Rugby, in the way Jerome

Kaino or Leon MacDonald did. The message shouldn’t  

be, ‘If you’re over 26, we won’t consider you’.

Amidst the natural optimism, there are areas of concern.

In South Africa we’re starting to see a drop in crowds for

the first time, while numbers in New Zealand are also

dwindling. Australia has unique challenges as it’s one of

four sports in a hugely competitive market. It’s not a major

issue just yet but something that needs close monitoring.

In terms of the excitement, there’s the expansion of

the competition from 15 to 18, with Japan’s Sunwolves, 

Argentina’s Jaguares and the Kings in South Africa. It will

be interesting to see if these clubs can generate enough

support to turn them into sustainable franchises. What

was encouraging from last year’s Highlanders win was

that it proved you don’t need to have a mass of superstars

to succeed. It can be done with a good coach, unity within 

the squad and an engaged supporter base.

Rugby must keep on innovating and evolving, so

bringing in teams from new regions can only be good for

the growth of our game. Of course, with rapid expansion 

you risk diluting quality but arguably Super Rugby’s

biggest conundrum is the amount of travel required. Do

you increase squad sizes? That’s one for administrators.

Despite its challenges, Super Rugby is in a good place,

the talent pool coming through is endless and more and

more young kids are choosing rugby as a career path.

I’d expect the New Zealand teams to be competitive this

year, even though they’ve lost long-term stalwarts. We saw

in the World Cup that they have the talent coming through

in players like Nehe Milner-Skudder and Beauden Barrett,

and Aaron Cruden will be coming back at the Chiefs. Akira

Ioane at the Blues will be a real handful and Ardie Savea

will be worth watching, sevens commitments permitting.

However, it’s the middle pack that particularly

interests me. Can Sam Cane step up and start

dominating games? Will Malakai Fekitoa come

through in midfield? Then there’s Hurricanes lock

James Broadhurst and Crusaders hooker Codie

Taylor. These are the All Black regulars in waiting.

Elsewhere, South African rugby has definitely

got the talent with Lood de Jager, Jesse Kriel and

Handre Pollard all capable of improving. Of more 

interest is what goes on behind closed doors

within South African rugby. Will they be able to

pick their best teams? There’s already a mass of

players plying their trade in France and more are

coming to England. You wonder where it will stop.

So who will win? My outside bet is the Jaguares, 

which would be quite a story. With Santiago

Cordero and Nicolas Sánchez they have so much

talent. Closer to home, I’d fancy the Chiefs or

Hurricanes to be up there, while in Australia the

Waratahs seem best placed to be competitive.

It promises to be a fascinating tournament. n

T H E  F O R M E R  A L L  B L A C K  L O C K  W H O  I S  M E D I A  A D V I S E R  T O  D A N  C A R T E R  A T  R A C I N G

Chief issue

Will Sam Cane boss
games like McCaw?  
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important and high profile as the
World Cup and the Six Nations, the
officials should be the best available.

I fully endorse encouraging females

to take up refereeing, coaching and
management positions. However,

international referees should be at an
appropriate standard for the match

that they are officiating and not just
fast-tracked onto the international
stage because they are female. 

HIS IS a chance for
me to say my piece
about referees. I’m
not going to mention 
law variations or

TMOs or ‘Ref Cam’, which is even
more annoying than Austin Healey’s
commentary, but I’m going to be
slightly controversial and talk about
the use of female referees in the
international women’s game.

This year every single game in the
Women’s Six Nations has a woman in
charge. I’m female, I played women’s
rugby for many years at every level
and I run a business called Inspiring
Women, but I take issue with this.

The women’s game has come a
long way at elite level, the skill level is
fantastic (particularly when our best
players are available to the 15s game
– hint, hint England), but I’m not sure 
the same can be said of the
infrastructure around the
game and also the officials.

When I was playing I didn’t
care whether the referee was
male or female. I’ve played
under some really bad male referees
and also some really bad female
referees. One of the worst referees I
ever had to deal with was an Italian
man who was completely out of his
depth in a fixture against Ireland. It
didn’t help that he spoke no English –
I felt like I needed a recovery session
after just the pre-match coin toss! 

However, my point is this: at

international level, in tournaments as 

If female referees are good enough 
and pass the appropriate fitness
tests, there is no reason why they
cannot referee in the men’s game,
but please don’t use the women’s
game as a shop window and some
kind of politically correct marketing
tool to show how wonderful it is that
we are creating female referees.

Like male referees, female officials 
need to be of elite standard to 
officiate at elite level. n

Oneof thebest

Helen O’Reilly is in line
 to referee in the Pro12   

Former England captain Catherine Spencer calls for better officiating in the Women’s Six Nations

D O N ’ T U S E T H E W O M E N ’ S G A M E F O R

 P O L I T I C A L L Y  C O R R E C T  M A R K E T I N G   

He pushed a ref needlessly…
if anything it’s lenient.   

@GTRees1992

If the referee was happy, that
should have been the end of 

it. I don’t condone touching
the ref but Wayne was happy 

with it. David Shaw

Simply put, players are
taking liberties & it has to 

halt before it sets into the

game. @RugbyCAN_

12 months. Set the standard.

Show youth that our sport is
like no other. @iTaff83

Feel the citing officials are
now undermining the refs.  

Steve Jones

You can’t touch a referee no

matter what has happened.
He should have got more.  

@superlamps008

Ban him for life, no respect. 
Daniel J Ballss

Disgraceful outcome. Barnes
handled the situation
perfectly, just a penalty and

a talking-to. @snelloooo

It was silly but there was no
malice, so it’s a bit harsh.  

Alan Butler

Ref is and always should  

be untouchable.
Andrew Cummins

Clermont’s Viktor Kolelishvili was banned for 14 weeks last

month for pushing Wayne Barnes in their match against the

Ospreys, an act which referee Barnes had deemed worthy

only of a penalty. Here’s what you thought about the ban…

T H I S  M O N T H  B A N S

H A V E Y O U R S A Y

What gets your goat? Let us know on

Facebook or by tweeting @rugbyworldmag

Banned

Viktor Kolelishvili

O N L Y I N

R U G B Y

W O R L D
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FRI 5 FEB

Women’s Six Nations

Scotland v England
(6pm, Broadwood)
U20 Six Nations

Ireland v Wales
(7.35pm, Donnybrook)
France v Italy (8pm, Nevers)
Scotland v England
(8pm, Broadwood)
Aviva Premiership

Bath v Gloucester (7.45pm)
TV Live on BT Sport

Guinness Pro12

Ulster v Dragons (7.35pm)
TV Live on BBC NI

Ulster Bank League 1A

Clontarf v Terenure College

WEEKEND 6-7 FEB

HSBC Sevens (Sydney)
TV Live on Sky Sports

SAT 6 FEB

RBS 6 Nations

France v Italy

(2.25pm, Stade de France)

Scotland v England

(4.50pm, BT Murrayfield)
TV Both live on BBC

Women’s Six Nations

Ireland v Wales

(1pm, Donnybrook)

France v Italy

(8pm, Marcel Verchere)

Friendly Match

Highlanders v Racing 92

(Hong Kong)

Aviva Premiership

Quins v Northampton (2pm)

Wasps v Newcastle (2pm)
Leicester v Sale (3pm)
GK IPA Championship

Ealing v Doncaster

Jersey v Moseley
London Welsh v Lon Scottish
Rotherham v Bristol

Ulster Bank League 1A

Ballynahinch v Cork Con
Garryowen v Lansdowne
Old Belvedere v Y Munster

UCD v Galwegians

BT Premiership

Selkirk v Melrose
SUN 7 FEB

RBS 6 Nations

Ireland v Wales (3pm, Aviva)
TV Live on ITV

Aviva Premiership

Exeter v Saracens (1pm)
TV Live on BT Sport

London Irish v Worcester (1)
GK IPA Championship

Nottingham v Bedford Blues
Y Carnegie v Cornish Pirates

THU 11 FEB

Guinness Pro12

Dragons v Connacht (7.30)
FRI 12 FEB

U20 Six Nations

Italy v England
(6.10pm, San Donà di Piave)
Wales v Scotland
(6.30pm, Parc Eirias)
TV Live on S4C

France v Ireland
(7.05pm, Parc des Sports)
Club International

France Fédérale v Ireland
Clubs (6pm, Massy, Paris)

Aviva Premiership

Newcastle v Leicester (7.45)
TV Live on BT Sport

Guinness Pro12

Leinster v Zebre (7.30pm)
Ulster v Glasgow (7.30pm)
TV Live on Sky Sports

Scarlets v Edinburgh (8.15)
TV Live on BBC Wales

GK IPA Championship

Bristol v Ealing Trailfinders

Principality Premiership

Bridgend v Cross Keys

Cardiff v Ebbw Vale

SAT 13 FEB

RBS 6 Nations

France v Ireland
(2.25pm, Stade de France)
Wales v Scotland
(4.50pm, Principality Stad)
TV Both live on BBC

Women’s Six Nations

Italy v England
(2pm, Stadio Gino Pistoni)
France v Ireland
(8pm, Stade Aimé Giral)
Aviva Premiership

Sale v Exeter (2.30pm)
Gloucester v Harlequins (3)

Northampton v Lon Irish (3)

Worcester v Bath (3pm)

Guinness Pro12

Treviso v Car Blues (12.30)
GK IPA Championship

Bedford Blues v Jersey

Doncaster v Yorkshire Carn
Lon Scottish v Corn Pirates
London Welsh v Nottingham

Moseley v Rotherham

Principality Premiership

Carmarthen v Ebbw Vale
Llandovery v Pontypridd

Neath v Bedwas

Ulster Bank League 1A

Cork Con v Terenure Coll
Y Munster v Galwegians

BT Premiership

Currie v Gala
Hawick v Boroughmuir

Heriot’s v Stirling County
SUN 14 FEB

RBS 6 Nations

Italy v England
(2pm, Stadio Olimpico)
TV Live on ITV

Women’s Six Nations

Wales v Scotland (2, Gnoll)
Aviva Premiership

Saracens v Wasps (4pm)
TV Live on BT Sport

Guinness Pro12

Munster v Ospreys (5pm)
TV Live on S4C

Principality Premiership

Newport v Aberavon
FRI 19 FEB

Aviva Premiership

Quins v Leicester (7.45)
TV Live on BT Sport

Guinness Pro12

Treviso v Dragons (6.10)

Ospreys v Edinburgh (7.05)
TV Live on BBC Wales

Top 14

Stade Français v Brive

Ulster Bank League 1A

Terenure College v UCD
WEEKEND 20-21 FEB

Women’s World Sevens

Series (São Paulo)
TV Live on Sky Sports

SAT 20 FEB

Aviva Premiership

Saracens v Gloucester (3)
Worcester v Sale (3pm)

Bath v Wasps (3.15pm)
TV Live on BT Sport

Guinness Pro12

Cardiff Blues v Leinster (3)
TV Live on Sky Sports

Zebre v Connacht (4.30)
Glasgow v Munster (5.15)
TV Live on Sky Sports

Top 14

Bordeaux-Bègles v Agen
Castres v Clermont
Grenoble v Racing 92
La Rochelle v Toulouse
Montpellier v Pau
Principality Premiership

Aberavon v Pontypridd
Bedwas v Llandovery
Cardiff v Carmarthen Quins
Cross Keys v Ebbw Vale
Neath v Llanelli

Newport v Bridgend

Ulster Bank League 1A

Cork Con v Clontarf

Galwegians v Garryowen

Lansdowne v Old Belvedere

Y Munster v Ballynahinch

BT Premiership

Boroughmuir v Glas Hawks

SUN 21 FEB

Aviva Premiership

London Irish v Exeter (3pm)
TV Live on BT Sport

Newcastle v Saints (3pm)

Guinness Pro12

Ulster v Scarlets (2.30pm)
TV Live on BBCNI/S4C

Top 14

Oyonnax v Toulon

THU 25 FEB

Guinness Pro12

Dragons v Glasgow (7.05)
TV Live on BBC Wales

FRI 26 FEB

RBS 6 Nations

Wales v France
(8.05pm, Principality Stad)
TV Live on BBC

U20 Six Nations

England v Ireland

(6.05pm, Kingston Park)
TV Live on Sky Sports

Italy v Scotland
(6.10pm, Stadio Plebiscito)

Legends Match

England v Ire (7.45, Stoop)
Super Rugby

Blues v H’landers (6.35am)

Brumbies v H’canes (8.40)

Cheetahs v Jaguares (5pm)
TV All live on Sky Sports

SAT 27 FEB

RBS 6 Nations

Italy v Scotland

(2.25pm, Stadio Olimpico)
England v Ireland

(4.50pm, Twickenham)
TV Both live on ITV

Women’s Six Nations

26 t h
F E B RUA R Y, 6 . 0 5 pm
E N G U 2 0 v I R E U 2 0

F O R T I C K E T S S E E N E W C A S T L E 
F A L C O N S . C O . U K

For all the latest fixture
dates, as well as Six Nations
info, visit po.st/RWfixtures

E X TR A ,  E X TR A!
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England v Ireland

(7.15pm, Twickenham)  

U20 Six Nations

Wales v France

(7.45pm, Parc Eirias)
TV Live on S4C

Aviva Premiership

Sale v Saracens (1pm)

Saints v Worcester (2.45)

Gloucester v Newcastle (3)

Guinness Pro12

Connacht v Ospreys (7.35)

Top 14

Agen v La Rochelle

Clermont v Oyonnax
Pau v Bordeaux-Bègles

Racing 92 v Castres

Stade Français v Grenoble
Toulon v Brive
Toulouse v Montpellier

Super Rugby

Sunwolves v Lions (4.15am)
Crusaders v Chiefs (6.35am)
Waratahs v Reds (8.40am)

Force v Rebels (10.50am)

Kings v Sharks (1pm)
Stormers v Bulls (3.05pm)
TV All live on Sky Sports

GK IPA Championship

Ealing v Moseley

Jersey v London Welsh
Rotherham v Bedford Blues

Ulster Bank League 1A

Clontarf v Young Munster
Garryowen v Terenure Coll

Lansdowne v Galwegians
Old Belvedere v Ballynahinch
UCD v Cork Constitution

BT Premiership

Hawick v Ayr

SUN 28 FEB

Women’s Six Nations

Italy v Scotland

(1.30, Campo Arcoveggio)

Wales v France (2, The Gnoll)

Aviva Premiership

Exeter v Bath (1pm)
TV Live on BT Sport

Leicester v London Irish (3)

Wasps v Harlequins (3.15)
TV Live on BT Sport

Guinness Pro12

Treviso v Munster (2pm)

Edinburgh v Scarlets (2.05)

TV Live on BBC2 Scotland

Cardiff Blues v Ulster (2.30)
TV Live on BBC NI/S4C

Zebre v Leinster (3pm)
TV Live on Sky Sports

GK IPA Championship

Cornish Pirates v Doncaster

Nottingham v Lon Scottish

Yorkshire Carnegie v Bristol

WEEKEND 4-6MAR

HSBC Sevens (Las Vegas)
TV Live on Sky Sports

FRI 4MAR

Aviva Premiership

Newcastle v Worcester (7.45)
TV Live on BT Sport

Guinness Pro12

Scarlets v Treviso (7.05pm)
TV Live on BBC Wales

Edinburgh v Connacht (7.35)
TV Live on BBC ALBA

Ulster v Zebre (7.35pm)
TV Live on BBC NI

Super Rugby

Crusaders v Blues (6.35am)

Brumbies v Waratahs (8.40)
TV Both live on Sky

Championship

Nottingham  
v Jersey
SAT 5MAR

Aviva

Premiership

Sale v
Harlequins

(2.30pm)

Gloucester
v Wasps (3pm)

Bath v London Irish (3.15)

Saracens v Saints (3.15pm)
TV Live on BT Sport

Guinness Pro12

Leinster v Ospreys (3pm)
TV Live on Sky Sports

Munster v Dragons (7.35)
Top 14

Bordeaux-Bègles v Oyonnax

Brive v Toulouse
Grenoble v Clermont

La Rochelle v Toulon
Montpellier v Castres
Pau v Stade Français

Racing 92 v Agen
Super Rugby

Chiefs v Lions (4.15am)

H’landers v H’canes (6.35)
TV Live on Sky Sports

Reds v Force (8.40am)
TV Live on Sky Sports

Bulls v Rebels (1pm)

Cheetahs v Stormers (3.05)
TV Live on Sky Sports

Sharks v Jaguares (5.10pm)
TV Live on Sky Sports

GK IPA Championship

Bedford v Ealing

Lon Scottish v Doncaster

London Welsh v Rotherham

Moseley v Yorkshire Carn
Principality Premiership

Bridgend v Neath

Cardiff v Bedwas

Ebbw Vale v Llanelli
Llandovery v Aberavon
Newport v Carmarthen Q

Pontypridd v Cross Keys

Ulster Bank League 1A

Ballynahinch v Clontarf
Cork Con v Garryowen

Galwegians v Old Belvedere

Terenure Coll v Lansdowne
Young Munster v UCD
SUN 6MAR

Aviva Premiership

Leicester v Exeter (3pm)
TV Live on BT Sport

Guinness Pro12

Glasgow v Car Blues (4.05)
TV Live on BBC 2Scot/S4C

GK IPA Championship

Bristol v Cornish Pirates

● All kick-offs UK & Ireland.
Fixtures subject to change. n 

4 t h
M A R C H , 7. 3 5 p m

ED I NBURGH v CONNACH T

F O R T I C K E T I N F O S E E
E D I N B U R G H R U G B Y. O R G

2 8 t h
F E B R U A R Y , 3 . 1 5 p m
WASPS v QU I NS

F O R T I C K E T I N F O S E E
WASP S . C O . U K

PICS:  GE T T Y IMAGES & INPHO
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The Wales lock talks Six Nations and summer moves with Owain Jones

S P O T L I G H T  O N

ELF-DEPRECATING to a fault, 

Luke Charteris is one of the 

more underrated locks in Test 

rugby, but his value as a lineout 

technician, arch maul spoiler 

and tackling machine wasn’t lost on Racing 92. 

The French super club were so keen to keep 

the 6ft 9in second-row that they offered him 

a “generous” extended long-term deal but 

Charteris, who’s been in France for four years 

after an earlier stint with Perpignan, decided it 

was time to head for home, with West Country 

big-spenders Bath winning his sought-after signature.

Chatting to Charteris, he admits leaving the French 

capital in June will be a wrench. “I love it here and I’d 

be happy to stay, but moving back came down to a 

combination of factors. My wife is due to have a baby 

brother for our son, Finn, and being nearer family is a 

big part of it. I have a strong desire to carry on playing 

international rugby, which is more of a logistical 

challenge in Paris. I was pleased Racing 92 were keen to 

keep me but they understood my reasons for leaving.”

With Dan Carter adding star quality to a squad already 

loaded with experienced internationals like Juan 

Imhoff, Joe Rokocoko and Dimitri Szarzewski, Charteris 

believes Racing can compete on all fronts. The club has 

secured a home Champions Cup quarter-fi nal and an 

elevated placing in the Top 14, and the Welshman’s only 

regret is that he won’t be around to savour their success.

As for his summer move, he says coming back to 

Bath, where he went to university, is in no way a 

backward step. “When you see the squad at Bath, you 

don’t feel like you’re dropping down a level. They have 

players of genuine quality like Francois Louw, George 

Ford and Jonathan Joseph, and I expect a few more 

names to sign for them in time. I’ll even get the chance to 

hook up with my old Dragons buddy Toby (Faletau).”

Charteris is certainly impressed by the Farleigh 

House-based club. “They have an incredible training 

facility and an owner and coach with genuine ambition. 

That was a big part of signing. The TV money is really 

starting to kick in so the Premiership can compete with 

France. It is turning into a hell of a competition.”

The former Newport Gwent Dragon will tick off 

playing in all three northern hemisphere domestic 

leagues but still feels he has plenty to offer as his 33rd 

birthday approaches. “Fortunately locks aren’t 

picked for their speed, I lost that at about 23,” 

he smiles. “In all seriousness, I’ll know when 

the body decides to pack up and at the 

moment I’m feeling good.”

Charteris needs reminding that if he plays 

three more Tests he will pass Ian Gough (64 

caps) and become the third most-capped 

Wales lock of all-time. As he approaches his 

sixth Six Nations tournament, he fully expects 

to see the usual suspects vying to lift the 

trophy in mid-March. “Whatever team England play, 

they’ll be highly competitive. The squad they had in 

the World Cup was better than many gave them credit 

for and it just shows that the margins between success

and failure are so small these days.”

With senior lock Geoff Parling discarded, and Dave

Attwood and Ed Slater injured, he says England’s

strength in depth will see they aren’t weakened in the

boiler room. “They have locks with plenty of potential

in Maro Itoje, Joe Launchbury and George Kruis.”

How about his adopted home? Charteris says

France, like England, will be playing to restore

dented pride. “I know the Racing boys have had a few

get-togethers with Guy Novès and they seem happy

with the direction the squad is going in. Camille Chat,

our hooker, is one for the future and Novès must have

some squad if he can leave out our centre Henry

Chavancy, who has been superb all season.”

First up will be Ireland in Dublin, and Charteris

isn’t reading anything into their provinces’ form. “The

provinces might be having an off year in Europe but

you can’t write them off. Wales have succeeded when

the regions have been struggling. I’ve no doubt Joe

Schmidt’s men will defend their title proudly.”

As for Wales, Charteris says the pre-World Cup

conditioning will hold them in good stead, even after

the bumps and bruises of domestic duty. “Tactically

the structures are in place and I’m sure Gats (Warren

Gatland) will have a few tweaks up his sleeve. The

fact the likes of Jonathan Davies, Hallam Amos and

Gareth Anscombe are back can only be a good thing.

Even with horrendous injuries, we showed during

the World Cup we have the individuals to step up.”

Charteris in a nutshell: calm, composed and

low-key. Just the way he likes it.n

FAC T  FIL E

Age 32 (14 Oct 1983)

Birthplace Camborne

Club Racing 92

Position Lock

Height 6ft 9in

Weight 19st 9lb

Wales caps 62
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Sons of Anarchy

“It’s about gangs 

and I’d love to ride 

a Harley Davidson!”

Game of Thrones

“It’s brilliant.”

Suits

“I enjoy the legal 

arguments.”
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Six, seven or eight? There’s no pigeon-holing England’s new back-rower…

S P O T L I G H T  O N

OW A member of England’s 

Six Nations squad, Jack Clifford 

is being rewarded for superb 

form. Like a certain other Quins 

back-rower, there are questions 

about his suitability as an openside but he’s not 

fussed – he will continue on his odyssey and 

soak up what he can. Here he recalls those 

who have helped him on his journey…

 

I’ve progressed. I had 17 fi rst-team games on 

the bounce last year and that has helped a lot with 

learning to play at Premiership level and European 

standard. The Leinster game last season (at Aviva

Stadium, lost 14-13) was a massive test for me to get

through. But I’m young and I’ve still got a lot to learn.

I wouldn’t say I’ve had ‘slap in the face’ lessons.

For me it’s about playing the best that are out there. I

played against George Smith and he’s an unbelievable

back-row player, someone I aspire to be like and

someone I’ve watched since I was little. Those are the

kind of lessons you want; the ones where he beats you to

the breakdown by four seconds and you wonder how

he’s done it, having been in the same scrum before.

You learn by playing but you watch his game, your

game, as much as you can. And you learn on the job.

You also learn by chatting to the old heads at your club.

I’m spoilt for choice at Harlequins with Nick Easter and

Chris Robshaw here. Players you can look up to.

When I first joined Quins, I did a lot of watching.

Not in a creepy way! But in my first year I didn’t get

too many opportunities and had a few injuries. It

was then you sit down to watch through their games

and if you’re with a loan club, seeing if guys will

watch you play (to give you feedback).

Maurie Fa’asavalu was my mentor before he joined

Oyonnax. He was great for sitting down and looking at

my games. Minty (Easter) would do that every so often,

but Mo was a massive help in my second year. The first

year was finding my feet, the second year I buckled down.

You want to get to the top as soon as you can. When

I was 18 I wanted to be starting in the Premiership. At 19

I was in South Africa playing with Billy Vunipola, Matt

Kvesic, people like that, and they were starting for their

teams while I was still with Esher. You want first-team

rugby right away but you can’t rush it. You do realise

you’ll get your opportunities. Last season I got 

that chance because of injuries. It’s not like in 

football when a 16-year-old can be chucked in 

to the Premiership and carve up; you can’t 

rush into success in rugby. 

I’ve been developing myself as an all-round 

back-row player. So what I need to work 

on could be controlling the ball at No 8, or 

getting over it at seven. All of these skills 

will benefi t me, no matter what position I 

play. If I get over the ball like a seven, it’s 

never going to be to the detriment of my game. I’m 

young, I just want to get on the pitch!

I don’t think there’s a stage you get to where you 

have to specialise. You can’t just be a six or an eight. 

You may get people saying you’re an out-and-out 

seven, but for me I wouldn’t want to be pigeon-holed.

All my friends have fi nished uni and are in fi rst 

jobs. They’re doing their fi rst nine-to-fi ve while I’ve 

had a ‘job’ since I was 18. It’s not really much of a job but 

it’s almost my fi fth year. They complain, I really enjoy it. 

Rugby is a different life. I’ll fi nish at 2.30pm, but also 

sometimes you’ve got to get yourself up for running 

around in the cold and rain. I’ve not turned my back 

on uni – I’m starting an Open University course run 

by the RPA, looking at leadership and management. 

I live with Ben Botica. He’s a really good house-mate. 

He plays the guitar all the time, and annoyingly he’s 

really good at it. I’ll give him songs to learn and we’ll 

just sing away, a bit of impromptu karaoke. We both 

do the cooking, which is a bit surprising. 

Talking to boys at other clubs, it seems Quins guys 

get stuck into each other a lot. But everyone knows 

it’s in jest and I think it helps you grow as a person. 

You give yourself a stronger personality. It’s when 

people aren’t giving you s***, that’s when you worry!

You’re not human if you don’t have ambitions to 

excel. You’re not normal if you don’t want to push 

yourself to the highest level. But at the same time, I’ve 

a lot to focus on, to better and improve myself.

You’ve a lot to carry around in your head. All those 

moves. But I have friends in the 

ng number crunching and that’s 

ion of it. For me, knowing lineout 

six, seven and eight is something 

to be able to use seamlessly. n

FAC T  FIL E

Age 22 (12 Feb 1993)

Birthplace Brisbane, 

Queensland

Position Back-row

Club Harlequins 

Height 6ft 4in

Weight 17st 6lb

Twitter @jackclifford93
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Sporting heroes

David Beckham

Muhammad Ali

Chris Hoy

Box sets

The Wire

Sons of Anarchy

The Walking 

Musical acts

Justin Bieber

John Mayer

Fetty Wap
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There’s certainly life in Ireland’s old boy yet, finds RW’s Alan Dymock

S P O T L I G H T  O N

ACK IN 2011, mere days after 

captaining Waikato in an 

unsuccessful ITM Cup fi nal, 

Nathan White announced he 

would be leaving New Zealand. 

He had just turned 30 and, with some mates 

having left their lives as contracted Waikato 

Chiefs, he decided to leave the franchise and 

take the plunge by signing for Leinster. 

He wasn’t sure what would come from it but 

with the grass always greener on the other side, 

a trip to the Emerald Isle seemed sensible. Who knew 

how much longer he would play rugby? White most 

certainly didn’t and at the time, when his departure was 

announced, he told the Kiwi press: “Life’s too short and 

let’s move on. I looked at (the move) as 30 tomorrow and 

if I signed another two years with the Chiefs I’d be 32 

and that could be the end of my (playing) days. So I 

decided it was time to try something different and go 

over there and see what it’s all about.”

What it was all about, then, was joining reigning 

European champions and a team full of players who 

were no strangers to a back-page splash. White was 

jetting over to join up with Joe Schmidt and Jono Gibbes, 

but what he found was O’Driscoll, D’Arcy and Cullen. 

White won a European medal, having sat on the bench 

the day they thrashed Ulster at Twickenham, but he 

wasn’t to stay. After one season as a boy in blue, he was 

offered an irresistible three-year contract out West, with 

Connacht. Now, at the age of 34, he looks back on his 

comments from 2011 and allows himself some levity.

“It’s funny that I said I might be done at 32 and then I 

was offered a three-year deal at Connacht, at the age of 

31. It was too good an opportunity to turn down. I came 

across with my wife Bronwyn and three kids – now 

four with young George arriving – and it was more a 

case of looking for an adventure. I defi nitely didn’t go 

across thinking I would be playing for Ireland.”

And here the idea of hanging it up at 32 takes another 

licking, because White is an Ireland international. He 

had to wait for it, and a broken arm in November 2014 

spooked him about whether he’d get to tug on a Test 

shirt, but in August 2015, at the age of 33, he made his 

Ireland debut. That half-hour of rugby against Scotland 

may not be inked in scriptures but it was a special day 

for the tighthead. And then he went to the World Cup.

“That fi rst cap came a year later than I 

expected and to get that second shot after 

an arm injury means you really respect it,” 

he says. “There were no thoughts of caps 

when I came over but it’s been great.

“And I’ve not really thought too much about 

the World Cup. I did play some big games, 

and it was like playing with your old mates, 

playing with all the Leinster guys again. That 

French game (Ireland won in Cardiff, 24-9) 

will stick in my mind for the rest of my life.

“I guess Test rugby is special for me because it 

means playing in front of big crowds again. In Galway, 

for Connacht, we get plenty of atmosphere at the 

Sportsground and it’s special, but in New Zealand you

got used to playing in front of big crowds all the time.”

White hammers home the point that Connacht

fans are unique. And so is the squad. It has its New

Zealand influences for sure, but there’s a homemade

flavour to so much of what they do now.

For example, White was a skipper in the ITM Cup. Is

he the most vocal guy in Galway? No way, not with so

many kids in key decision-making positions. He only

grabs one of the youngsters when it’s necessary. So do

they give him stick as a veteran? White shuffles a little,

replying: “Yeah, every now and again someone will

bring up my age. I’ll just change the subject or walk

over somewhere else. Actually, when it comes to age,

it’s someone like John Muldoon bringing it up.

Because he’s nervous as one of the next oldest guys.”

Perhaps there’s still uncertainty there for White,

which is understandable considering his recent

arrival on the Test stage. He says “hopefully I’ll get

another opportunity” as if he can be easily discarded.

But his solidity and calm focus are attractive selling

points. And if old dogs can’t learn new tricks, White

must be a cat because his set-piece has “improved out

of sight” since landing in Europe. He respects the fact

that every loosehead poses a different challenge now.

There are no tight squeezes at home, of course.

White spends his days as the taxi for the kids

or standing on the touchline for his boys’

rugby games. Ambitions beyond the park?

“I’d like to send the wife back to work!”

he risks joking. It’s probably about time

he put his slippers on, to be fair…n

FAC T  FIL E

Age 34 (4 Sep 1981)

Birthplace Hawera, 

New Zealand

Position Tighthead

Province Connacht 

Height 6ft 2in

Weight 19st 2lb

Ireland caps Eight
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Cian Healy

“He’s so strong and 

powerful – and 

pretty clever too.”

Gurthrö Steenkamp

“An old foe from my 

Super Rugby days.”

Wyatt Crockett

(right) “He’s just 

a big, strong 

man.”
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The Scotland No 8 talks Thailand, lost teeth and top-three aspirations  

S P O T L I G H T  O N

OLTED BY setbacks last year, 

Glasgow’s Adam Ashe has 

learnt the lessons and been in 

storming form this season – 

earning a national recall…  

It’s amazing to be part of a Scotland squad 

preparing to play England. There’s no bigger 

fi xture and in my teens, whenever the Calcutta 

Cup match was at Murrayfi eld, a big group of 

us from Alva Academy would go to watch.

Facing England will be a weird situation. They will 

have a new style under Eddie Jones but we won’t get to 

see that before we play them. They will be less organised 

but we won’t know what they’ll bring to the table.

I’d be happy to finish in the top three. We reached the

last eight at the World Cup and have momentum behind

us, but we weren’t great in last year’s Six Nations. Ireland

are a big threat. They’ve won the last two championships

and have a good coaching staff and young players coming

through. They and Wales are the main challengers.

Johnnie Beattie was a big idol of mine. He was in

the last year of his contract at Glasgow when I joined.

I remember him going through three Irish players to

score at Croke Park (2010) and I was shocked to then be

in the same environment as him. He’s still at Castres.

My brother is a pretty good footballer. Daniel, 23,

played for Stirling Albion and now for Stirling University.

And my sister Jennifer, 17, is into musical theatre; she’s

hoping to get a scholarship to college in London.

I have a positive outlook on why things happen. It

was tough getting dropped for last year’s Pro12 final

but I had a sudden drop-off in performance. It was to

do with my preparation – you do your analysis, tick

things off, but you have to keep standards high every

week and the consistency wasn’t there. I’d become a bit

complacent. That’s the thing I got from that experience.

Not making the World Cup squad was also tough.

I got one opportunity in the warm-ups in Italy and we

didn’t get things flowing (won 16-12). But I’m young and

hopefully will still play in a World Cup. I had a great

pre-season and it was good to come back to Glasgow.

Glasgow’s game plan suits me to a tee. We like to get

forwards round the corner, use the width of the pitch.

Gregor Townsend is looking for physicality from me:

making yards and carries and big offensive tackles. In

my breakthrough year that’s what I was doing 

well and it’s been about getting me back to that 

place. I’ve come on quite a lot this season.

Gregor really is as calm as he looks on TV! 

He watches the game closely and within fi ve 

minutes of a game fi nishing he’ll give you a 

full explanation of why we won or lost. It may 

be down to his position as a player; as a key 

decision-maker he needed that clarity of mind.

We’ll look to build on our maul, attack and 

defence, in Europe next season. It’s had a big 

impact because Racing and Northampton both scored 

two tries from it against us in successive weeks. We’re 

improving in that area; Dan McFarland, our forwards 

coach, has lots of ideas but it takes time. At Northampton 

we set up a maul on halfway and drove them 15 metres, 

but then gave away a penalty. It’s a confi dence thing.

We’re chasing a home semi in the Pro12. Integrating 

players back from the World Cup was always going to 

be tough and we’ve a lot of work to do in the league. The 

Six Nations period will be a key time for us as we’ll lose 

17 players, though some of us will come back and forth.

I’m a great believer in psychology. I see a sports 

psychologist (Dr Simon Petrie) every so often and it’s 

fantastic to get new ideas. I had a catch-up with him 

before the World Cup camp and again before the Six 

Nations to set goals and get some stuff down on paper.

Everything is enhanced in sevens. You must be fi tter 

to recover from niggles, must run more and at faster 

speeds, your skills must be better. I played the 2011-12 

World Series and it was a fantastic experience, playing 

in front of massive crowds. In LA, Justin Bieber walked 

past me at the airport, surrounded by bodyguards.

I’d love to visit Thailand. Everybody I know who’s 

been there is amazed by it, people like Ryan Wilson, 

Ryan Grant, my girlfriend. Of places I’ve been to, I love 

New Zealand because of the whole culture there.

I’d like to open a coffee shop later in my 20s. Have 

my own business of some sort. I’m quite a hands-on 

person and like to be out there doing stuff.

I lost my two front teeth after a gym accident. In 

my last year at school, I was on a tricep pushdown 

machine and got smashed in the face by the bar. I had 

a temporary fi x and then a year and a half ago they 

pulled them out and gave me something permanent. 

            I need to get it redone every ten years. n

FAC T  FIL E

Age 22 (24 July 1993)

Birthplace Livingston, 

West Lothian

Position Back-row

Club Glasgow Warriors

Height 6ft 4in

Weight 17st 6lb

Scotland caps Six

Debut v SA, 2014 

Twitter @adamashe93
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Bands 

Nirvana

Oasis

Muse

Sports idols 

Lionel Messi

Rory Mcllroy

Andy Murray

Animals 

Dog

Monkey

Grizzly Bear
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M A I N  I M A G E :  D A N  S H E R I D A N / I N P H O

W H O  W I L L 

W I N  T H E  S I X 

N A T I O N S ?
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AN IRELAND do a ‘three-peat’ 

after their 2014 and 2015 triumphs? 

Is Eddie Jones the catalyst who 

can guide England to the title 

after their World Cup disaster? 

Or will it be Wales, Scotland or 

France who get their hands on the 

trophy? And can Italy exceed 

expectations by not collecting the wooden spoon?

These are just some of the myriad questions 

surrounding this year’s RBS 6 Nations, so we decided to 

put former England and Lions fl y-half Stuart Barnes on 

the spot and ask him to predict the fortunes of the six 

teams in the tournament. As well as highlighting the 

strengths and weaknesses of each nation, he also 

reveals his fi nal table for 2016. Plus, several stars of 

the game give their verdict on who will win the title 

race. Turn over to fi nd out what they think…

P R E D I C T I O N S
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ANDSO the internecine strife begins again. The

global games that so enhanced the sport’s profile last 

September and October have beat a retreat while

England were ending one coaching cycle and beginning 

a new one. The humiliation of an unprecedented

southern hemisphere clean sweep at the World Cup

semi-final stage will be forgotten as local rivalries come

to the fore of the European rugby fans’ consciousness.

A Wales Grand Slam would end the hurt of those 

constant defeats at the hands of the southern

hemisphere ‘Big Three’ without alleviating the

problems which unaddressed will keep Wales as

also-rans at the highest level. Ireland have become

adept at winning Six Nations titles and beating some

of the South’s superpowers – at least on home turf –

but have to reboot Joe Schmidt’s pre-programmed

game if they wish to use the championship as a  

launch pad to bigger aspirations.

France should be there or thereabouts every season. 

No matter how problematic the club

versus country division, France have size 

and speed and a great passion for the

game. Yet in recent years, they have

dropped to their lowliest status as the

leading light in what has become the

second tier of the tournament, with only

Scotland and Italy beneath them. Guy Novès has the

potential at his fingertips but he has the furthest to go.

The great French enemy,England, suffered a savage 

disappointment last autumn and, like France, are 

beginning again with a new coach and new

management. Four years ago, Stuart Lancaster’s

England team kicked off his new regime with two

of the drabbest victories in recent times against 

unimaginative Scotland and Italy teams.

That didn’t stop little Englanders from rising to acclaim

a new order. If ever there was a time to disentangle the

difference between results and performance it was then, 

but instead the rookie management were promoted

from interim to full-time. The almost inevitable errors

that come with inexperience then tore them to pieces 

when the pressure grew too great.

All English eyes should be not just on Eddie Jones

and his results but the nature of the England game. The 

last lot drifted away from the pragmatic strength of

English forward play. In the end, they wandered as far

off the path as Red Riding Hood – and with even worse

consequences. Jones will be expected to deliver results

from day one but the balance between winning and 

building for Japan  

2019 is crucial.

Whatever happens  

in the Australian

coach’s first season

in charge, it should

never be forgotten

that his ultimate

aim is to return to

Japan and leave with

England’s second

World Cup. Consistently good results in Lancaster’s

four years in charge brought neither trophies nor

a decent shot at the World Cup. Of all the coaches,  

Jones has the toughest task.

At the World Cup England weren’t so much toppled 

as shown to be much smaller than they believed

themselves to be. Two defeats at Twickenham are in

need of eradication from the team’s memory bank.

Jones’s greatest concern is going to be selection.

It was a young England team that lost its way and

Lancaster is adamant the future for the Red Rose is

bright, but Jones might want to start afresh. A front row

of Mako Vunipola, Dylan Hartley (with Jamie George

roaring off the bench) and Dan Cole – reprieved by the 

injury to Kieran Brookes – is a good place to start.

Behind the pragmatics of a powerful pack, the issue

is how does he want to play and which player suits that

style. The battle between Owen Farrell’s fiery game and

the hiccupping genius of George Ford may be put off for

another day, because the squad make-up suggests both 

will start the championship, in the ten-12 axis.

Scotland to start and France to finish are tricky

obstacles while Wales will have no fear of their visit to

Twickenham. The crystal ball is looking rather murky.

England come into the tournament with a

world-famous coach, a hand-picked management

team and financial riches beyond any nation in the 

P R E D I C T I O N S

T H E  E X - E N G L A N D  T E N  A N D  W O R L D - C L A S S  A N A L Y S T @TomShanklin As long as Liam

Williams is fit I’d say Wales. Tried

& tested squad, settled, confident.

Dark horses France and England. 

@davidflatman If pushed, I’d hope

beyond hope for England but stick

my 20 quid on Wales. They were

depleted but magnificent at RWC.

D A V I D  F L A T M A N

T O M  S H A N K L I N

Making a charge Loosehead Mako Vunipola’s form warrants a starting place for England, says Barnes   
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world. Their first opponents,Scotland, are their

diametric opposites. Expectation hasn’t been so

much low as non-existent. Last season Glasgow may

have boosted Scotland with the Guinness Pro12 title

but five defeats in Vern Cotter’s first Six Nations was  

the sorriest of starts – on paper.

In reality, Scotland ended the calendar year as the

brightest of the British and Irish sides. Like Wales,

they went out at the World Cup quarter-final stage with

their heads held high. They shouldn’t have beaten an

Australian team who played the role of architects of

their own downfall but they so nearly did. Not only

did Scotland lose in glory, they convinced at the pool

stage. The wins against Japan and Samoa – combined

with the quarter-final – suggest strong improvement.

Last year’s Six Nations results were poor but

performances against France and Wales were

encouraging. The World Cup campaign grew from 

P R E D I C T I O N S

@Chick_Chalmers Scotland will win

the @rbs_6_nations as they are a

far more confident group after the

RWC. Great balance all over & tries.

C R A I G  C H A L M E R S

such efforts. It should be hoped by

all European rugby fans that this

development continues. Never mind

whether it makes Jones’s first game a

tougher one; that is exactly what the

tournament and the top teams need.

It goes without saying it is also what Scotland need.

Another sixth place would undo all the good work of

the World Cup. Scotland are a more straightforward

team to assess than England. They lack the depth of 

talent to win a World Cup, bar a freakish run of

players off their small-scale production line. Yet

with workaday Kiwis like John Hardie reminding

us how good the New Zealand game is, they can

throw everything at the Six Nations with no need to 

wonder what it means for the future.

For Scottish rugby the future is the next game. In

this instance it’s England. While there

are plenty of grounds for optimism in

Scotland, Italy continue to clamber

around the bottom of the top tier of the

world game, struggling to make the

improvements Argentina have managed

so rapidly in the Rugby Championship. 

 F O R  S C O T L A N D  T H E  F U T U R E  I S  T H E  N E X T  

 G A M E .  T H E Y  C A N T H R O W  E V E R Y T H I N G  A T  I T 

Maul of the good stuff Vern Cotter’s Scotland put their 2015 wooden spoon to bed at the World Cup and have the personnel to spring some surprises in this year’s championship   
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Eddie Jones went on record before the World Cup to 

describe their scrum as the best in Europe and against 

Ireland they had their moments at the Olympic 

Stadium. However, the lack of talent coming through,  

as the perennial 11th- and 12th-place finishes in the 

Pro12 indicates, anchors them as by far the likeliest 

bottom-placed team in 2016.

Italy, if they are to develop as a rugby nation, have to 

find a pair of half-backs to take some of the unbearable 

pressure off their one high-class act, Sergio Parisse. 

With only England and Scotland at home, one win 

looks the best they can hope for. Given the potential for 

continued improvement from Scotland, that might 

prove beyond them; back them to finish sixth.

Their continental rivals, France, have three home 

games and what Novès will see as an eminently 

winnable game in Edinburgh. In a year when 

rebuilding is possible, a giant French pack and an 

aggressive defence could see them do well without 

playing particularly well. Yet against this, they were 

desperate in the World Cup and whilst Philippe  

Saint-André was deservedly criticised for not getting 

the most out of his men, Novès has been struggling to  

do exactly that at Toulouse for a very long time.

For France to win the championship requires a leap of 

faith beyond a secular sort like myself. The reality is 

that even with a good set of fixtures, breaking through 

into the top three would represent some sort of  

progress for a rugby nation that ended the 

World Cup on its knees.

Wales have a far more settled look to their 

side, both in terms of coaches and players. 

They managed their usual heroic failure at 

the World Cup, against South Africa and 

Australia, but the Six Nations is a level 

where Wales and their potent defensive game excel. 

Shaun Edwards was one of the outstanding coaches  

of the World Cup. With some of their injured players 

returning, Wales will again be a threat to all. 

In Dan Biggar and Alun Wyn Jones they have two  

of the best and most consistent rugby players in  

Europe, while the potential of Justin Tipuric and Sam 

Warburton could yet be the catalyst for  

a Welsh side as aggressive in attack as  

it is in defence. If there is a likely Grand 

Slam team for 2016, Wales would have  

to be the favourites.

Ireland’s clash against Wales is a  

brutal beginning for Schmidt. His 

coaching career has been an endless wave of success, 

with Wales and Warren Gatland one of the few 

adversaries to cause significant problems. Wales  

@MarcoBortolami I think France

will win, too strong in front 8! New 

coach will bring motivation and 

energy that are key factors for them.

M A R C O  B O R T O L A M I

@thomaslombard3 Wales should

win. Fantastic squad with pace & 

talent. Deserve silverware from last 

RWC. Play key games at home HQ.

T H O M A S  L O M B A R D

  Towering Furno 
Italy lock Josh Furno 
climbs high against 
France at RWC 2015   

P R E D I C T I O N S
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have a man-for-man dynamism that did for Ireland  

last season. Even more so, however, will be the reaction 

of Schmidt to the way his structured game plan was 

undone. At Leinster the structure was fast, fluent and 

subtle. For Ireland it was based on an error-free game, 

patience and a fly-half to impose a dominant kicking 

game upon the opposition. 

Wales are a particular problem to such a kicking  

team, with an accurate kicking game of their own. 

Johnny Sexton’s injury, combined with the premature 

end to Paul O’Connell’s Test career, wreaked havoc  

to Ireland’s belief levels in the quarter-final (whether  

the European nations take note of Argentina’s fluent 

attacking game will be intriguing).

Schmidt desperately needs his emissary Sexton  

on the field, not just back in action but back in form. 

Ireland enter the tournament with their big two, 

Munster and Leinster, undermined in Europe. Irish

international success (unlike Wales) tends to run

parallel with provincial power. The augurs don’t

look especially good for Ireland.

They can’t afford to lose to Wales. They follow that home

game with trips to France (who knows?) and England

(surely they can’t be as bad again at Twickenham).

There are no obvious favourites but if I had to pick

a finishing order for this year’s tournament it would

go something like this: 1. Wales 2. England 3. Scotland

4. Ireland 5. France 6. Italy. n

Celtic colossi

Wales’ title credentials
look stronger than
Ireland’s this year

 S C H M I D T  D E S P E R A T E L Y N E E D S H I S

 E M I S S A R Y  S E X T O N  B A C K I N F O R M

P R E D I C T I O N S
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@bernardjackman It will be very

hard for Ireland to retain the 6 

Nations with away trips to London 

and Paris, so I will tip England.

B E R N A R D  J A C K M A N
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OW EN FA RRELL

Age 24 (24 Sept 1991)

Birthplace Billinge, Gtr Manchester

Club Saracens

Position Fly-half/centre

Test caps 36 (35 England, one Lions)

Test points 343 (2T, 45C, 79P, 2DG)

Twitter name @owen_faz

N O W 

F A C T O R
No frills, no fuss. Owen Farrell 

has put a turbulent 12 mon hs 

behind him and is ready to fire 

the shots again for England

W O R D S :
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OR OWEN FARRELL it’s all about the 

present. The past? It’s gone. It’s done with. 

The future? It hasn’t happened yet. Nothing 

he can do about that until it happens. No, for 

the 24-year-old with an old, old head on his 

broad shoulders, life and rugby is about – 

and always will be about – today. 

It’s probably why he seems to have dealt with 2015 as 

well as he has, starting the year injured enough to miss 

a largely successful RBS 6 Nations for England, bouncing 

back to win the Man of the Match award in an Aviva 

Premiership fi nal that his beloved Saracens won, seeing 

his friend and long-term rival George Ford get the nod 

over him for the fi rst World Cup match against Fiji, then 

starting in the remaining fi xtures, which included 

damaging defeats by Wales and Australia, before fi nally 

ending the year in majestic form for his club once again.

In fact, so impressive has Farrell been since his return 

from the World Cup for Saracens that all eyes are on him 

to start the Six Nations in a playmaking position under 

the new regime led by head coach Eddie Jones. Not that 

the man himself is remotely interested in all the talk.

“It’s not a good idea to listen to what everyone says 

about you,” he insists, his still youthful face belying 

his 36 caps’ worth of Test experience and the fact that, 

with 343 points to his name, he already sits fourth in 

England’s all-time scoring pantheon (see panel, right).

“If you did and believed it all then one week you may 

be really good and the next week rubbish. I’m pleased 

with what I’ve achieved in Test rugby but it really 

counts for very little right now, and neither should it.

“It has to be about now. That’s always been the case. 

You can’t expect to play for England if you’re not 

playing well. There’s no point playing well in, say, the 

World Cup and then not doing much between then and 

the start of the Six Nations. If you’re not doing it for your 

club, you can’t expect to wear the England shirt.”

In which case, with Saracens starting the season with 

a 12-match winning run that only ended last month and 

Farrell conducting much of the team’s orchestra, he must 

be in pole position for when Jones names his fi rst team.

“I honestly don’t know,” he responds. “I have no idea 

whether it’s completely a clean slate or not but I expect it 

will be. I’m feeling good and it helps playing with this 

team because the core has been together a while now 

and we’ve grown together, but a lot of players and teams 

have gone well since the World Cup. It’s why I believe 

this season domestically is as competitive as it’s been for 

a while and also, as a result, why the English teams are 

generally going well in Europe too.

“There’s nothing I can do about England. I’m excited 

about the new challenge it presents us all, but the only 

thing I can control is how I play for my club. If that goes 

well, then the rest will look after itself.”

Farrell has come across Jones before. In fact, it was the 

Australian who gave Farrell his inaugural start for the 

fi rst team in 2008 when Jones was coaching Saracens.

“I was part of the academy and it was in the LV= Cup. I 

came off the bench. What I recall from then, apart from 

the fact that I loved being part of the Saracens Academy, 

was how hard Eddie worked us all. We really had to earn 

the right to get the chance to train with the senior squad 

and the only way to do it was with sheer hard work.”

Another familiar link with the new England set-up 

– now lacking his father Andy, who was part of a 

jettisoned coaching team and will join Ireland after the 

Six Nations – is the appointment of Sarries’ defence 

coach Paul Gustard to work under Jones. “I’ve known 

Gussy a long time and it’s exciting to see him as part of 

England, but it’s all part of things being very different 

and he’ll be the fi rst one to look at form, not history.”

As we talk at Saracens’ training base in St Albans, a few 

familiar faces amble by, most cracking jokes or pulling 

faces. Farrell, though, remains deadly serious. He’s intent 

on capitalising on everything he learnt from 2015, both 

good and bad. To him, every experience is an opportunity.

“A lot happened last year. My view is you make sure 

you learn from everything that happens, either to 

improve as a player or to make sure things don’t repeat 

themselves. That’s the mindset I used throughout the 

Six Nations when I couldn’t play and it’s the mindset 

I continued throughout the highs and lows of 2015.”

E N G L A N D ’ S  L E A D I N G  P O I N T- S C O R E R S

W I L K I N S O N
1998-2011

G R A Y S O N
1995-2004

A N D R E W
1985-97

F A R R E L L
2012-

F L O O D
2006-13

1 , 1 7 9 4 0 0 3 9 6 3 4 3 3 0 1

  Fresh ingredient 
England defence 
coach Paul Gustard
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It was a knee injury suffered in Europe that resulted in

surgery and the entire 2015 Six Nations passing him by,

a tournament that saw the real emergence of Ford as an

viable alternative in the England ten shirt.

“I’ve had a few knocks, like any player, but this was the

first one that required an operation and it was tough at

first. I felt a bit sorry for myself, but only for a week or

two. Then you get your head into it, work twice as hard

and pick up a great deal from watching training and

matches, whether with Saracens or England.

“Of course it makes you realise how much you miss the

game when injury takes you away from it, but the truth

is you’re never really away from it, you’re simply not

playing for a bit. I saw it as an opportunity to learn and

to improve, and I think I got the balance right between

working hard in rehab but also being there to learn.

“England invited me into camp a couple of times which

was great: it was a welcome change of scenery and made

me still feel part of the set-up. Then, after a couple of

weeks’ more rehab in America, I was just about ready.”

A number of sub appearances would follow before his

Man of the Match display against Bath and opposite

Ford which saw Farrell score a try amid his 18 points.

Yet it was Ford who then England head coach Stuart

Lancaster turned to when he made his first World Cup

selection against Fiji. “George wore the England shirt

in the previous Test and did well. All I could do was to

put myself in as good a position as possible.”

Farrell would start the next Test against Wales, which

saw England lose at the death and Chris Robshaw turn

down the chance for Farrell to draw the game with a late

penalty kick. Does he dwell on that Welsh kick that

never was or believe he would have sunk it?

“No,” is his predictable answer. “Not thought about it.

It’s gone. But I have thought about the World Cup and

what I can learn from it. Obviously we fell short. I guess

we weren’t quite ready this time. But everyone involved

can only be better for it because to play in games of such

enormity can only be a learning experience. When you

play at ten in games such as those you can only improve

from the experience and that’s my intention.”

So much so that the last thing Farrell needed was time

off after England’s premature exit from the tournament.

On the contrary, he was itching to play rugby. “After the

World Cup the club gave me a week off but it was more

than I needed. I took a couple of days off and then got

back to training and watched the boys play the next

weekend. Then it was straight back into it. I was hungry

to play. It was the start of something the World Cup left

me with – the intention to make sure what happened in

that tournament doesn’t happen again.”

This intent has been evident every time he’s turned out

in a Saracens shirt since. Which brings us full circle to

the impending Six Nations, a tournament without

Lancaster and his cohorts. Farrell’s response

to this underlines his single-mindedness.

“It was gutting the World Cup didn’t work out the way

we wanted, and when Stuart lost his position it makes

you look hard at what you could have done better,

although in truth I was doing that in any case. All you

can do now is play to your best and hope it’s enough to

keep you involved in the new environment.”

One aspect Farrell will admit to is the fact that Jones

finds himself with a talented bunch of players to manage.

“There’s a good squad of players, whoever is chosen.

It might just be that by the next World Cup in 2019

England will have a core of a team in their mid to late

twenties each with 50-odd caps to their name. It doesn’t

guarantee anything but it’s what you would want.”

For a moment he forgets himself before he smiles and

returns to the mantra that has served him so well.

“But that’s a long way off, isn’t it? You can’t afford to

do anything else except focus on your next game and

put in a performance. Achieve that and you’ve done

everything and it’s down to others to make decisions.”

Jones will be salivating, not just at Farrell’s form but his

mindset. The World Cup doesn’t seem to have scarred

him. And the dual experience of missing the previous

Six Nations and falling short in the World Cup has

created a sportsman with the steeliest of resolves that can

only be good news for Jones, England and Saracens.n

“ M Y I N T E N T I O N I S

T O I M P R O V E F R O M

T H E E X P E R I E N C E ”

  Trampling on Saints 
Farrell and Saracens 
have been imperious 

  Hot pursuit Farrell 
and George Ford are 
vying for the No 10 shirt 

  Turning to dust England’s RWC dream dies with Farrell’s card v Australia

PICS:  GE T T Y IMAGES
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France captain Guilhem Guirado is aiming to guide 

his country into a new – and successful – era

S BOOTS go, they’re big ones to fi ll. 

Thierry Dusautoir’s that is. The great 

French fl anker led his country a record 

56 times in his 80 Tests, captaining 

them to a Grand Slam in 2010 and a 

World Cup fi nal the following year. 

Okay, so his Test career ended with the humiliation of 

a 62-13 thrashing by the All Blacks in last year’s World 

Cup quarter-fi nal, but Dusautoir has been just about the 

one constant in a decade of steady French decline. 

Now he has gone, so too coach Philippe Saint-André, 

along with a clutch of experienced players such as 

Nicolas Mas, Pascal Papé and Freddie Michalak. So 

bienvenue to a new era, albeit one that sees Guy Novès 

running the show. New, he ain’t, the former Toulouse 

coach celebrating his 62nd birthday this month, but he’s 

a novice when it comes to coaching international rugby 

and one suspects he’ll lean heavily on the experience of 

his chosen captain, 29-year-old Guilhem Guirado. 

The Toulon hooker made his Test debut in the 2008 

Six Nations and was a member of France’s 2011 World 

Cup squad. Yet of his fi rst 20 caps, all but one came from 

the bench. It wasn’t until 2014 that Guirado pecked his 

way to the top of the order, above Benjamin Kayser and 

Dimitri Szarzewski. As a consequence he has almost 

slipped under the radar, an unknown quantity until 

A

W O R D S :  G A V I N  M O R T I M E R  / /  M A I N  P I C T U R E :  S T U  F O R S T E R / G E T T Y  I M A G E S
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recently. These are the bare bones: he stands 5ft 11in,

weighs 16st 7lb and has what one Irish paper described

last season as “Keith Wood-esque pace”. He’s reliable in

the set-piece and, like most French hookers, loves to get 

the ball in his hands. As for fleshing out the man,

Guirado has done that in this interview with RW.

“I was born in Arles-sur-Tech,” he explains, which is a

small town in the foothills of the eastern Pyrenees. The

Spanish border is only five miles south of Arles but it

was to Perpignan, 25 miles north, where Guirado went

for his rugby education. “I joined Perpignan and won

youth titles with them before breaking into the senior

squad,” says the man who began his rugby life in the

back row before moving forward as he grew in girth.

Playing for Perpignan was a dream for Guirado, who

had followed the club since childhood. The two rugby 

memories etched in his mind from his youth are

France’s stunning comeback to beat the All Blacks in the

RWC 1999 semi-final and Perpignan’s 42-7 destruction

of Castres in the 1997-98

French Championship 

quarter-final.

Guirado was fortunate 

in receiving his

formative front-row

education at Perpignan

from the great Mas (the

most-capped prop in French history with 85) and Perry

Freshwater, the New Zealand-born loosehead who won

ten caps for England. “I was educated by experienced

players and that helped me progress because you learn

so much quicker playing alongside them,” he reflects.

“The Perpignan squad at the time was very balanced.

That was a big factor in us winning the title in 2009.”

Their victory over Clermont in that year’s Top 14 final

was Perpignan’s first league title for 54 years, but after

the party came the hangover. The club overstretched,

ran into financial difficulties and in May 2014 suffered 

the trauma of relegation to ProD2.

And traumatic it was for a club that slipped out of

the elite for the first time in 103 years. A collective

catastrophe and a personal one, too, for Guirado, who

left the club after 13 seasons. Captain for that season,

Guirado retained his dignity under great pressure while

rumours circulated in the French press of a falling-out

with the club’s board. He never responded to the gossip, 

instead packing his bags for a trip east along the

Mediterranean coast to Toulon in the summer of 2014. 

“When I arrived at Toulon I had a

few preconceived ideas and I was a

little apprehensive about settling in,”

explains Guirado. “I was surrounded

by the likes of Bakkies Botha, Carl

Hayman and Chris Masoe, but I soon

realised how impressive they were,

not just technically but in the example 

they set on a day-to-day basis. I understood that if I

followed their example I would make rapid progress.”

Guirado has always been one of life’s grafters, a player

with the intelligence and determination not to squander 

his physical gifts. One of his junior coaches, Michel

Puigmal, said of the 12-year-old Guirado that he “already

possessed the worker’s temperament and an iron will”.

In his first season at Toulon, Guirado collected a

Champions Cup winner’s medal as the club lifted their

third successive European crown, beating Clermont

Auvergne 24-16 in the final at Twickenham last year.

This season their stuttering form in the pool stage has

proved that they aren’t invincible in Europe while their

performances in the Top 14 have also been patchy, the

team losing five of their first 12 matches and owner 

Mourad Boudjellal publicly criticising players.

“It’s been a complicated season,” says Guirado.

“Because of the World Cup the squad has only been

together in its entirety since mid-November. We’ve a lot

of new players and several players retired last season, so

it takes time to gel. We have a lot of individual quality at

the club, but it’s the collective force that has been our

greatest strength. We’re working hard to get back to the 

levels we’ve shown over the last couple of years.”

One of the new faces at Toulon this season

is Ma’a Nonu, who Guirado last encountered

during the World Cup quarter-final debacle.

That defeat was the blackest day in France’s

rugby history, the first time they’ve conceded

so many points. “We knew the All Blacks were

a very good team but the way we played that

night, we made them look fantastic,” he says.

“We allowed them to do what they wanted

because we were truly awful. We didn’t

exist in that game, it’s as simple as that.”

“ W E ’ R E M O V I N G O N

N O W . T H E W O R L D C U P 

I S  I N  T H E  P A S T ”

Club cause
Tussling with Leinster
 in the Champions Cup

Falling short
Missing out on a try in an
 ill-fated RWC campaign
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Age 29 (17 June 1986)

Born Arles-sur-Tech

Club Toulon

Position Hooker

France caps 38 (2T)

Twitter @guilhem_guirado
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The scars of that nightwill, saysGuirado, take a little

time toheal for himpersonally, but at least they’ve been

able to drawa lineunder theWorldCup. “We reached

the quarter-final but it doesn’tmeanmuch. That should

be theminimumforFrance.Whatwas sodisappointing

was that the squadworkedveryhard over the summer

andmade lots of sacrifices. Butwe’removing onnow. It’s

a newera forFrance,with anewcoach anda lot of new

players, sowehave to leave theWorldCup in thepast.”

Novès officially unveiled Guirado as his captain last

month – praising his experience, temperament and

humility – but he informed the hooker of his decision in

a phone call shortly before Christmas. “It’s a complex

subject,” says Guirado of his elevation to the captaincy. 

“I think you dream of playing for your country, of

winning cups, but not really of being captain.”

Describing himself as a “thoughtful” man, he says the

role will “require a certain forcefulness of character”.

That’s why he believes his position will help. “As a

hooker I’m in the heart of the action, so in a sense my

position will be an important element in my captaincy.”

Among the debutants named in Novès’s inaugural 

squad are Stade Français centre Jonathan Danty,

Bordeaux prop Jefferson Poirot, Clermont lock Paul

Jedrasiak and a couple of young Toulouse lads in

Sébastien Bézy and Yacouba Camara. All of that group 

are 24 or under, the reason why Guirado believes a

brighter future lies ahead. “I’m optimistic that we’re

going to see a new France. We’ve got a strong group,

with a lot of promising young players, who have

shown their quality in the Top 14 and in Europe.”

Asked if he sees parallels between France’s

predicament and England’s, Guirado adroitly sidesteps

the question. “I’m focusing only on France. We’ve got

enough on our plate without worrying about England.”

Before the two nations meet in Paris in the final match

of the Six Nations, Guirado will be brushing up on his

English. He laughs when asked if he’ll be taking a crash 

course from Matt Giteau or perhaps the Armitage

brothers, replying: “If you asked me questions in

English I would understand but my responses would 

be in French. I have to work on speaking it.”

The referee for next month’s Le Crunch is Nigel

Owens, an official who makes no attempt to speak

French. Guirado says he has no problem with referees

who speak only English, and with a deft touch of Gallic

diplomacy that bodes well for the future, adds: “If you

don’t break the rules, and don’t do anything wrong, then 

there’s no need to speak to the referees, is there?!”n

F R A N C E ’ S  N E W  F A C E S

SÉBASTIEN BÉZY

YACOUBA CAMARA

CAMILLE CHAT

JONATHAN DANTY

KEVIN GOURDON

PAUL JEDRASIAK

VINCENT PELO

JEFFERSON POIROT

The 24-year-old Toulouse scrum-half played 

representative rugby with fly-half Jules

Plisson. He has a slick pass, an eye for

a gap and a reliable goalkicking boot

This talented Toulouse flanker, 21, was called

into the squad under Philippe Saint-André

but not capped. A strong lineout jumper, he

has the pace and hands of a threequarter

He’s the youngest member of the France

squad having only turned 20 in December, 

but the Racing 92 hooker is already

fearsomely strong and freakishly agile

There was widespread disbelief when the

Stade Français centre didn’t make France’s

RWC squad. He should get a belated chance

to show his pace and vision in the Six Nations

The 26-year-old back-rower spent his

formative years at Clermont before

moving to La Rochelle in 2012, helping 

them gain promotion to the Top 14

The Clermont lock, 23 this month, has led

France U19 and U20. Fabien Pelous says:

“He’s got the vision and stamina of a

back-row but the power of a second-row”

At 27, this prop is the oldest of the uncapped

players in the squad. He’s a native of Pacific

island Wallis, a French overseas territory,

and plays his club rugby for La Rochelle

Bordeaux’s Poirot, 23, has the same

explosive power and ball-winning ability at

the breakdown as Eddy Ben Arous, the man

with whom he’s competing for the No 1 shirt

Raising the bar
Can France better last
 year’s fourth-place fi nish? 
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W O R D S  T O M  E N G L I S H  M A I N  P I C T U R E  D A N  S H E R I D A N / I N P H O

ORY BEST remembers a time when he 

was young and innocent and sitting in 

the back seat of his father’s car heading 

for Dublin to watch Ireland play in the 

Five Nations. There’d be a routine to 

those trips. There’d be quizzes on the slow road south. 

In those days there was a series of towns and villages 

they had to go through to get to Dublin and like 

Mastermind on wheels, young Best’s knowledge would 

be tested. ‘Which one’s next? What’s after that?’ 

The motorway has taken those places out of his route 

now, but he still recalls them. He can quote them by 

heart, just as he did as a ten-year-old 23 years ago. 

Twenty-three years and 89 caps. That’s a haul of 

international appearances that is still bemusing to him 

when he stands back from it and takes stock. Ireland 

Ireland’s new skipper Rory Best is eager to bounce back from World Cup 

disappointment as he closes in on 100 caps

BUT IF IT WAS EASY, IT WOULDN’T BE AS MUCH FUN”
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will play 11 Tests this year and 

though it’s improbable – but far  

from impossible – that Best will  

play in all of them, the century is 

looming large on his horizon.

“It would be something else, in 

fairness,” he says. “You know, when 

you’re starting off and you win your first one, you look

at the guy who might have 40 or 50 caps and you think,

‘God, that’s unbelievable, that’s a massive number’. I’ve

learnt over the years to never look that far ahead. If you

do, you run the risk of not appreciating what you have

in the here and now, but 100 would be very, very

special. Only four Irishmen have done it (Paul

O’Connell, Brian O’Driscoll, Ronan O’Gara and John

Hayes) and to be the fifth would be an honour. We’ll

see. There’s a lot of work to be done first.”

The work begins against Wales at the Aviva. That’s

when Ireland’s bid for a historic three championships

in a row will begin. No nation has ever won three

championships (outright as opposed to shared) on

the spin, so history is at hand if they get it right.

There are factors, though. Grim factors. Factors that

Best doesn’t shy away from. O’Connell’s international

retirement opens up a major gap in the leadership of the

team. True, Joe Schmidt was brilliant 

in plugging the void created when 

O’Driscoll left the stage, but he had 

O’Connell to take up the reins back then.

“Paulie is a big loss. Huge. But we’ll 

have to motor on. The other thing is 

we’re going into the Six Nations on the

back of some poor results for our teams

in Europe and that’s not been the norm

for a long time. That’s another challenge.”

Best is right. His own Ulster team have

secured notable victories home and 

away against Toulouse as well as 

clawing themselves back from the brink

in that against-all-odds victory in 

Oyonnax. Leinster and Munster have

fared dismally. You have to go back 19 years to find the

last time the pair of them were so off the pace in Europe.

Ireland are back-to-back Six Nations champions, but

their individual form is questionable and their injury

list a little worrying. And the memory of the World Cup

hasn’t gone away. Ultimately, it was a failure. Some

amazing moments, but

still a failure. “When we

lost to Wales at the 2011

World Cup it was easier

to deal with because we

just didn’t play well on

the day. We had every

opportunity and we

didn’t take it.

“This time (losing

43-20 to Argentina) was

harder because there’s

always going to be this ‘if

only’ thing in our heads. If 

only we’d played Argentina 

with a full team. We were 

really happy with the team 

we went in with, but now 

the thing I struggle with is 

the thought that if we had 

all our missing players, or even a couple of them, would 

that little bit of experience have been enough to stop us 

conceding 17 unanswered points at the start?

“Against Wales, we had no excuses. We took the field 

with everybody fit, in form and ready to go. We just took 

our eye off the ball. We’d beaten them a lot in previous 

years and we just underestimated them. Whereas this 

time around we didn’t underestimate them (Argentina), 

we just got rocked at the start with the speed they played 

and made a few fundamental errors and a lot of that was 

down to missing a spine of experience.

“If you look at the senior player group that we had, we 

lost four of seven. The boys who came in were very, very 

good players, but when you build your team around a 

core and you lose your captain and one of your main 

lineout forwards, your main ball-carrier in Seanie 

O’Brien, your main playmaker in Johnny Sexton and 

somebody who’s been really important to us defensively 

in Jared Payne, they’re all key cogs. That was the hardest 

thing for me to get over. What an opportunity it might 

have been. I feel we would have had enough firepower 

to overcome them had we everybody fit.”

The World Cup came as a kick to the guts but it’s  

left him wanting more. Some players have an adverse 

reaction to a World Cup, but not Best. Some take a while 

to get their game to the proper pitch so quickly after 

returning home, but Best hit the ground running just  

as soon as he reappeared for Ulster.

His form has been outstanding. He’s 33 but he’s got a 

two-year extension on his current deal and won’t rule 

out the possibility of having a tilt at another World Cup. 

It’s unlikely, but he’s determined to go on for as long as 

he can. “You’re a long time retired,” he says.

Besides, he’s got stuff to do. He has won just a single 

trophy with Ulster – and it’s not enough. It came ten 

years ago, a Celtic League triumph that promised much 

more in terms of silverware in the years ahead. Since 

G R E A T E I G H T – I R E L A N D ’ S    

1 3 3

B R I A N
O ’ D R I S C O L L
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1 2 8

R O N A N
O ’ G A R A
2 0 0 0 -1 3

1 0 8

PA U L
O ’ C O N N E L L 

2 0 0 2-1 5

1 0 5 

J O H N 
H AY E S 

2 0 0 0 -1 1

  Stop sign Best is 
halted by Argentina

“ P A U L  O ’ C O N N E L L  I S  

A  B I G  L O S S .  H U G E . 

B U T  W E ’ L L  M O T O R  O N ”
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R O RY B E S T

Age 33 (15 Aug 1982)

Born Craigavon

Province Ulster

Position Hooker

Height 5ft 11in

Weight 16st 8lb

Ireland caps 89

Points 40 (8T)

Twitter name

@RoryBest2

I R E L A N D

then?A lot of near-misses.A semi-final loss in theCeltic

League in 2011, a final loss in theHeinekenCupof 2012,

another final loss in 2013, in thePro12, followedby

semi-final losses in that competition in 2014 and2015.

“I’ve been lucky enough towin a fewchampionships

andaGrandSlamwith Ireland and Iwas on aLions

tour, butwinning somethingwithUlsterwouldbe on

aparwith anyof that. I just hope that these youngboys

whoare coming throughatRavenhill don’t learnhow

towin after I’ve gone. Thatwouldbe toomuch.”

His focus right now is Ireland, of course. Schmidt says

before you canmove forward, sometimes youhave to

lookback, and that’swhatBest does now. It’s not just the

pain and thewhat-might-have-beens of theArgentina

game that fill his thoughts, it’s the sweetmemories also.

“I loved everybit of theWorldCup. I think about the

France game (Irelandwon24-9 inCardiff) andhow I

felt after it and there is nobetter feeling in rugby than

that. You’re sitting in the changing roomandyou’re

absolutely shattered, you’ve given everything, you’re

tired, you’re spent.Youknow that thenextmorning

you’re going tohurt likemad, but thatwas okay.

“That’swhy theFrance gamewas so good.Yeah, it

was brutal but byGod itwas enjoyable. If anybody asks

mewhydoyouplay rugby andgo throughall the crap,

it’s because of games like that.

“Andnot just the game. Thewhole occasion. It seemed

like therewere 150,000 Irish inCardiff that day. Cardiff

isn’t that big andby the timeyoufindhotel rooms for

players, coaches, alickadoos and everybody associated

with aWorldCup there are notmany rooms left.About

50%of our supporterswere either sleepingon the street,

in the car or the back of a van. Theyput their headdown

anywhere they could. To seewhat they’re doing to

support you, thatwas special. It justmakes youwant to

get stuck in again.Youwant that feeling all the time.”

SoWales are first up in theRBS6Nations. Conquerors

ofEngland at theWorldCupandmightily close against

Australia andSouthAfrica despite being robbedof key

players through injury. “They’ll have someplayers back

and they’ll be really strong. Theybeat us last year,we

beat them theyear before. There’s rarelymuch in it.

“Everyyearwe ask the samequestions about the Six

Nations but it never gets tired.Wealwayswonderwhen

areFrance going to fulfil their potential.

IsGuyNovès going to get them

organised?Because if he doesFrance can

becomeadifferent animal.What’s Eddie

Jones going to do?Englandhave a vast

array of talent. They’ve been there or

thereabouts for the last four years and

they’ll be very close this year again.”

Best has knowngreat times in an

Ireland jersey andhe’s known times that

have been fractious anddisappointing.

What’s comingnext is hard to predict.

Schmidt is a brilliant strategist and

there is a lot of talent inhis team–

and leaders, like newcaptainBest.

O’Connell’s loss and the indifferent

formofLeinster andMunstermakepredictionsunwise.

Theuncertainty is thrilling, though. “We’ve got a hard

start at home toWales andaway toFrance, thenwehave

abreak and it’s England atTwickenham.Wehaven’t

beatenEngland atTwickenhamsince 2010.Nothing is

easy. But if itwas easy, itwouldn’t be asmuch fun.”n

  M O S T - C A P P E D P L A Y E R S
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  Red Hand rising? Best, here leading Ulster out v Toulouse, is eager to win silverware with his province
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 Ulster four Can Ireland  
 make it three in a row?
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MONTHLY EXTRAS, 
EXCLUSIVE TO SUBSCRIBERS

This month, be sure to log in to Rewards to access the above o�ers and you’ll 

find even more online – all EXCLUSIVE and FREE to magazine subscribers.

Redeem your rewards today at

WIN the latest robot vacuum cleaner, the iRobot Roomba 980, 
worth £899

Plus

FREE £5 voucher to spend 
online at PhotoBox

50% OFF a traditional steak 
selection box from Donald 
Russell with FREE delivery
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50% OFF food or 2 FOR 1 meals 
at thousands of UK restaurants 
with a FREE 60 day 
Gourmet Society 
membership

50% OFF a gorgeous hand-tied 
Grace bouquet from Appleyard 
Flowers 

The Rewards scheme is available for all active print subscribers of magazines published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, free of charge. Closing dates apply to each partner offer. Please visit the Rewards website for more details. 

Full terms and conditions are available at mymagazinerewards.co.uk. For enquiries, contact rewards@quadrantsubs.com or call 0330 333 0233 between 8.30am to 17.30pm (GMT) Monday to Friday.
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Rugby World runs the rule over every team from all six countries…
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2nd

This new-look set-up will want to exorcise their World Cup demons

Rock at lock Joe Launchbury tests the Irish defence during last summer’s Test. The lock missed the 2015 Six Nations with injury so will be eager to test himself in the championship again

O C OAC H

Small in size but giant in character, 55-year-old Aussie

Eddie Jones is shrewd, witty and insatiable – this is his

fourth international team after Australia, South Africa 

and Japan. He’s already a legend for orchestrating

Japan’s shock defeat of the Springboks last autumn.

O S TAT E O F P L AY

Despite having the youngest squad at RWC 2015,

England are starting afresh after bringing in new

coaches and a host of uncapped and previously

discarded players. There are shades of 2011, when

Stuart Lancaster had to rebuild the Red Rose’s

tarnished reputation, but Jones’s vast experience in

the game means expectations will be high – probably

unreasonably so. Winning quick ball and stabilising

the set-piece will be core goals, so too upskilling the

midfield. Brad Barritt’s omission signals the intent to

ask questions of opponents instead of answer them.

O P R O S P E C T S

Time is England’s enemy because creating new systems, 

and bedding in new combinations, can’t happen in a 

flash. Only France will be

similarly disadvantaged.

Starting against Scotland

and Italy – the bottom two in

seven of the past eight years –

would appear to offer a kind

introduction, but Murrayfield

will be a raucous challenge.

Can England bounce back

after the World Cup flop?

Whatever happens, they

should be exciting to watch.

O K E Y P L AY E R

Joe Launchburymight have been “embarrassed” to be

named Man of the Match in England’s World Cup rout

by Australia, but the Wasps lock was magnificent that

day. The 24-year-old is the all-court Test player. He will

hit rucks and make tackles, win lineouts and bend his

back in the scrum, but it’s the extras that will appeal to

Jones – the ball-handling and decision-making acumen.

If England are to win RWC 2019, they need tight-five

forwards who can play. In short, players like big Joe. 

Highly rated Maro Itoje
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E N G L A N D

Number of

Junior World

Cup finals that

England have

reached since

rugby switched

to an U20 age

grade in 2007,

including last

year’s loss to

New Zealand 

(above).

When you

combine the

titles won by the

men’s, women’s

and U20 (U21

from 2000-06)

teams on an

annual basis,

England have

won nine Six

Nations crowns

overall – more

than any other 

country.

L A S T  S E A S O N

4thO C OAC H

While Simon Middleton heads up

England Women’s set-up, former

Premiership scrum-half Scott Bemand (lead) and Matt

Ferguson (assistant) are responsible for the 15s team.

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

England will play Ireland at

Twickenham following the

men’s fixture on 27 February 

– and entry is free. Their

other home game against

Wales is at the Stoop on 12

March (tickets.quins.co.uk)

and will be shown live on Sky.

O S TAT E O F P L AY

England have stalwarts up

front but with the majority of

their World Cup-winning back-line committed to the

sevens programme this season, they lack experience

out wide and don’t scare opponents as they once did.

O P R O S P E C T S

The world champions haven’t won the Six Nations since

2012 and the title could be out of reach again this year.

But they will back themselves against Ireland at home

and should improve on last season’s lowly fourth place.

O K E Y P L AY E R

England missed the leadership and skill-set of No 8

SarahHunterduring last year’s championship, so she

makes a welcome return as captain. Hunter, who left

Lichfield for Bristol this season, is a powerful carrier

and shows superb ball control at the base of scrums.

O C OAC H

Jon Callard, an interim head coach last year, again

takes the reins after initial choice Ian Peel was asked 

to bolster the England senior team’s scrum. 

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

Newcastle’s Kingston Park (Ireland, 26 Feb) and

Bristol’s Ashton Gate (Wales, 11 Mar) host England’s 

two home matches – see newcastlefalcons.co.uk

and bristolrugby.co.uk respectively for tickets. 

O S TAT E O F P L AY

English age-grade rugby is in rude health, with the

U20s having won four Six Nations titles and two

Junior World Cups since 2011. Their current squad

includes only four players previously capped at this 

level – including Jack Walker,

earmarked for superstardom – and

12 who featured on last year’s U18 tour to South Africa.

O P R O S P E C T S

The conveyor belt that has produced the likes of

George Ford, Henry Slade and Joe Marler – three of

26 Test players from the U20s since 2008 – keeps

on rolling. Having won 63 of their 80 matches at this 

level, they’re rightly regarded as the team to beat.

O K E Y P L AY E R

JackWalkerhas always been ahead of his time,

playing senior men’s rugby for Leeds at just 17 – and 

only three years after

switching to hooker from

the back row. A former

England U16 skipper who 

has already captained

Yorkshire Carnegie, the

19-year-old has been an

U20 regular for two years,

winning the 2014 Junior

World Cup in New Zealand

and packing down alongside

Paul Hill in last year’s fi nal. 

D I D YOU

K NOW ?

Tipped for top Jack Walker

New face Harry Mallinder has played for Saints

Diamond in the sky Tamara Taylor wins a lineout v Ireland last autumn 

6

L A S T  S E A S O N

1 s t

Leading light Sarah Hunter
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It’s all change for les Bleus  – but can that bring about a change in results?

We have lift-off! Damien Chouly wins a lineout against Italy at RWC 2015. Despite a number of retirements, France will back themselves to get the better of opponents at the set-piece

O C OAC H

Toulouse won ten French titles and four Heineken Cups

under Guy Novès, who coached the club for more than

20 years and celebrates his 62nd birthday on the eve of

the championship. He certainly has the experience but,

given Toulouse’s form in his last few seasons, many

have questioned whether the ex-France wing has the 

tactical acumen to succeed in the modern game.

O S TAT E O F P L AY

Out with the old, in with the new! As well as the coach,

France have a new captain in Toulon hooker Guilhem 

Guirado and a batch of fresh faces in their squad.

They’ve lost experience, the likes of Thierry Dusautoir,

Nicolas Mas and Pascal Papé retiring, and some serious 

bulk in the shape of Mathieu Bastareaud. Novès’s

selections hint at a return to a ‘flair’ game and their

pack still contains fearsome operators, Rabah Slimani 

and Louis Picamoles just two standouts last year.

O P R O S P E C T S

They’re helped by this season’s draw, playing Ireland

and England in Paris, and they should improve on the 

results achieved under the

much-maligned Philippe

Saint-André – France didn’t

finish higher than fourth in

the Six Nations during his

four seasons in charge. They

will have had little time to

adapt to all the changes

and have the pressure of a

demanding French public

still reeling from that 62-13

hammering by New Zealand

at RWC 2015, but what price on a title decider between 

France and England on Saturday 19 March?

O K E Y P L AY E R

Wesley Fofana, Gaël Fickou and Hugo Bonneval may be

the type of players who excite fans, but they couldn’t

weave their magic spells without a dominant forward

effort. That’s whereRabah Slimani, 26, comes in. He’s 

now established himself as France’s first-choice

tighthead and is the rock upon whom Novès will be

relying to supply his backs with quality fi rst-phase ball.

Eyes on prize Rabah Slimani
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The number of

France players

who are among

the top ten

point-scorers in

championship

history. The

highest-scoring

Frenchman is

Dimitri Yachvili

in 11th on 217.

France played

in the first-ever

women’s Test

match, beating

Holland 4-0

in 1982 in

Utrecht as part

of the Dutch

union’s 50th

anniversary

celebrations. 

L A S T  S E A S O N

2ndO C OAC H

The double act of former France

front-row Jean-Michel Gonzalez

(forwards) and Philippe Laurent (backs) take charge of

the France team for their second Six Nations campaign.

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

France kick off against Italy in

Bourg-en-Bresse (6 Feb) and

Ireland in Perpignan (13 Feb),

then finish the Six Nations

against England in Vannes

(18 Mar). See ffr.fr for tickets.

O S TAT E O F P L AY

They were caught cold by

Italy last season but still beat

Ireland and England away

from home. They’ll want

revenge in their opening game and have a pack of

forwards, led by Women’s World Player of the Year

nominee Gaëlle Mignot, which can trouble every team.

O P R O S P E C T S

They’re favourites for the title given that they face both 

Ireland and England on home soil. They might not

always play attractive rugby – but it’s mightily effective.  

O K E Y P L AY E R

RomaneMenagerhas starred along with her sister

Marine for France U20 and made her senior debut in

the win over England last autumn. The Lille back-row

runs like a sevens player at times – a stark contrast to

the likes of the barrelling Safi N’Diaye at No 8 – and

is set to be a key fi gure in next year’s World Cup.

O C OAC H

Former France No 8 Thomas Lièvremont, brother of

Marc, replaced Fabien Pelous as the man in charge of

the U20s in November. He may not have as many Test

appearances as his predecessor – 35 compared to 118 –

but he does have coaching experience in the Top 14.

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

Check out ffr.fr for ticket info for their home games

against Italy (5 Feb, Sermoise-sur-Loire), Ireland 

(12 Feb, Annecy) and England (18 Mar, Pau).

O S TAT E O F P L AY

In last season’s title race, they lost out to England in

the final game and finished fourth at the U20 World

Cup, but new coach Lièvremont has talked confi dently 

of his 2016 squad’s strength in

depth and physicality, something

French sides are renowned for.

O P R O S P E C T S

With two winnable home games to kick things off,

France can build momentum. With the talent in their

ranks, they could set up a repeat of last year’s title

showdown against England on the fi nal weekend.

O K E Y P L AY E R

Damian Penaud is the son of former France fly-half

Alain and joined the Clermont Academy in 2014. Last

season he was invited to train with the club’s senior

squad, the benefit of which

was evident in June’s U20

World Cup. In the 30-18

pool win over England, the

6ft 2in, 15st centre used his

power and pace to good

effect in scoring two tries.

Lièvremont believes Penaud

is the offensive weapon that

can help his team go one

better than last season

and win the Six Nations.

D I D YOU

K NOW ?

Good stock Damian Penaud

Take two Alexandre Pilati has another title shot

Hard to stop France No 8 Safi  N’Diaye at full pelt against England in 2015

0

L A S T  S E A S O N

2nd

On front foot Gaëlle Mignot
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History is up for grabs for Joe Schmidt’s side in this year’s championship

Green army Ireland supporters always travel in large numbers and Rory Best’s side will need that vocal support for their tough away fi xtures at Twickenham and the Stade de France

O C OAC H

Meticulous, thorough, innovative – all adjectives that

have been used to describe Joe Schmidt. He won two

European Cups at Leinster and has guided Ireland

to two successive Six Nations titles, but after an

unceremonious exit from the World Cup he now faces 

his biggest challenge. Can he rebuild the team’s

confidence and game plan after Ireland were so

ruthlessly exposed by Argentina in the World Cup?

O S TAT E O F P L AY

Here’s the bad news: the iconic Paul O’Connell has

retired; his ready-made replacement – judging by World 

Cup performances – Iain Henderson is injured, as is

rock-solid back-row Peter O’Mahony; Argentina ran

them ragged in their last outing; and the provinces have 

been somewhat below par in the Champions Cup.

So what about the good news? In Rory Best they have

an experienced and mature captain; defensive lynchpin

Jared Payne is fit; uncapped back-rows CJ Stander and

Josh van der Flier have excelled for their provinces; and

surely they can’t start as badly as against the Pumas in 

that quarter-fi nal, trailing 17-0 after 13 minutes.

O P R O S P E C T S

The thought of making history

by being the first side to win

three straight titles will be a

carrot and they have one of the 

more settled squads in the

tournament. But can they win

in Paris and Twickenham?

The odds are against that and

their title aspirations are likely

to hinge on how they fare in

their fi rst game against Wales.

O K E Y P L AY E R

He hasn’t exactly been in vintage form this season, but

Johnny Sexton is Schmidt’s go-to man at No 10. They’ve

worked with each other for six years and are completely 

in tune, Sexton understanding perfectly how to put

Schmidt’s ideas into action on the field. His tactical

kicking game is probably his greatest strength, but his

distribution is also top notch, he’s not afraid to take the

ball on if he spots an opening and he shirks nothing in 

defence. Ireland need him to rediscover his best.

Conductor Johnny Sexton
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I R E L A N D

The number of

successive Six

Nations games

Mike Ross has

started for

Ireland. That run

comes to an end

this year as the

tighthead isn’t

in Joe Schmidt’s

current squad.

Ireland will host

three significant

women’s events

over the next

two years:

the Olympic

repêchage

tournament in

June, their first

autumn series

in November,

and the World

Cup in 2017.

L A S T  S E A S O N

1 s tO C OAC H

Tom Tierney, who won eight

caps at scrum-half, became Ireland

Women’s first full-time coach in late 2014 and guided 

them to the championship title in his fi rst season.

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

Ireland play their home ties at

Donnybrook – Wales (6 Feb),

Italy (13 Mar) and Scotland (20

Mar). See ticketmaster.ie for

tickets. It’s also free to watch

their game against England

at Twickenham (27 Feb).

O S TAT E O F P L AY

There is a real mix of

experience in the squad. They

capped six new players in last

November’s defeat by England but have stalwarts in the

likes of Sophie Spence, Niamh Briggs and Claire Molloy.

O P R O S P E C T S

They will certainly be competitive but given that they’re

missing players to the sevens circuit and play their big 

rivals – France and England – away, successfully

defending their title is probably beyond them.

O K E Y P L AY E R

With the likes of Jenny Murphy on sevens duty this

season,SeneNaoupu, whose husband George plays for

Connacht, could add real strength to the Irish midfield.

She showed up well in the narrow loss to England in

November and has excellent footwork and top-class

conditioning – she’s a lifestyle and fi tness coach by day. 

O C OAC H

Connacht Academy manager Nigel Carolan, a player

with the province in the late 1990s, replaced Mike 

Ruddock as U20 head coach in October 2014.

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

Like the women, Donnybrook is home for Ireland U20 

and Friday nights are their preferred fixture dates.

They host Wales (5 Feb), Italy (11 Mar) and Scotland (18

Mar) – see ticketmaster.ie to buy tickets for the games. 

O S TAT E O F P L AY

Ireland started last year with a bang, beating Italy and 

France in their opening games, but then slipped to 

three successive defeats in what was a highly

competitive championship. Seventh place at the 2015 

Junior World Cup will have been a

disappointment too, even if they did

beat the Scots twice during the tournament. 

O P R O S P E C T S

Carolan will want to develop an attacking game and

with three home matches they should improve on last

year’s fifth-place finish. But they lack the consistency

that took them to the semi-finals of the 2014 Junior

World Cup and that is needed for any title assault.

O K E Y P L AY E R

With Leinster starlet Garry Ringrose now too old for

U20 rugby, responsibility falls on his midfield partner

last season –SamArnold.

The Ulster centre has been

getting first-team experience 

with his province in this

campaign, which can only

benefit him at age-grade

level, and defences will be

wary of him. “I like using

my speed and footwork

so I can beat the first

defender and get us on

the front foot,” he says.

D I D YOU

K NOW ?

Man in middle Sam Arnold

Debrief The U20s after a friendly in December

Power play Sophie Spence bowls over the Welsh defence last season

25

L A S T  S E A S O N

5th

Fighting-fit Sene Naoupu
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Can the Azzurri  give coach Jacques Brunel a successful send-off ?

Flying over Edoardo Gori touches down against Romania last October. The scrum-half started all four of Italy’s World Cup games, of which they won two to book their place at Japan 2019

O C OAC H

He knows he’s stepping away in May and his union are

looking for a replacement, but for one last Six Nations –

his fifth to be exact – Jacques Brunel will take charge of

the Italians. Will he be gunning for it or taking it easy 

in a championship when Italy are overwhelming 

favourites to fi nish bottom of the table?

O S TAT E O F P L AY

Two scrappy wins from four in the World Cup pointed

to a position Italy have held for a number of years – on

the coat-tails of Tier One, but no better. With their head

coach shipping out soon, the squad is at a crossroads.

Plenty of new caps have trained in the build-up to this

tournament and, in fact, a third of their 30-man squad 

have no Test experience. Wise old heads Marco

Bortolami and Mauro Bergamasco are now gone while

a few long-established stars, the likes of Sergio Parisse

and Martin Castrogiovanni, are getting on in years.

O P R O S P E C T S

In many respects they have nothing to lose. Parisse

is still their leader on the park and will draw a lot of 

opposition attention, but there

is a chance to try something

different this season. To that

end, having only two home

games is not in their favour.

The first is against England,

who they’ve never beaten – a

grand challenge. But they will

back themselves to compete

with Scotland in every facet in

their second Rome fixture. If

they lose every game heavily,

though, the calls for a side like Georgia to come into the 

championship will grow ever louder.

O K E Y P L AY E R

With Tommaso Allan injured and pressure coming on

his potential replacement Carlo Canna, who has only

seven caps, plenty of eyes will be peeled forEdoardo

Gori. The lively scrum-half is consistently one of Italy’s

top performers – he started ten of their 12 Tests last year

– and he’ll be snapping and shouting for the very best 

ball with which his back-line can play. 

In at No 10? Carlo Canna
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W O M E N U 2 0

I T A L Y

The number

of Six Nations

matches started

by Italy captain

Sergio Parisse –

but he’s won just

nine of them,

drawing one

and losing 40. 

Italy have lost

16 consecutive

games against

England in the

Six Nations – a

record. They’ve

beaten every

other team in

the tournament,

but are also on

an eight-game

losing streak

against Wales.

L A S T  S E A S O N

3rdO C OAC H

Andrea Di Giandomenico has

brought a new level of organisation

to Italy Women and guided them to their best-ever

Six Nations fi nish of third – above England – in 2015.

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

They host England on 13

February in Ivrea, near Turin

in northern Italy, and Scotland 

in Bologna on 28 February.

O S TAT E O F P L AY

Women’s rugby is on the rise

in Italy, with their Serie A

league expanded to 18 clubs

this season. The national team

showed more structure in last

year’s championship and they

have a game plan that suits them. They also scored 13

tries compared to eight in 2014 and a mere two in 2013.

O P R O S P E C T S

They will want to repeat last year’s feat of three wins,

which included shocking France, but as long as they

qualify for the 2017 World Cup they will be satisified.

They’re in pole position ahead of Wales and Scotland. 

O K E Y P L AY E R

Federica Cipolla is tipped widely as the young player to

watch this year, not just in Italy but in the tournament

as a whole. This centre/winger from Umbria Rugby

Ragazze has honed her skills with Italy’s sevens team

and is now ready to make the step up to Test level. The

teenager has lightning pace coupled with great vision.

O C OAC H

Italy’s next generation couldn’t ask for a more

experienced mentor, given that they’re coached by

former Italy scrum-half Alessandro Troncon, who

won a grand total of 101 caps during a 13-year career.

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

The U20 side will base themselves in north-east Italy

for their home games, playing England (12 Feb) in

San Donà di Piave and Scotland in Padua (26 Feb).

O S TAT E O F P L AY

The year 2015 wasn’t a good one for Italy U20. They

were whitewashed in the Six Nations, scoring only six

tries and 46 points across the five games, and only just

avoided relegation to this year’s U20 World Trophy, 

pipping Samoa 20-19 in the

11th-place play-off at the Junior

World Cup – a tournament held on home soil. 

O P R O S P E C T S

The Italians tend to struggle at this level as they’re still

building the youth and academy structures the other

nations have had for many years. Troncon is aiming

for more consistency in defence and focus in attack –

and a win would certainly be something to celebrate.

O K E Y P L AY E R

A product of the Italian academy system,Matteo

Minozzi, 19, played fl y-half for Italy U20 both in the

Six Nations and the World

Cup last season. “But I have

always considered myself a

full-back at heart,” he says.

“I like having space to run

in and the chance to use my

speed in attack.” This year

he’s been handed the No 15

jersey and is captain. “It’s a

big responsibility having to

think of others as well as 

yourself,” he admits. 

D I D YOU

K NOW ?

New skipper Matteo Minozzi

Experience Riccardo Raffaele played in 2015

Surprise package Captain Silvia Gaudino and her team impressed in 2015  

50

L A S T  S E A S O N

6th

Joyous After beating France
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Vern Cotter’s side want to build on the momentum created at RWC 2015

Just push! Greig Laidlaw puts the ball into a scrum during Scotland’s World Cup win v USA. Can the confi dence from that tournament help them better last year’s winless championship?

O C OAC H

Sometimes he comes across as a closed book – a quiet

man, happy in his own head – but Vern Cotter is no

prude. He had Scotland playing some bolshie, attacking

stuff during last year’s World Cup and will go into his 

second Six Nations without any fear.

O S TAT E O F P L AY

Confidence will be high among fans in Scotland after

their team’s near-miss in the World Cup quarter-finals,

when Greig Laidlaw and Co came so close to edging

out Australia. But last year we saw the Scots finish

dead-last in the Six Nations and in 2016 Glasgow

Warriors – who still make up the bulk of the Scotland

team – are languishing. With only two home games in

this competition, Scotland need to build momentum

from the off. Expect counter-attacks from far out…

O P R O S P E C T S

Many believe, with England and France ‘starting again’,

Wales and Ireland eternally challenging and Scotland’s

fine World Cup displays, that this is a wide-open Six 

Nations that anyone can win. For that to be true, 

Scotland must actually kill off

games. They have their best

chance in a long time against

England in the opener, but the

true gauge of where Scotland

are will come in Cardiff in

round two – Scotland haven’t 

won there since 2002. 

O K E Y P L AY E R

So much of this Scotland

team’s vibrancy and swagger

comes from source; it comes from the man starting

all of their plays. There is no braggadocio with fl y-half 

FinnRussell, he just backs himself.

He has no problem taking on an outside break if

he thinks he can ghost past a defender and he doesn’t

mind using a cross-field kick very early in the phases.

He even gets stuck in defensively, with commentators

regularly surprised by his willingness to chop down

hard-carrying forwards. Maybe there is still a fragility 

there, but the frisky ten is yet to crack. When he is 

strutting, Scotland look a fi ne attacking side.

Playmaker Finn Russell
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W O M E N U 2 0

S C O T L A N D

The position

Scotland U20

(above) attained

at last June’s

Junior World

Championship

– they lost to

Ireland twice

during that

tournament.

Sean Lamont is

the only player

in Scotland’s Six

Nations squad

to have beaten

France. Scotland

last beat the

French in 2006,

Lamont scoring

a brace, and are

on a ten-match

losing streak

against them.

L A S T  S E A S O N

6thO C OAC H

Former Scotland second-row Shade

Munro was appointed head coach

last summer, coming in from Glasgow Warriors, and

brings 18 years of coaching experience to the set-up.

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

Scotland’s home games are 

being played as double

headers with the U20s – all at

Broadwood in Cumbernauld.

Adult tickets are available for

just £10 (seniors and U18s are

free) from scottishrugby.org 

O S TAT E O F P L AY

Scotland have propped up the

table recently, but there were

signs of improvement in 2015.

Munro’s appointment and more support from the SRU

in terms of prep time should see further ground made. 

O P R O S P E C T S

A win is still likely to be beyond them, but simply

scoring more points would be significant (they got just

three in 2013, five in 2014 and 27 in 2015), as would

reducing their points difference, which has hit horrific 

tallies of minus 200-plus for the past three years.

O K E Y P L AY E R

In tough times for Scotland, back-row Jade Konkelhas

been a bright spark and has become a senior player in

the pack since her debut in 2013. Konkel, who grew up

watching her parents and brothers play for her native

Inverness, is a no-nonsense tackler and strong carrier.

O C OAC H

John Dalziel, the former Borders flanker and Melrose

stalwart, steps up from being assistant to Sean Lineen,

who is juggling his role as head of age-grade rugby 

with one as London Scottish’s interim DoR.

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

Like the women, Broadwood Stadium is the venue

for Scotland’s two home games, against England

(5 Feb) and France (11 Mar). Their travels take them

to Colwyn Bay, Padua and Donnybrook in Dublin. 

O S TAT E O F P L AY

Last year the Scots caught many off-guard. Expected

to slump like so often before, they came out and beat

Wales, Italy and Ireland to fi nish on a high. This year 

they’re missing Zander Fagerson,

Jamie Ritchie and Blair Kinghorn to

the Test or pro ranks, but they have a tight group

containing 11 players previously capped at this level 

and are ready to build on last year’s showing. 

O P R O S P E C T S

Playing the favourites first up is never easy but this

Scotland team have nothing to lose. They will know

they have the capability of beating their Celtic rivals, 

but will be happy with mid-table.

O K E Y P L AY E R

There is hype around the inclusion of Adam Hastings

(son of Gavin) and Charlie 

Shiel (son of former

Scotland fly-half Graham).

But the team may find itself

looking toScott Cummings

for inspiration. The lock has 

seen plenty of Guinness

Pro12 game time with

Glasgow Warriors this

season and he played at

this level last year, so knows

what it takes to win games.  

D I D YOU

K NOW ?

On the up Scott Cummings

Experience Rory Hutchinson played last year

Making strides Jade Konkel breaks during last year’s heavy loss to Ireland 

8
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3rd

New boss Shade Munro
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The Welsh look settled as they bid for three post-World Cup Grand Slams

Midfi eld maestro Jonathan Davies, here breaking against Italy in Rome, missed last year’s World Cup with injury but is back for Warren Gatland’s eighth Six Nations at the helm of Wales 

O C OAC H

Bristling, bold and brilliant, Warren Gatland is the

longest-serving coach in the tournament. Peerless in

terms of achievements – he’s won European Cups,

Premierships, Grand Slams and a Lions series – he has

kept faith with a long-standing management team that

includes defensive supremo Shaun Edwards (Wales 

conceded only three tries at the World Cup).

O S TAT E O F P L AY

Gatland has said he’d like to reward a World Cup squad

that went through so much, so there is little change. Mike

Phillips has retired and, at loosehead, veterans Gethin

Jenkins and Paul James will surely give way to Rob

Evans in time. Sam Warburton is feeling his way back

to fitness but there is no dearth of leaders, with Jenkins

and Alun Wyn Jones both Test centurions. The return

of Jonathan Davies, an understated creative outlet and a

rock-solid defender, will provide balance in midfi eld. 

O P R O S P E C T S

Promising, if they can navigate the tricky fixture in

Ireland on the fi rst weekend. Wales won Grand Slams 

off the back of the 2007 and

2011 World Cups. If there is

a tactical tweak, it will be to

move away from ‘Warrenball’.

A lack of creativity was levelled 

at Wales and Gatland has

opted for three livewire No 9s

to up the tempo; a starting

place for Justin Tipuric has

also been mooted. Width will

be a watchword as Wales look

to utilise Liam Williams and

Matthew Morgan more. A return to form for wings

Alex Cuthbert and George North would also be timely.

O K E Y P L AY E R

The dictionary is running out of adjectives to describe

AlunWyn Jones. A nominee for World Player of the

Year in 2015, Jones sets the standards in the Wales pack. 

With relentless work-rate, soft hands and technical

acumen at the set-piece, he is now the pre-eminent lock

in northern hemisphere rugby. The term world-class is

bandied about far too readily, but for Jones the cap fi ts.

Try poacher Gareth Davies
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The number of
points by which
Wales led at
half-time, 18-6,
against Scotland
in 2001 (above),

but they drew

28-28. It’s a

championship

record – biggest

half-time lead

by a team that

failed to win.

The son of

Wales assistant
coach Robin
McBryde is in

the Wales U20

squad. Billy, 19,
is in the Scarlets
Academy and is

a fly-half, rather

than a hooker
like his father.

L A S T  S E A S O N

5thO C OAC H

Rhys Edwards joined Wales

Women in 2011 having previously

worked with youngsters at Cardiff Blues. He oversees

the sevens set-up, too, in his elite programme lead role.

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

The Gnoll in Neath is Wales’

base for their games against

Scotland (14 Feb), France

(28 Feb) and Italy (20 Mar) –

tickets are £10 for adults from

wru.wales/tickets. Their away

fixture against England at the

Stoop is live on Sky Sports.

O S TAT E O F P L AY

Edwards has six uncapped

players in his squad, including

potent sevens try-scorer Bethan Dainton, and back-row

Rachel Taylor leads the side again. They beat England

last year but then tailed off – more consistency is needed.

O P R O S P E C T S

Beating Scotland and Italy, which is certainly doable, so

they can secure qualification for next year’s World Cup

will be a priority – the aggregate results of last year’s and 

this year’s Six Nations determine who makes the cut.

O K E Y P L AY E R

RobynWilkins was just 18 when she made her Test

debut two years ago and she took some time to settle,

but she returns this season fitter and stronger than

ever. A strong runner, kicker and distributor, Wilkins 

is versatile enough to play fl y-half or centre.

O C OAC H

Former Newport and Bristol fly-half Jason Strange

was appointed full-time by the WRU last summer,

having previously coached Ebbw Vale and worked 

as a skills coach for the union.

O W H E R E T O WAT C H

Wales play all their home games at Colwyn Bay’s Parc

Eirias – tickets from £10, or £20 for all three games,

at wru.wales/tickets. The first two – Scotland (12 Feb)

and France (27 Feb) – will be televised live on S4C

with the Italy fi xture (18 Mar) shown on BBC Wales.

O S TAT E O F P L AY

More than a third of the 31-man squad have U20

experience and fi ve players – Jarrod Evans, Dan Jones, 

Dillon Lewis, Tom Phillips and

Owen Watkin – have played for their

regions this season. Strange says they want “to play a

style of rugby which is enjoyable to watch and play”.

O P R O S P E C T S

Development rather than results seems to be the aim,

with June’s Junior World Cup, when a few players will

have returned from injury, a bigger target. Still, if they

beat Ireland first up – they haven’t lost to them in the

Six Nations since 2012 – it could spark a run of wins.

O K E Y P L AY E R

At 6ft 2in and nigh-on 16 stone, it’s little wonder that

centreOwenWatkinwas

promoted to the U20 set-up

last year aged just 18. His

size and physicality mean

he wouldn’t be out of place

in a senior midfield – indeed,

he’s played for the Ospreys

this season. He doesn’t leave

his teens until October, but

should make a big impact in

both the U20 Six Nations

and Junior World Cup.n

D I D YOU

K NOW ?

Hard runner Owen Watkin

Take the lead Back-row Tom Phillips is captain

All set Gemma Rowland, Dyddgu Hywel, Rachel Taylor and Keira Bevan

12

L A S T  S E A S O N

4th

Central focus Robyn Wilkins
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S I X  N A T I O N S   
From Healey’s hat-trick to Diego’s drop-goals, here are more facts and stats   

IN 2015 GEORGE 
NORTH SCORED 
WALES’ FIRST 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
HAT-TRICK 
SINCE MAURICE 
RICHARDS IN 
1969 AGAINST 
ENGLAND 

Successive home defeats suffered by SCOTLAND 

in the championship – their worst such run. The 

Scots are on a seven-match losing sequence in 

the tournament, still well shy of the record 17 

straight defeats suffered by France from 1911-20

SUPER 

SATURDAY 

2015 saw

221
points and

27 

tries scored – both 

record highs for 

any round of a Six 

Nations. The 

previous bests 

were 196 POINTS 

(2001, round two) 

and 23 TRIES 

(2007, round fi ve)

Record TV audience that watched last year’s 

England-France match on the BBC. The 8.22m 

unique online browsers on the BBC Sport website was 

also a record, beating the 8.03m during London 2012

4
Number of teenagers to have scored 

a championship try in the pro era – 

STEVE HANLEY, GEORGE NORTH, 

STUART HOGG and GAËL FICKOU
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The Six Nations span

of now-retired

MAURO

BERGAMASCO,

who played in

Italy’s first game on

5 Feb 2000 and also

their latest, the loss to

Wales on 21 March 2015.

Only Ireland greats Mike

Gibson and Tony O’Reilly,

both 15

years 23

days, have also had 15-year

championship careers.

S T A T  A T T A C K

I N  N U M B E R S
      from the championship’s history than you can shake a stick at…

W O R D S :  A L A N  P E A R E Y

Number of successive 

Championship matches that 

Scotland hooker ROSS FORD has 

gone without scoring a try – nine 

short of the record held by Jason 

Leonard (1991-2004). The longest 

try drought by a back is 40, shared 

by Rob Andrew and Chris Cusiter  

Six Nations cumulative table (2000-2015)
Each country has played 80 games in the history of the Six Nations, following Italy’s introduction in 2000. England have the best win 

percentage and have scored 36 tries more than any other team, but France have the most titles and joint most Grand Slams. Wales also 

have three Slams, despite winning only 55% of their matches, whilst Scotland have the fewest tries, with an average of just 1.1 a match. 
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CHAMPIONSHIP RED CARDS

S T A T  A T T A C K

1,
04
0,
96
4

Number of fans that attended
last year’s championship – a
match average of 69,398.

This is the third-best figure in
history, with 2007 – when

IRELAND were in the larger
Croke Park – being the highest

14
Scrum penalties won by 

ITALY in last year’s Six Nations 

– the highest fi gure. Champions 

IRELAND won the fewest (six)

FRANCE WALES ITALY SCOTLAND IRELAND ENGLAND

JONNY WILKINSON’s 

89 points in a tournament 

(2001) will take some 

beating. But the England 

star’s 546 championship 

points isn’t enough for the 

all-time individual record 

– that’s held by RONAN 

O’GARA, with 557

DIEGO DOMINGUEZ 

(2000 v Scotland) 

and NEIL JENKINS

(2001 v 

Scotland) are 

the only players to 

drop three 

goals in a Six 

Nations game

SERGIO PARISSE 
has captained Italy in 
32 Six Nations matches, 
putting him level with Will 
Carling. He needs to play 
every match this year and next 
to overtake Brian O’Driscoll’s 
record of 41 from 2003-11

32

5
4

3
2

1

BOD ALMIGHTY
No one can match BRIAN 

O’DRISCOLL’s appearance and 
scoring feats, with his 65 matches 

and 26 tries both championship 
records. He also won three Player 

of the Tournament awards
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11 AUSTINHEALEY 

SCORED THE 

FIRST OF THE 11 SIX

NATIONS HAT-TRICKS 

TO DATE, WITH HIS

2000 TREBLE IN ROME

COMING A DAY BEFORE 

BRIAN O’DRISCOLL 

ACHIEVED THE

SAME FEAT IN PARIS
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The tournament’s greatest day?

S T A T  A T T A C K
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15

10

0 ITALY v  WALES

O Last year’s final round saw an extraordinary

three-way title fight.WALES (6pts, +12), kicking

off first, started with a substantial points deficit to

their rivals but a 54-point second-half blitz in Rome

helped them win 61-20 and set a target of +53.

O Playing next at Murrayfield, IRELAND

(6pts, +33) eclipsed that challenging mark with

Johnny Sexton’s 62nd-minute penalty and

by the end they had won 40-10 to set England 

a 26-point winning goal against France.

O The jagged red line below shows just how hard

ENGLAND (6pts, +37) pushed for the title

at Twickenham. But conceding five tries proved

too great a burden and, agonisingly, they

fi nished six points short (55-35) of the target.

L A ST- DAY R AC E  FO R  T H E  C R OW N , 2 0 1 5

SCOTLAND v  IRELAND ENGLAND v  FRANCE

P
O

IN
T

S
 D

IF
F

E
R

E
N

C
E

ENGLAND 80

ITALY 23

(+57)

FRANCE 51

WALES 0

(+51)

WALES 51

SCOTLAND 3

(+48)

IRELAND 60

ITALY 13

(+47)

SCOTLAND 31

FRANCE 3

(+28)

ITALY 37

SCOTLAND 17

(+28)

2001 1998 2014 2000 1912 2007

RECORD CHAMPIONSHIP WINS
36 YEARS 
183 DAYS
NICKEASTER’s age when he

crossed Italy’s line last year –

making him the championship’s

oldest try-scorer. Welshman Allan 

Bateman (34 years 350 days) is

the oldest back to score, after his 

fi ve-pointer v Italy in 2000

Remarkably,
IRELAND are
bidding to become 
the first team
to win the
championship
outright for
three years in
succession.
Teams level on
points used to
share the title prior
to the introduction of
points difference in 1994
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18,000
Number of people who signed a petition calling on

GEORGIA to be admitted into the Six Nations

THERE WERE 8 AWAYWINS
IN THE 2015 SIX NATIONS –
ONLY THE SECOND TIME 
AWAY VICTORIES
HAVE EXCEEDED 
HOME ONES,
MATCHING 2005

4
Number of yellow cards

issued to Italy in their

33-12 loss to France in

2002 – MatthewPhillips 

(above), MarcoBortolami,

CarloChecchinato and Diego

Dominguez all went to the bin

80
CHRISROBSHAW’s
win percentage in 20
championship matches as
England captain – putting 
him just ahead of Will
Carling (79.7% in 32
games). Martin Johnson’s 
win percentage of 91%
(2001-03) is the best of any
captain in the modern era 

The Grand
Slam teams of
France (1977) and
England (1991) each
used only 15 players during
the tournament. France’s
team didn’t concede a try

Attendance at SCOTLANDvWALES

in 1975 – more than 20,000 higher 

than the next-best fi gure 
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L A T E
B L O O M E R

Find out how a study break led

to a professional rugby career

for Italy lock George Biagi

NTERESTED IN a second-hand car?

If it’s got the same miles on the clock

as George Biagi, it would be a very

good buy. The 30-year-old Zebre

skipper is a relative newcomer to the

game; he’s only two years younger

than Sergio Parisse but while the Italy captain already 

boasts 114 caps at international level, Biagi has a modest 

eight. “I would have to play all my life to get that many,” 

he laughs, “and that might not even be enough.”

He belongs to the same generation as Parisse and 

Alessandro Zanni (both 32), but while the two big men 

of Italian rugby are already thinking about how many 

seasons they have got left, second-row Biagi is just 

fi nding his feet in the professional game. 

“Don’t let his age put you off,” warns Zebre coach 

Gianluca Guidi. “There is still a lot of mileage left in 

him. He has played no more than fi ve or six seasons 

of high-level rugby and he is still very fresh.” 

Born in Irvine, Scotland, George Fabio Biagi 

didn’t start playing pro rugby until he was in his 

mid-twenties. He’s the fi rst to admit that his career 

has been a strange mix of chance, fate and luck – 

with bad fortune often taking the upper hand.

“My dad was born in Scotland from Italian parents 

and my mum is Italian,” he explains. “When I was 

I T A L Y

I

W O R D S :  G I A N L U C A  B A R C A   M A I N  P I C :  B E N  S T A N S A L L / A F P / G E T T Y  I M A G E S
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two we moved back to Italy, where I lived until I was

13 and was sent to school in Edinburgh, at Fettes College.

I was Italian in Scotland and Scottish whenever I went 

back to Italy: a foreigner in both countries. But if truth 

be told I owe my rugby more to Italy than to Scotland.”

In Italy, Fettes College is mainly associated with  

the Gothic architecture of Harry Potter’s Hogwarts – 

“I’ve lost count of the number of times I have been  

asked about that” – but it is there where the Azzurri 

lock first tried his hand at rugby.

“Rugby was one of the many sporting activities  

there and I was neither particularly good or keen on  

it,” he says. “I remember being put on the wing where  

I was less of a liability. The ball was rarely played  

wide as it was always raining.”

Fettes College didn’t manage to make a rugby player  

of him but it did give him strict discipline, rigour and 

method, and was a far cry from what he found when  

he came back to Italy for his holidays. “No school 

uniforms, smoking allowed outside the class, a different 

world altogether. I just couldn’t believe that.” 

During his school days he went to Murrayfield to see 

Scotland play England in the Six Nations. He doesn’t 

remember who won but the atmosphere in the stadium 

made a lasting impression on him. He had no idea that 

one day he would run out on that pitch wearing the 

Italy jersey and beat Scotland in front of relatives  

who had turned out to cheer him on. “Playing at 

Murrayfield, last February, was an awesome experience 

and winning was a very big moment for me.”

After finishing high school, George returned to  

Milan to study Economics at the prestigious Bocconi 

University, but it would take another couple of years 

before he decided he needed a sport as a distraction 

because he was spending so much time with his books.

“I must confess my first trials were for a basketball team 

but I failed to make the grade, so I had a go at rugby. I 

was nothing more than just a student playing in my free 

time in one of the many Milan rugby clubs. It didn’t 

cross my mind it could ever become more than that.”

But at 6ft 6in, he soon stood out and caught the eye  

of fourth division club Amatori Milano, where he 

played for another three seasons before signing for  

the then up-and-coming Prato and making his debut  

in Italy’s second division the day after his 23rd birthday. 

The following season he helped  

the club win promotion to the 

domestic Campionato di 

Eccellenza, Italy’s premier league.

Was this when things finally took 

off for Biagi? Almost, but not quite. 

When Italy joined the then Celtic 

League, he moved to Aironi, one  

of the two Italian franchises, only  

to see his first fully professional 

club fold in the spring of 2012. 

“It was an unlucky summer,”  

he explains. “With my second 

season in the Pro12 I had managed 

to catch the eye of Italy coach 

Jacques Brunel, who called me  

up for the Azzurri’s summer tour  

to Argentina, Canada and the 

United States, but I was taken  

  By the dozen 
Sergio Parisse will play 
in his 12th Six Nations 

  Worth the wait 
Biagi didn’t win his  
first Italy cap until 28

I T A L Y
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down with a really bad dose of the mumps, which 

stopped me from leaving with the squad. 

“In the meantime, being without a club, I decided to 

accept an offer to move to Bristol, but I was laid really 

low after my illness. I had lost a lot of weight and it took 

me months to get back to form. Just as I was ready to 

play again, coach Liam Middleton, who had signed me, 

left and the job went to Andy Robinson, who didn’t see 

me as part of his plan. At the end of the season we parted 

ways and I had only put the Bristol jersey on once.” 

Next stop for Biagi was Zebre, the pro club that the 

Italian federation created and funded to replace Aironi 

in the Pro12.  Two years later he was named captain, but 

not before having had another dose of ups and downs.

He describes his Italy debut in 2014 as a “piece of 

luck”, adding: “Parisse, (Francesco) Minto and Zanni 

were all injured so I was called up to beef up the 

forwards for the Six Nations game against England in 

Rome. I started on the bench and when Marco Bortolami 

was sin-binned in the second half I thought I had lost 

my chance to play. In the end I got the last 20 minutes.” 

He then travelled to Fiji, Samoa and Japan, missed the 

2014 autumn Internationals, but was a starter in all fi ve 

of last year’s Six Nations games, including the win in 

Scotland. He seemed a sure option for the World Cup 

squad before Jacques Lisfranc de St Martin stepped in. 

Not a French front-rower but a doctor at the time of 

Napoleon whose name is given to the fracture of the 

foot that Biagi suffered last April against the Scarlets. 

“Three months later my foot was still not right and 

no one could say whether I would be ready for the 

World Cup or not, so at the beginning of July the doctors 

decided to leave me out of the summer training camps.”

Ironically, though, by the end of August Biagi was fi t to 

play. The day after Italy faced Wales at the Millennium 

Stadium in the last warm-up game before the start of 

RWC 2015, he led Zebre against Cardiff Blues at the 

Arms Park on the opening weekend of the Pro12 season.

“Naturally I was upset at not being part of the 

World Cup squad, but there was no questioning 

the choice. When I played with Zebre at the 

beginning of September, I was nowhere near the 

form of those who had trained hard all summer.”

Over Christmas, Biagi’s Zebre won the two 

derbies against Benetton Treviso, including their 

fi rst-ever win in Treviso. “I am a diesel,” says Biagi. 

“I need time to warm up. I started playing very late 

and I missed all the junior rugby and the academy 

system. At Aironi, in my fi rst year I played no more 

than 80 minutes of rugby, in a total of seven or eight 

games. The following one I reached 800 minutes. 

“Zebre are like me, they need time to grow. This season 

in our fi rst match we were battered in Cardiff 61-13. In the 

changing room I said, ‘Good job we have another game 

in fi ve days against the Dragons and a chance to redeem 

ourselves’. In Newport we didn’t win but only lost by 13.” 

As a lock forward, Biagi likes leading from the front. 

“I know I’m not the most skilled player on the pitch. My 

rugby is very physical. Of course I had a role model 

when I started playing: I wanted to be Dan Carter, but 

unfortunately my hands and my feet are not as quick!” 

Alongside his rugby, he runs a business selling rehab 

and fatigue recovery equipment with Zebre and Italy 

team-mate Gonzalo Garcia. At home he likes relaxing 

with girlfriend Elisa and his fi ve dogs: four noisy pugs, 

Lulu, Bernard, Eva and Penelope, and a bull dog, Pepe.  

He thinks this Six Nations is very diffi cult to predict. 

“France and England have come out of the World Cup 

very frustrated and have changed coaches. Scotland and 

Wales missed the semis by a whisker; the Scots came 

closest of all to upsetting the southern hemisphere apple 

cart. The only thing you can do is take it a game at a time.”

With Brunel due to leave his post at the end of May, 

there’s talk in Italy that the coach may have lost interest 

in the job and that the players might be less motivated 

too. Is that a recipe for a below-par Six Nations for Italy?

“All coaches have their day,” says Biagi. “If it wasn’t at 

the end of this Six Nations, it would have been after the 

World Cup. I don’t think this can be an excuse.”

Biagi clearly aims to hit top gear in the weeks ahead. n

“

L I K E M E E Y

T H E  FAC T S

G EO R G E  B I AGI

Age 30 (4 Oct 1985)

Born Irvine, Scotland

Position Second-row

Club Zebre

Height 6ft 6in

Weight 18st 3lb

Italy caps Eight   Christmas bonus Carrying in the fi rst of Zebre’s back-to-back wins v Treviso

 Front jumper 
 The lock is a go-to 
 lineout man for Italy 
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Matt Scott insists Scotland are in a good place – and the
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S C O T L A N D

W O R D S :  R I C H A R D  B A T H  / /

T’S DIFFICULT to talk to anyone inside the Scotland 

set-up without the conversation at some stage drifting 

back to that once-in-a-lifetime evening in October when 

South African referee Craig Joubert broke Scottish 

hearts and then did the most undignified runner since 

the effects of food poisoning forced Jeff Wilson to sprint 

off the Ellis Park turf during the 1995 World Cup final. 

Even though Matt Scott wasn’t on the field that night 

at Twickenham after picking up an injury in the 

previous game against Samoa, we are soon picking  

over the psychological ramifications of that agonising 

quarter-final defeat by Australia. “We’re so hungry for 

the Six Nations to come round because there’s this 

slightly bitter feeling after the World Cup,” he says. 

“We fully deserved to win against Australia, and  

I really thought after Mark Bennett scored that 

interception try, with the weather changing, it was  

all pointing towards a Scottish victory.

“We were all gutted at the end – I know it’s a cliché but 

there’s just no other word for it because it’s like getting 

kicked in the guts, it’s just terrible. The changing room 

afterwards was a horrible place to be. It was awful. The 



 pain of that Australia loss can drive them to greater things
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following day and the following weeks, everyone was 

still really sore about it. It was almost like someone  

had passed away, especially as we put 40 points on 

Argentina the last time we played them and thought  

we could have beaten them in the semi-final.

“I know some of the other guys have taken it pretty 

tough and still think about it. It’s still quite a sore topic 

to talk about, certainly for those guys who know that 

was their last World Cup. I’ve maybe got another World 

Cup or two in me but for these guys, that was it. So we 

are bitter because we’ve been left with this feeling of 

unfinished business, of wanting to do better, of wanting 

to get back out on the pitch in the blue jersey and get 

some success. The main thing is to use that in a positive 

way and focus it on beating England in the first game.”

If discussing RWC 2015 sounds like a non-sequitur  

in the build-up to Scotland hosting England in the 

Calcutta Cup, it’s worth casting your mind back to that 

night at Twickenham. No sooner had the players come 

through to speak to the media after the game, most of 

them puffy-eyed and struggling to make eye contact, 

than they were already looking for a chance to vent 

  Trying times
Matt Scott scores a 
World Cup try v USA



their frustration on the park. David

Denton spoke then about “wishing that

the Calcutta Cup was taking place next 

week” and many other Scotland

players echoed that sentiment.

If the Scots feel they have something

to prove, that sense of disappointment

is mirrored by an England side which 

suffered the humiliation of being

knocked out in the pool stages of their

own tournament. With Eddie Jones at

the helm – the same Eddie Jones whose

Japan side were the first nation ever to

win three pool games and not make

the knockout stages – Murrayfield will 

be a cauldron of barely suppressed

emotions on the first weekend of the

Six Nations. Not that Calcutta Cup

games usually need any extra spice.

“There’s already an edge because it’s

the Calcutta Cup at Murrayfield, so we were already

going to be trying extra hard to win,” laughs Scott. “But

having that experience fresh in our memories gives us

an extra edge. We’ll certainly be coming out firing.”

That hasn’t always been the case. The last time

England came to Murrayfield, Scott Johnson’s Scotland

were embarrassingly abject in defeat, losing 20-0 and

being booed off the pitch. The stats were horrible, with

Scotland losing five lineouts, conceding 16 penalties and

missing 27 tackles. While the majority of Scotland’s

back division that day (Hogg, Seymour, Dunbar, Scott,

Lamont, Weir and Laidlaw) will face England this time 

around, only Ross Ford and Denton of the pack

steamrollered by England are likely to start.

Last season, Scotland led at half-time at Twickenham

before falling off the pace and losing 25-13. Next year

it will be 34 years since Scotland last won in West

London. Nor has it been a bed of roses at Murrayfield,

where Scotland have only won three times and drawn

once against the Red Rosers in the Six Nations era.

Indeed, Scotland haven’t beaten England regularly

since the early 1980s, and for players like Scott, who

was born after Scotland’s 1990 Grand Slam, losing to 

England has become a habit.

“I remember watching the Calcutta Cup around 2002

and 2003 when we took some big defeats,” says Scott,

“although I was at Murrayfi eld a couple of times when 

it went better. I was there in 2006 when we won and

remember running onto the pitch at the end, which was

an amazing experience. I’ve a lot of fond memories of

watching the Calcutta Cup and the three times I’ve

played in it have been great occasions, though for some

reason we never perform to our best against England.”

This year, he believes, could be better. Scotland’s

personnel isn’t radically different, but there has been a

palpable step-change in intensity and competitiveness

since Vern Cotter took over as head coach. Although

Scotland have won only ten of their 21 games under the

Kiwi, they have scored 51 tries and only once – when a

makeshift side met the Springboks in 2014 – failed to

score a try. More importantly, Scotland have become

routinely competitive, running the All Blacks close at

Murrayfield and almost shocking Australia. Only abject

surrender in the face of an Ireland side going for the title

has blotted that copybook, although their whitewash in

the 2015 Six Nations – which started promisingly with

narrow losses to France and Wales, before a naïve home

defeat by Italy, the loss to England and then the Ireland 

monstering – shows there is much still to do.

You wouldn’t, however, know it if you talked to any

Scotland fans. With that Australia game fresh in their

minds, there is endless talk of a breakthrough year and

even breathless chat about Grand Slams. Scott, who

admits that he suffered from a chronic lack of self-belief

earlier in his career, is energised by the expectations.

“The personality of our squad is quite confident and I

think we work really well under pressure. Having that

confidence and not going into every game as underdogs, 

we no longer expect to get beaten and that’s a nice

feeling. We should be competitive with every team, but

the Six Nations is all about momentum so the important

thing is to get the ball rolling by winning the first game.”

A former head boy and law graduate who thinks

deeply about the game, Scott knows that Scotland

can theoretically win all their games, but believes

that winning both home games and at least one

away game – they travel to Cardiff, Dublin and

Rome – is a more realistic assessment of what

would constitute an acceptable Six Nations.

S C O T L A N D

Water try!Mark Bennett
runs in his interception
 try in the rain v Australia 

Kicking onThe centre will leave Edinburgh for Gloucester in the summer

Winning smile
Scott celebrates the
RWC win over Samoa 
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T H E FAC T S

M AT T  S C OT T

Age 25 (30 Sep 1990)

Born Dunfermline

Position Centre

Club Edinburgh

Scotland caps 33

Twitter @MattScott_10



At the moment, though, despite having already won 33

caps since making his debut against Ireland in 2012, the

25-year-old’s main priority is simply ensuring that he

takes part in Scotland’s campaign. After a decade of

fielding painfully weak midfields, Scotland now have 

remarkable strength in depth, with Scott usually

competing for a starting berth with fellow power centres

Alex Dunbar and Richie Vernon, plus three ball-players 

in Mark Bennett, Peter Horne and Duncan Taylor.

It hasn’t helped that over the past two years Scott has

suffered a series of debilitating shoulder injuries that

required three operations within 12 months. Now

enjoying his longest injury-free run since 2013

(ironically, at a time when his major competitors are

sidelined), he has got over the psychological barrier of

shying away from contact and is performing excellently 

for Edinburgh and Scotland. His form has been so

impressive that he has been handed the chance to follow

former flatmate Denton to the West Country, with Scott

signing to play for Gloucester next season. While part

of the improvement is down to a decent injury-free run,

he’s also indebted to the coaching of Alan Solomons at 

Edinburgh and to Scotland’s defence coach Matty

Taylor. But it is the Telfer-esque figure of Cotter who has

really accelerated the former stand-off’s development.

“Vern has brought in a new style of play that really

suits us. He wanted to bring back Scotland’s traditional 

high-pace, high-intensity game. We try to get our

wingers up and increase our line speed, creating a flat

line and really coming hard at the opposition. If the

other team try to play around us, then our wingers often

nip in and get an interception, which is down to good

coaching. In attack Finn Russell has been really good 

for us – he’s very off the cuff and full of youthful

enthusiasm. I enjoy playing with a ten like that.

“Vern will always find things we can improve on,

which is why I feel I’ve come on so much – I think

everyone has. He never misses anything and he

won’t let anything slide; he’s just very meticulous. It’s

a tough environment and there are times when you

wish it wasn’t, but the best coaches won’t just sit back 

and tell you you’re a good player.”n

Robbie

Henshaw

“I’ve played

against Robbie

quite a few times

when we’ve

played Connacht

and he’s a

great player

who’s very

strong in the

tackle and hard

to put down.”

Wesley Fofana

“When you’re

playing France,

Fofana is really

tricky to play

against because

he’s got such

speed and

incredible

footwork. He’s

extremely

difficult to play

against.”

Jamie Roberts

“Presents a

totally unique

challenge. He’s a

massive guy and

you’ve got to be

really physical

with him

because he’s not

going to dance

around you –

he’ll just come

straight at you.”

Scott picks the centres who have posed him the most problems

 “ H A V I N G  T H A T  E X P E R I E N C E  F R E S H  I N 

 O U R  M E M O R I E S  G I V E S  U S  A N  E D G E ” 
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COTT BALDWIN has come a long 

way. When many academy starlets 

were taking their fi rst tentative steps 

in the pro game, Baldwin was 

spending his time in a Porthcawl 

skate park honing his railslides and 

kickfl ips in a quest to become Wales’ answer to Tony 

Hawk, replete with long hair and baggy jeans. The 

only problem was that Baldwin’s physique was better 

suited to his country’s national sport. “I was a big old 

goose as a kid and snapped loads of boards,” he says, 

“but I was drawn back into rugby socially at 16.”

His size and aptitude for the ‘rough stuff’ saw his 

coach at Pencoed College – alma mater of Matthew 

Morgan, Rhys Gill and Lloyd Ashley – state that he 

had the potential to play in the Welsh Premiership. 

After starting out with Maesteg, Baldwin was soon 

turning out for Bridgend after impressing playing 

S
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“No 6 in the lineout and No 2 in the scrum” for his

local club. Ospreys prop Andrew Millward spotted his 

talent and invited him to the region to train.

“I was nearly 20 stone when I came here. A big fat

pudding,” Baldwin chuckles. “One summer they said, ‘If

you don’t come back under a certain body-fat percentage  

you won’t play’. It was shape up or ship out.”

Stiffer challenges lay ahead. With Huw Bennett,

Mefin Davies and Richard Hibbard all in front of him in

the pecking order, he was soon flying over the Italian

Alps on what he feared was a one-way ticket to rugby 

oblivion as the Ospreys sent him to Milan to play.

“Scott Johnson never thought much of me as a player.

Mind you, I never thought much of him as a coach,” he

smiles. “They called me into the office on the Tuesday

and said, ‘You’re going to Milan’. I asked, ‘Have I got

much say in it?’ and they replied, ‘No, you’re going’.  

‘When?’ I said. ‘This Friday!’ they said.”

Baldwin reluctantly packed his suitcase. “I was

promised a car but by the time I got to the airport it

was a moped and by the time I’d reached the clubhouse

it was a push-bike. I was stuck in a room which doubled

up as kitchen, bedroom and living room, with a small 

TV. I was left to my own devices basically.”

Pretty soon Baldwin’s only mode of transport was gone

too, pinched overnight. And it got worse. After a game

and a few beers with his team-mates, his bag – containing

his boots, money and valuable possessions – was stolen 

from one of his friend’s cars. It was the final straw.

“I’d had a few beers and phoned our director of rugby,

Andrew Hore, at 3am in the morning to say, ‘What am

I doing here? I want to go home’. When I sobered up,  

I looked at my phone and thought, ‘Oh no’.”

Fortunately his employers showed sympathy and sorted

out his losses. After a three-month stint in Milan, they

recalled the young Ospreylian – and there were benefits

to the sojourn. “I learnt there that rugby isn’t everything.

Before I went to Milan, I’d spend hours beating myself

up if I’d had a few bad throws. At one point, I was even

drawing around my hand on the ball to make sure I had 

my hands in the right position. It was too much.”

When Steve Tandy transitioned from player to coach

in 2012, Baldwin was given another chance and even

though he was still down the pecking order he was

learning. “I’ve had some great mentors but if I hadn’t  

learnt the dark arts of old-school

scrummaging from Mefin Davies,

I don’t think I’d have been able to

cope as the laws changed. As for

Hibbs, as soon as I was picked for

the World Cup squad last year, he

dropped me a good-luck text. If I asked

one of them to stay behind and help, 

they were happy to do so.”

Baldwin kept improving and as the

likes of Bennett and Davies retired he got more game

time, earning a place on Wales’ tour to Japan in 2013. “I

played for three minutes, which was pretty frustrating.”

After another consistent season, he was called up for

the South Africa tour in 2014, playing in the midweek 

game against Eastern Province Kings but being

overlooked for Test duty by Warren Gatland and his

coaching team. “By then I felt I was knocking on the

door. I had a chat with Al (Alun Wyn Jones) and asked

what more I could have done. He said, ‘Go and ask Gats’.”

So he did and the coach’s response surprised him.

‘I’ll be honest, I’d have been happy for you to start,

or been on the bench,’ Gatland told him. ‘You’re 

progressing well. Keep going.’

With those encouraging words ringing in his ears,

Baldwin redoubled his efforts. “If I carried, I’d try to

bounce people. Defensively, I’d try and make a positive 

hit. I didn’t let my head go down.”

The following autumn he started in the wins over Fiji

and South Africa, and in 2015 he wore the No 2 shirt in

eight of Wales’ 13 Tests, including every game of the

World Cup. It’s an experience that’s still sinking in.

“I’ve never had a build-up like the England game.

Running out at Twickenham, it was all black and the

noisiest stadium I’ve ever heard. The injuries were

surreal but even though we were chasing the game,

players like Al, Warbie (Sam Warburton), Biggs

(Dan Biggar) and Jamie (Roberts) didn’t panic.

Realistically we should never have won that game.”

Baldwin suffered some personal frustration with a few

missed lineout throws, but after a reassuring one-to-one

with Gatland he lost only two lineouts for the rest of the 

WA L E S

“ I W A S 2 0
S T O N E , A
B I G F A T
P U D D I N G ”

Straight arrows The Ospreys hooker lost only two lineout throws during last year’s Six Nations

Red storm
Twickenham will hold
no fears for Wales
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competition. His strong finish

gave him renewed self-belief.

“I played well against Fiji and

having played against Bismarck 

(du Plessis) and Stephen

Moore before, I knew I was as big as them, I could throw

as well as them, I carried and tackled hard, and I could

scrummage. Much as you have to respect your opposite

number, you can’t go in with an inferiority complex.”

Despite a strong tournament personally, Baldwin was 

bitterly disappointed by Wales’ quarter-final loss to

South Africa. “It’s strange because we didn’t feel like we

were going to lose those games; we didn’t feel on the

ropes at any point. Australia didn’t threaten our try-line,

yet we got over their line three times but couldn’t ground

it. Against South Africa we were guilty of not making

them work hard enough for their points in the first half.”

The tournament has raised his profile, a fact that

still amazes him. “Sometimes you forget just how big

rugby is in Wales. I was out on Boxing Day with my

fiancée and had people asking for pictures with me. 

I had to laugh, I’m just a boy from Bridgend.”

As for whether his newfound fame has its challenges,

Baldwin admits to steering clear of the media. “After my

first autumn series, I think I read too many articles and

was a bit overwhelmed. I had a chat with Mike Phillips.

He said, ‘Look mate, you could have the best game in the

world and people are still going to hate you, while you

may have a complete stinker and people will still love 

you. You can’t let it get to you’.”

Baldwin’s form has been rewarded with a National

Dual Contract, giving him the confidence to push on

as one of the Ospreys’ senior pros. “I’ll always owe the

Ospreys. If they hadn’t given me a chance, I wouldn’t be

where I am now. In the Pro12 we’ve left ourselves a lot to

do but we’re not far off the play-offs and we have a great

leader in Alun Wyn. He demands such high standards

and backs them up. If you overthrow or underthrow he

doesn’t have to say anything, he just raises an eyebrow and

gives you a look. You automatically say, ‘Sorry, Al’. I don’t

think the Ospreys could sign a better player in the world.”

For the moment the narrative shifts to the Six Nations, 

with Wales boasting a noteworthy record after World

Cups, winning a Grand Slam in 2008 and 2012. Baldwin

sees no reason why they can’t make hay over the next

few weeks. “That first game against Ireland is key. In last 

year’s Six Nations, we had a brilliant defensive effort

where credit must go to Shaun Edwards. We were vocal

and nobody hid. They have some great players but we 

put a marker down over in Dublin in August.”

As usual, most attention west of the Severn Bridge will

focus on the England game on the penultimate weekend.

“We won’t feel inferior because we beat them in the World

Cup. Everyone will look at the change of management 

and they have a lot of class players to choose from.

Seeing Eddie Jones with Japan, he tried to play a bit of

rugby so it will be interesting to see what style emerges.”

Closer to home, Baldwin reiterates that Wales are in a

good place. “We had a poor second half against England

last year which cost us the Grand Slam but the World

Cup taught us how much strength in depth we have,

with people like Gareth Davies and Tomas Francis. Then

there’s Biggs. After he was left out of the Lions squad, he

didn’t mope around, he worked on his game. He went 

from a very good player to genuinely world class.”

After the Six Nations, Wales will have a three-Test

series in New Zealand, where a strong showing would

be timely with the Lions touring there in 2017. “A few

greats have retired but they still have quality players in

Sam Cane, Beauden Barrett and Aaron Cruden. 

Every player wants to go on that tour.

“Of course the Lions is a big aim of mine but you

have to earn it. I haven’t been handed things on a

plate. I didn’t come through an academy, I had to do it the

hard way. I know what it’s like to work long hours and

know the value of money. To play rugby for a living is 

a dream and I intend to make the most of it.”

The Porthcawl skate park is a distant memory. The 

former big goose is becoming a big deal.n

WA L E S

‘Best in the world’
Lock Alun Wyn Jones
commands huge respect 

Driving forceBaldwin
played every game at
last year’s World Cup
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The absence of top players, who are focusing on sevens ahead of the  

Olympics, is devaluing the women’s championship. Stephen Jones sees red
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HE EXCITEMENT in the hearts and 

minds of those women’s players now 

preparing to take part in the Olympics  

in August in Rio de Janeiro must be 

impossible to contain. The idea that 

rugby is back in the Games after nearly 

100 years of absence is one thing, but the 

fact that the boom in the women’s game 

has given rise to their own competition 

must be applauded to the rafters.

There are no qualifications to these emotions. 

Personally, I find it bitterly disappointing that the 

International Olympic Committee have allowed only  

12 teams to enter the men’s and women’s competitions, 

allowing just 288 players from rugby’s elite to take part.

As so many have discovered, it is relatively easy to run 

a tournament for twice as many teams in two and a bit 

days, and while the labyrinthine rules and regulations 

of the Olympic movement will always stand in the way 

at some stage, there are clearly enough good teams 

around the world to provide an entry of 24 in the men’s 

event and, conceivably, in the women’s too.

Admittedly, there are probably not 24 women’s teams 

of outstanding quality at the moment – although in four 

years’ time there may well be – but don’t forget that 

participation rather than brilliance has always been 

the foundation of the Games, and for some of the 

emerging rugby nations in the women’s game to have 

the shop window of Olympic competition would 

transform the sport in their homelands out of sight, 

possibly even send it into orbit. There is no doubt that 

the hard work of World Rugby in pioneering and then 

expanding the HSBC Sevens Series is the basis for 

Olympic re-entry and many governments now put 

more money into rugby because it’s an Olympic sport.

Compared to all this, it’s possible that some will find 

the prospect of the forthcoming Women’s Six Nations 

somewhat less glamorous. Ireland are defending the 

crown they so thrillingly won last season and there are 

signs of life in the so-called lesser teams, Scotland and 

Italy. But I suppose even the more attractive locations 

in Europe will not quite live up to the scenes in Rio.

That is cause for concern. No one has been more 

enthusiastic than me in supporting the part sevens 

has played in the expansion of rugby. In the women’s 

game it is far easier to introduce young girls to the 

great sport via sevens, even though I fear that bigger 

women who would like to play may be excluded until 

a full 15s programme is instituted, if it ever is. If it is 

not, then rugby loses its wonderful ‘all shapes and 

  2015 champs
Niamh Briggs 
celebrates as 
Ireland beat Wales
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sizes’ ethos. But it is also true that the women’s game

does not have endless resources and that in many areas 

those resources are limited or even non-existent.

I’ve always been anxious for the men’s and women’s

games that where resources are short and where the

chances of glory in the full game are fleeting, many

nations will decide to devote themselves almost entirely 

to sevens at a considerable cost to the main event.

Take the Six Nations. We’re on record in this magazine 

for calling into question the very basis of England’s

preparations. To cut a long story short, they have

identified 20 excellent players and made them

professional to prepare for Rio. This season none of

these elite 20 will be available for England in the Six 

Nations. Indeed, they were even taken out of the

Premiership, denying youngsters the chance of playing

alongside members of the World Cup-winning side. It

is deplorable that the Premiership final was televised

for the first time ever last month – and none of the top

players were in it. I simply cannot support this policy.

England’s magnificent World

Cup warriors of 2014, the heroes

who battled to an outstanding 

victory at an outstanding

tournament in Paris, and who

then stood in their Sunday best

to receive the BBC Team of the

Year award, took the game to

a new level in terms of both

performance and publicity.

But what have you heard about

the women’s team since? Only

that it has been left to England’s

experienced forwards to battle on

unpaid, unwanted by the sevens

squad, and denuded of their best

team-mates. The painful fact is

that in last year’s Six Nations,

the first time the team had appeared in the event since

their World Cup triumph, they came a lowly fourth.

They also fell between two stools because the sevens

programme didn’t go all that well either, although they

eventually secured Olympic qualification for Team GB. 

England open their programme this season in

Scotland on Friday 5 February. The great engines of the

team – the likes of No 8 Sarah Hunter, prop Rochelle

Clark and lock Tamara Taylor – will still be there, but so

much of the rest of the team will be unfamiliar. Indeed,

it’s likely that the aforementioned trio will be the only 

players from England’s World Cup-winning starting

XV who will feature in the Six Nations. Instead, many

of the team’s star backs will be training for the Sevens 

Series, the only leg of which that falls during the

championship is in São Paulo from 20-21 February.

The champion Irish team also have their problems.

They have not devoted so much of their lives to sevens,

but what they have done is arranged a three-match

mini sevens tournament in Australia to help with their

preparations to qualify for Rio – and this extra event

comes slap-bang at the start of Ireland’s defence of their 

Six Nations crown. So top players will disappear to

Australia for what is only a friendly event, however

enjoyable and glamorous, then São Paulo for the series.

Tom Tierney, the Ireland coach, has indicated that

sevens will be a priority over the 15s game until at least

June when the repêchage phase of Olympic qualifying is

done – their last chance to book a spot at Rio. Not good

news for the profile of Irish rugby in the Six Nations.

Ireland’s rise has been at the heart of the new-look Six

Nations. Their provincial competition has given them

an excellent flow of players, they have palpably been

better than England of late, and in full-back Niamh

Briggs and lock Sophie Spence they have two of the 

finest players of the era anywhere in the world.

They begin against Wales at home in Dublin, then

they go to France and in the middle of the tournament

they play England at Twickenham. They will need all

their best players there if they are to successfully defend

their title. No doubt the ebullience and promise of the

younger players who come in to replace the missing

sevens stars will be remarkable and no doubt people

will harp on into the sunset that this is all good for the

future. But you would not want the future to arrive 

when the present has been devalued.

Already there are signs of this. Hardly any Women’s

Six Nations games will be shown live on television and

frankly, many publications and broadcast programmes

who jumped on the bandwagon for the 2014 World Cup

now seem to have jumped off. Rugby World and The
Sunday Times have been covering women’s rugby as

best we can, in my case since 1991, but the gleeful late

media arrivals may now be searching for new pastures, 

simply because the impact of the Six Nations is

diminished and the heroes are departing for Brazil.

Not for a moment am I denying the appeal of the

tournament this time. It will be intense. England will 

OnscreenEngland’s
game with Wales at the

 Stoop will be live on Sky

LookingupScotland’s Eilidh Sinclair breaches England’s line last season

 I T ’ S  B E E N  

 L E F T  T O  

 E N G L A N D ’ S  

 F O R W A R D S  

 T O  B A T T L E  

 O N  U N P A I D 

Friday 5 February

Scotland v England

(6pm, Broadwood)

Saturday 6 February

Ireland v Wales

(1pm, Donnybrook)

France v Italy

(8pm, Marcel Verchère)

Saturday 13 February

Italy v England

(2, Stadio Gino Pistoni)

France v Ireland

(8pm, Stade Aimé Giral)

Sunday 14 February

Wales v Scotland

(2pm, The Gnoll)

Saturday 27 February

England v Ireland

(7.15pm, Twickenham)

Sunday 28 February

Italy v Scotland

(1.30, Stadio Arcoveggio) 

Wales v France

(2pm, The Gnoll)

Friday 11March

Scotland v France

(6pm, Broadwood)

Saturday 12March

England v Wales

(12.30pm, The Stoop)

Sunday 13March

Ireland v Italy

(1pm, Donnybrook)

Friday 18March

France v England

(8, Stade de la Rabine)

Sunday 20March

Ireland v Scotland

(1pm, Donnybrook)

Wales v Italy

(2pm, The Gnoll)
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Tell us your views.

Email: rugbyworld

letters@timeinc.com

Twitter: @rugbyworldmag 

or @stephenjones9

Facebook: Rugby

World Magazine

find out a lot about their next generation. France should

be very strong and, in the most significant subplot

imaginable, Italy, Wales and Scotland will be fighting

for two automatic qualifying spots for the 2017 World 

Cup. With England, Ireland and France already

qualified, two more places are available based on the

aggregate of the 2015 and 2016 Six Nations. This battle 

will add massively to the forthcoming events.

But that clatter of a fall between two stools is loud. It is

said that England and Ireland will review their whole 

structures

when Rio is

over. I hope

sincerely that

they devote

the final few

months of any

four-year cycle to sevens preparation and the rest of the

time to 15s, where week in, week out attraction is vital.

Even at the elite end, rugby is a team sport and it is

absolutely intolerable that players should be denied the

chance to represent their country in the main sport and

disgraceful that they should not even be allowed to play 

for their clubs, therefore missing out on the joyous

experience which brought them to rugby to begin with.

There is better news here and there. Scotland’s grisly

recent past, involving a 73-3 home defeat at the hands

of Ireland, briefly raised the spectre that they would be

simply discarded from the tournament. But bless their

little cotton socks, the SRU have done something about 

it. Not so long ago, the team took part in a ten-day camp

in Valladolid, under their coach Shade Munro. They

took 37 players and won a friendly against Spain 34-10.

They’ve had another long camp back at home and will

be together for eight days of solid work before their Six

Nations opener. They start against England at home

and what could be a better stage for them to show

their improvement? The recent performances in the

men’s tournament of Italy have clearly not been good

enough, and the Six Nations in either sex cannot have

passengers. Let us

hope to welcome

Scotland back to

competitiveness.

The feat of Italy

in finishing above

England last year,

and delivering a thumping victory over Wales, has also

helped the tournament grow in competitiveness. How

marvellous if this time all five rounds bring us games

with edge and doubt, rather than foregone conclusions.

We started this feature with a few words on the sense 

of excitement which is now building amongst the

participants for Rio. On a personal note, it will be

wonderful to see the likes of Emily Scarratt, Danielle

Waterman and Katy Mclean back out on the field, but

it will also be a crying shame that we’ve had to wait so

long at a time when the women’s game in Europe and

all around the world needs its absent greats. The Six 

Nations is a flagship. It is not a lifeboat.n

High hopes France
will want to repeat their
Grand Slam of 2014

The Italian job Italy celebrate beating France 17-12 in last year’s championship. They finished third in 2015, so lead Wales and Scotland in the race for qualification for the 2017 World Cup

 I T A L Y ’ S  F E A T S  H A V E  H E L P E D  T H E  

 E V E N T  G R O W  I N  C O M P E T I T I V E N E S S 
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S U P E R  R U G B Y

We provide the inside track on 

the new-look tournament and 

have an exclusive interview with 

the player to watch…

 

T H E  L O W D O W N



T H E G R O U P S

O Super Rugby has expanded from 15 to 18 sides this year,

the additions being the Kings from South Africa, who

last played in the tournament in 2013, and two newbies: 

Japan’s Sunwolves and the Jaguares of Argentina.

O The 18 teams are split into two groups. The Australasian

Group features two conferences – Australia and New

Zealand – of five teams. The South African Group

features two conferences of four teams. The make-up  

of the conferences is shown opposite.

T H E F I X T U R E S

O Each team plays 15 regular-season games – eight home 

and seven away or vice versa (switched each year).

O Each team plays six games within their own conference, 

five against an Australasian conference and four  

against a South African conference.

O There are no games in June as each country will be 

playing Test matches against touring teams.

O Each team receives two bye weekends during the 

regular 17-round season.

O This year’s competition kicks off on Friday 26 February –

for the early fixtures, see The Directory on pages 30-31.

T H E K N O C K O U T S T A G E

O The knockout rounds will be played over three

successive weekends – quarter-finals (22-23 July), 

semi-finals (29-30 July) and final (6 August).

O Eight teams qualify for the knockout stage: five from the

Australasian Group, three from the South African Group.

O The four conference winners qualify automatically, 

followed by four ‘wildcards’ – the next three

highest-ranked Australasian Group teams and the

next highest-ranked South African Group team.

O Conference winners will be seeded 1-4 based on their

overall points in the regular season. The wildcards will 

be seeded 5-8 based on their overall points.

O The quarter-finals will be: Seed 1 v Seed 8, Seed 2 v  

Seed 7, Seed 3 v Seed 6, Seed 4 v Seed 5.

O The highest seed to reach the semi-finals will host the

lowest-seeded qualifier, and the second-highest seed 

will host the other qualifier.

O The highest-seeded finalist will host the final.

S U P E R  R U G B Y

New face Japan
star Ayumu Goromaru
has joined the Reds 

Portrait of champions
The Highlanders revel in last year’s
 final victory over the Hurricanes 

H O W T H E

L E A G U E

W O R K S
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B R U M B I E S
TitlesTwo

Last yearLosing semi-finalists

CoachStephen LarkhamOdds 10-1

KeymanDavid Pocock was back to his best

last year, not only snaffling ball but proving

a master at scoring from driven lineouts.

Fans will want more of the same.

ProspectsA strong all-round game, while

the fact Stephen Moore and Matt Toomua

are leaving at the end of the season could

provide extra inspiration in the knockouts.

B L U E S
TitlesThree

Last year 14th

CoachTana UmagaOdds25-1

KeymanAfter a dismal 2015 for the Blues,

much responsibility rests with Jerome Kaino,

one of the few All Blacks left in the squad.

ProspectsAkira Ioane is one to watch and

Rene Ranger will add power in midfield, but

Tony Woodcock and Keven Mealamu have

retired while Frank Halai and Charles Piutau

are gone. A season of rebuilding for Umaga.

B U L L S
TitlesThree

Last year9th

CoachNollis MaraisOdds 18-1

KeymanAdriaan Strauss is captain while

Handre Pollard and Jesse Kriel will be back

from stints in Japan, but keep an eye out for

exciting No 9 Rudy Paige – a real threat.

Prospects It’s a youthful squad and a lot of

the players have come through the Bulls’

ranks, as has new coach Marais. Likely to

grapple for qualifi cation with the Stormers.

J A G U A R E S
TitlesNone

Last yearN/A

CoachRaúl PérezOdds 16-1

KeymanAgustín Creevy’s leadership skills

will be needed to ensure the team stays

focused while clocking up so many air miles.

ProspectsThe majority of Argentina’s RWC

squad have signed up to the new franchise,

so they should have little trouble gelling.

With the quality of practically a Test side, 

they should challenge for the title.

F O R C E
TitlesNone

Last year 15th

CoachMichael FoleyOdds 100-1

KeymanWallaby Ben McCalman gave the

Force a boost at the end of a disappointing

season in 2015 by re-signing for a further

three years. A consistently high performer

and important leader from the back row.

ProspectsThey lack the star quality of the

other Aussie franchises, but should improve

on last season’s rock-bottom fi nish.

C H I E F S
TitlesTwo

Last yearLosing qualifiers

CoachDave RennieOdds 13-2

KeymanAaron Cruden, co-captain this

season with Sam Cane, makes the Chiefs

tick, particularly in attack, and will be eager

to make up for lost time after injury.

ProspectsWith the likes of Cruden, Cane,

Brodie Retallick and Japan captain Michael

Leitch in the squad, and Rennie guiding the

tactics, they’ll be in the knockout mix again.

C H E E T A H S
TitlesNone

Last year 12th

CoachFranco SmithOdds 100-1

Keyman Lood de Jager had an outstanding

World Cup with performances that belied

his baby face. The South Africa lock must

now hit the same heights for his franchise.

ProspectsWithout the cutting edge of

Willie le Roux (Sharks) and Cornal Hendricks

(Stormers), and snaffling ability of Heinrich

Brüssow (Japan), the lower half beckons.

K I N G S
TitlesNone

Last yearN/A

CoachDeon DavidsOdds350-1

KeymanDavids has to unite a team whose

preparations have been dire (see below).

ProspectsThreats of strike action over

unpaid salaries and coaching reshuffles

dominated the Kings’ Super Rugby build-up.

They lack the big names of other franchises

and a repeat of 2013 – bottom spot with

only three wins – could be on the cards. 

R E B E L S
TitlesNone

Last year 10th

CoachTony McGahanOdds 100-1

Keyman Former All Black Adam Thomson

has swapped Brisbane for Melbourne and

his experience will come to the fore now

Scott Higginbotham is playing in Japan.

ProspectsThey enjoyed their best league

finish of tenth in 2015 and have bolstered

their front row, ex-Ireland prop Jamie Hagan

among the signings. Mid-table is a good bet.

C R U S A D E R S
TitlesSeven

Last year7th

CoachTodd BlackadderOdds 7-1

Keyman It’s his last season in Christchurch

and Nemani Nadolo – the big, powerful Fiji

winger – will want to go out with a bang!

ProspectsWith no Dan Carter or Richie

McCaw, inexperience at ten – Ben Volavola,

Richie Mo’unga and Marty McKenzie are the

options – could mean the last eight will be

beyond them in Blackadder’s fi nal season.

L I O N S
TitlesNone

Last year8th

CoachJohan AckermannOdds33-1

KeymanThe only non-Springbok to make

the shortlist for SARU Player of the Year for

2015, Jaco Kriel, 26, will aim to hit the same

form on the flank for the Lions this year.

ProspectsThey achieved their best-ever

finish last year, have a settled squad and are

Currie Cup champions, so they will fancy

their chances of making the last eight.

R E D S
TitlesOne

Last year 13th

CoachRichard GrahamOdds40-1

KeymanWith new signing Kane Douglas

sidelined with injury, more ball-carrying and

lineout responsibility falls on Rob Simmons.

ProspectsThey should win more than 25%

of their games – all they managed in 2015

– but without 2011 title-winning half-backs

Quade Cooper and Will Genia will struggle to

implement their desired attacking game.

H I G H L A N D E R S
TitlesOne

Last yearChampions

CoachJamie JosephOdds9-1

Keyman Last year’s NZ Super Rugby Player

of the Year and the top point-scorer, fly-half

Lima Sopoaga’s attacking mindset is crucial

to the Highlanders’ title defence.

ProspectsBen Smith and Shane Christie

are co-captains of a fairly settled squad,

which should reach the semi-finals at least

before Joseph heads off to coach Japan.

S T O R M E R S
TitlesNone

Last yearLosing qualifiers

CoachRobbie FleckOdds 14-1

KeymanVersatile back-rower Siya Kolisi

(above) should build on an impressive 2015.

ProspectsSA’s best side last year had a

disruptive off-season. Eddie Jones arrived

and then left, so Fleck has taken the reins.

Senior figures Duane Vermeulen and Jean

de Villiers have also departed, so reaching

the knockouts would be an achievement. 

S H A R K S
TitlesNone

Last season 11th

CoachGary GoldOdds 18-1

Keyman Fly-half Pat Lambie is only 25 but

has 50 caps and is the new Sharks captain.

His cool-headedness will be needed.

ProspectsWith stalwarts like the du Plessis

brothers and Willem Alberts now playing in

France, they’re “a team in transition” in

Gold’s words. Willie le Roux adds a spark but

they’re set for a battle in the bottom half.

W A R A T A H S
TitlesOne

Last yearLosing semi-finalists

CoachDaryl GibsonOdds8-1

Keyman Israel Folau’s importance to the

Waratahs is borne out by the stats – more

carries (231), metres (1,677) and offloads

(38) than any other player in the league.

ProspectsTheir ball-in-hand game –

epitomised by Michael Hooper – troubles

opponents. Expect a tight tussle with the

Brumbies for top spot in this conference. 

H U R R I C A N E S
TitlesNone

Last yearRunners-up

CoachChris BoydOdds6-1

KeymanWorld Cup-winning hooker Dane

Coles is their new captain and he has an

incredible attacking skill-set for a front-row.

ProspectsBack-row Ardie Savea is tipped

for big things and All Blacks are scattered

throughout the side, but the loss of Conrad

Smith and Ma’a Nonu will mean a midfield

rethink and could hurt their play-off hopes.

S U N W O L V E S
TitlesNone

Last yearN/A

CoachMark HammettOdds 500-1

KeymanOne of Japan’s standout players

at RWC 2015, hooker Shota Horie is mobile

in the loose and astute in the set-piece.

ProspectsThe organisation of Japan’s

franchise has looked a little slapdash, with

squad and coaching announcements left

until late last year. They look set to fight it

out with the Kings to avoid bottom spot.

A U S T R A L A S I A N G R O U P S O U T H A F R I C A N G R O U P
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EMAY not have been mobbed by fans

in quite the same way as, say, a member

of One Direction, but what Pumas wing

Santiago Cordero had to go through

still made him feel uncomfortable.

“After returning from the World Cup, I went to my 

girlfriend’s sister’s kindergarten end-of-year show 

and the little children were all over me, jumping on 

me, asking for photos. Rather than focusing on their 

show they wanted to be close to me and it created a 

small chaos,” he says, talking to Rugby World in the 

Unión Argentina de Rugby (UAR) headquarters in 

the leafy outskirts of Buenos Aires.

He is essentially shy and feels most comfortable 

amongst family and friends, whom he constantly 

refers to. “I believe I’m still the same person and I 

won’t say it is uncomfortable because recognition and 

appreciation is something I appreciate, but it feels 

strange. I might be hanging out with my friends or 

going out to a shop and there is always someone who 

will know who I am, congratulate me and ask for a pic.”

It was more of the same when the Jaguares, the new 

UAR-run and owned Super Rugby franchise, was 

formally presented. Guests and journalists queued 

“ T H A T L I T T L E B I T  O F 

M A D N E S S T O A T T A C K 

T H E S P A C E S M U S T 

G O I N T O T H E P O T ”
Argentina wing Santiago Cordero 

wowed at the World Cup and is now 

hoping to do the same in Super 

Rugby with the Jaguares

P L A Y E R

P R O F I L E

W O R D S :  F R A N K I E  D E G E S

H
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to talk to him about what was coming. Cordero is

destined to be a marquee player in the new, enlarged

and probably more exciting Super Rugby. His style

seems to suit the fast-paced game that Super Rugby

offers. What he did to defences during RWC 2015 in

England and Wales a few months ago was at times

jaw-dropping. He might have taken a few risks, but

that is his nature and he will back himself all the time.

He prefers to play at full-back because he has more

space and time to decide who to dumbfound with his

speed and devastating sidestep, but as a wing in six

games at the World Cup he was good enough to lead 

most attacking statistics (see panel, opposite).

“It was a great tournament, we enjoyed ourselves  

and played some good rugby,” he says. “We

felt very comfortable with what the

coaches wanted from us and to be

able to attack when we think it

is on is great for the backs.”

As for the Jaguares, they

are going into the unknown

and need to find out what  

it takes to fit into a

tournament that has been

growing since it was first

played in 1996. Greg Peters,

the former SANZAR chief

executive who joined the

UAR as general manager last

year, puts it like this: “The other

teams have 20 years on us.”

The fixture list sees the Argentines

travel to South Africa twice as well as

undertake a four-game tour to Auckland,

Wellington, Christchurch and Tokyo, after which they

have to front up the following weekend in Buenos Aires.

“There will be a lot of travelling involved and I’m not

the best traveller as I tend to miss home, my girlfriend

and mates on long tours. Fortunately, we have a great

team, full of characters, and we have fun,” explains the

22-year-old Cordero, who lives at home because “it is

easier” and they do his laundry. Of being on the road, he

smiles: “What I love is that you leave your room in the 

morning in a bit of a mess and when you get back in the 

afternoon it is tidy and the bed has been made.”

Cordero has done his fair bit of travelling and as a

regular visitor at passport control, one imagines that

jumping on a plane is now routine. His first opportunity 

for a national team came with

Argentina Sevens in 2012. Soon after,  

he shone at World Rugby’s U20

Championship and a large number

of players from that team were later 

promoted to the Pumas.

After his second U20 World Cup

in France, he was elevated to the full

national team and made his debut at

Twickenham in November 2013, in

what was the team’s first International 

under new head coach Daniel

Hourcade. He had not yet turned 20

and it was not a happy tour, yet it was

a seminal trip for what was to come.

Cordero wasn’t yet the finished

product – he still isn’t – but there

was an electrifying attraction about

everything he did; every time he On his travels Tomás Cubelli has joined the Brumbies so will play against his Pumas team-mates

Leap year
Cordero and Co’s Super
Rugby debut is crucial
for the Argentine game

“ F O R T U N A T E L Y ,
W E H A V E A G R E A T

T E A M , F U L L O F
C H A R A C T E R S , 

A N D W E
H A V E  F U N ”
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touched the ball he would take huge risks, something

the Pumas seemed to have forgotten, so far into their 

defensive cocoon had they gone.

Hourcade used him twice in 2014 – in home games

against Ireland and Scotland when overseas-based

players were unavailable – but his chances weren’t

coming at the rate he was expecting. “I like to play rugby.

That is what I wanted and I wasn’t getting game time.”

At the start of 2015 he was probably fourth or fifth

in the pecking order, but as the Puma style evolved,

there was more space for a player of his kind. Hourcade

explains: “We always knew he was a different player

and when we decided on what style we would play in

the World Cup, he was definitely in the squad; our 

doubts lay with other players.”

Having said this, Cordero was amongst the last to sign

for the new franchise and having played in the Olympic

Games South American Qualifier last June, he was ready

to go to the Pan American Games. “I wanted to play and 

with the full national team my chances were slim, I

believed.” Instead, sevens’ loss was the Pumas’ gain.

In the Rugby Championship, he played well against 

the All Blacks in Christchurch and Australia in

Mendoza and, although he missed the huge win against

the Springboks in Durban, he was back in the team for

the rematch against South Africa at Vélez Sarsfield.

After the team had showered, Hourcade named the 

31 players who would go to the World Cup.

“I had some confidence that I could play at that level,

all I needed were opportunities and I played three of the

four games in the Rugby Championship. Being named

in the (RWC) squad was an incredible feeling; with those

that had missed the cut there it felt strange and we had

to respect them, but inside the satisfaction was huge.”

That same stadium will be Jaguares’ den for the first

season. A club ground was apparently secured but club

members turned against the idea and the UAR had to

hastily arrange a new venue. This is a well-known Puma

hunting ground and it is ready to use, so it made sense

to go there in a year in which everything will be new.

“I imagine Super Rugby as being fast and furious,”

says Cordero, whose Jaguares kick off their campaign 

against the Cheetahs. “I’ve watched as a fan and though

people assume that I’ll play in every game, it is far from

that. I have to work very hard to be an option for the

coaches. Studying the opposition and having that little

bit of madness to attack the spaces must go into the pot.”

The Jaguares coaching staff is headed up by former

Argentina flanker Raúl Pérez, who has been a key

assistant to Hourcade with the Pumas. He will have two

former internationals as assistants in Martín Gaitán

and Felipe Contepomi, while respected club player José

Pellicena is also part of the back-room team. Based in

Buenos Aires, there are a number of things that will 

need to be worked on – starting with an identity.

“This will be like a club team,” says Pérez. “A lot of

work will go into sharing the workload and ensuring

players are well looked after, fit, enjoying themselves

and fresh for when Daniel names his Pumas squad.”

The 30 contracted players have all played for the

Pumas before, most of them in the World Cup. “We have 

a strong squad and the goal is to adjust as quickly as

possible to what Super Rugby is about,” adds Pérez.

“The travel, the strength of the opposition and the fact

we are the new team is something we are considering.”

Peters adds: “We will need more players, so others

from the HP (High Performance) plan will be used

throughout the long and tiring season, in which injuries

can play a role. We’re confident we have a strong squad.

“We want to surprise the fans and we are preparing

different engagement opportunities and activities.

Super Rugby is the NBA of our game and we will work

on that awe factor, aiming directly at the 18-35 age group

and families. It will be all new and different to what has 

happened and will happen when the Pumas play.”

With players of the quality, experience and prestige

of Juan Martín Hernández, Juan Manuel Leguizamón 

and captain Agustín Creevy, quality leadership is

assured. The many young players will be looking

at them for guidance. Cordero (lamb in Spanish) is 

happy to follow his leaders.

As excited as Cordero is about being part of the

first-ever Argentine Super Rugby squad, he’s chasing

another dream. Sevens coach Santiago Gómez Cora has

already publicly stated that he’s hoping to consider five

or six Pumas for his Olympic squad and Cordero says:

“I heard how exciting an Olympic Games is and I’d love

to be considered for Rio. I might need to drop two or

three kgs, but going to the Games would be a highlight.”

One of many he’s sure to have in his career.n

Puma passion Jaguares offi cials will want Argentina fans to turn out in force

Danger man The winger, who has won 18 caps, scored two tries against Georgia at last year’s World Cup

C O RDERO AT

RWC  2015

31
The number
of defenders

he beat – more than
any other player

13
The line
breaks he

made – the same
as Ben Smith and
just two behind
top man Nehe
Milner-Skudder

514
Metres
he made

– the third-highest
tally behind Nehe
Milner-Skudder
(561) and Ben
Smith (526)

64
The carries
he made

– only Schalk
Burger (96), Ben
Smith (75) and
Duane Vermeulen
(65) carried more

6
The turnovers
he made –

only two backs,
Damien De Allende
(nine) and Davit
Kacharava (seven), 
achieved more
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Catch up on all the latest championship goings-on in the April issue

as Rugby World brings you exclusive interviews with star players

N E X T  M O N T H ’ S  I S S U E

I N S I D E  T H E  S I X  N A T I O N S

G A M B L I N G

S P E C I A L  R E P O R T

We investigate the dangers of gambling and threats

of match-fixing in rugby – is our game an open book?

O N  S A L E  T H U R  1 0  M A R
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Team of the Month Portsmouth Veterans
WALKING STICK is, a
little ironically, a coveted

trophy for Portsmouth
Veterans as the team’s

two captains – currently JP Lamb

and Mark Witcher – award it to their 
unsung hero for the season.

Hooker Matt Lane (above) is the
latest recipient and the smiles in this
photo demonstrate why this vets’

side is enjoying such success.
“We play for fun,” says Witcher

“Training is frowned u

and our warm-up
consists of putting 
our socks on!”

It may be just for fun but they’re
winning. With a lack of competitive
vets’ rugby in the area, they decided

to join a local merit league four years
ago and have won each league they’ve
been in for the past three seasons.

This term they won their first ten
games to sit atop Hampshire Solent 
Two, a league featuring a lot of
second- and third-string club teams
with a youthful edge. A stark contrast

to Portsmouth’s squad, which
ged 35 to 55-plus.

“We turn up to
games and a lot of

opposition players 

are young enough to be our sons!”

says Witcher. “They are results-driven
and pushing to get into the first team, 
but we don’t have that stress.”

Key performers include try-scoring
centre Matt Gronow, back-row Tom
Radbourne and scrum-half Jamie
McLaughlan, while they have a tour
to Jersey to look forward to in April.

Portsmouth Veterans are our Team
of the Month for December and win

23 Apatchy bootbags (left) – see

apatchy.co.uk. If your side merits the 
January award, email rugbyworld
letters@timeinc.com to tell us why.
Include a high-res team/action pic. n

A

RUGBY FOCUS
A round-up of news from the clubs, sevens and women’s circuits 

Clubs editor: Michael Austin. Contributors: Paul Bolton, Brian Owen & Steve Williams
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Email your club’s

news stories

and photos to

Rugby World
Clubs Editor
Michael Austin at
aus231@aol.com
or call him on
01400 282 189. 
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RW’s Katie Field talks to a Welsh exile adding spark to the thriving Islanders

   
HEN PEOPLE talked

last summer about

which clubs might

contest the promotion

play-offs at the end of

this season, Jersey probably didn’t

figure in many conversations.

Having climbed through the tiers of

the English leagues to reach this level

in 2012, they finished 11th in their first

two seasons in the Greene King IPA

Championship, then came seventh

last term. But with the likes of Bristol,

Bedford and Yorkshire Carnegie

boasting more well-known names in

their squads, and London Welsh

coming down from the Premiership,

Jersey looked like a mid-table side.

Think again. The Islanders won

six and drew one of their first 13

league matches to sit in fifth spot in

the table as February approached,

and now the players are keen to sneak

up into the play-off places.

Promotion to the Premiership is not

a realistic immediate target – the

club’s infrastructure isn’t ready – but

head coach Harvey Biljon has been

strengthening the squad since taking

up the reins in 2014 and it could be a

longer-term aim. Just last month they

added 23-year-old South African prop

Simon Kerrod, who has played in the

Vodacom Cup and for South African

Barbarians, while players already on

the books are committing for longer.

One of those is centre Lewis

Robling, in his second season on the

island and loving life. He has played

every Championship game since

arriving from the Dragons in 2014 and

Biljon says: “He has really matured as

a player, his leadership abilities have

begun to shine through and he’s set

to be an important figure for the 

squad as we move forward.”

Born and raised in Newport, Robling 

learnt his rugby with Caerleon RFC, 

then the Dragons Academy. He played 

27 Pro12 matches and five European 

Challenge Cup games for the Welsh 

region before injuries in the 2013-14 

season contributed to him slipping 

out of favour. He is typical of many  

of his Jersey team-mates in that he 

played age-group international rugby, 

didn’t manage to get a firm foothold 

in the top tier of the professional club 

game, but is young and talented 

enough to have lofty ambitions.

“I’d like to play at the top level 

again and that will happen when 

the time is right,” Robling says.

“It’s a very young squad here. 

I’m one of the oldest backs and 

I’m only 24! We’ve brought in a 

lot of young players who were 

with Premiership clubs but 

weren’t getting game time and, 

though we’ve taken a while to 

gel, there is that feeling of 

confidence in training that  

we’ve got a very good squad.” 

Robling says they felt unlucky 

not to have finished higher than 

seventh last year. “We picked up 

a lot of losing bonus points. We 

were a little gutted, even though 

it was the best finish we’ve had.

“We’ve built on that squad  

and we’re chuffed with how it’s 

going. We’re in a good place. 

We’re playing good rugby, we’re 

full of confidence and we could 

be looking at a good finish.”

The likes of former England 

U20 and Sevens wing Tom Howe, 

former Scotland U20 openside 

Gary Graham and ex-Leeds lock 

Pierce Phillips are excelling. 

They have a powerful pack which 

aims to dominate opponents and 

then give Robling, Howe and 

company a chance to shine if the 

conditions are right – although 

on the day RW spoke to Robling a 

rainstorm of biblical proportions was 

battering the club’s St Peter home. 

So, it’s not all sunshine on this 

holiday island then? “The winters can 

be wet, but not as cold as the UK, and 

in the summer – right up to November 

– it is gorgeous. I’m a bit of a home 

boy, so it was a big decision to move 

away from Wales, but it has paid off.  

It’s the best thing I could have done.”

Robling’s girlfriend, Victoria, moved 

to Jersey with him and he’s working 

on the accountancy qualifications  

he started in Wales, doing work 

experience at a firm one day a week. 

His first aim in life was to be a 

footballer, following in the footsteps 

of his late grandfather Idwal Robling, 

who played for Wales amateurs and 

for GB at the Helsinki Olympics in 

1952 before becoming a BBC football 

commentator. However, Lewis 

switched to rugby by the time he was 

14 and his hunch that he could get 

W

Name Lewis David Robling

Age 24 (3 October 1991)

Birthplace Newport

Twitter @lewisrobling

Personality Easy-going

TV programme The Hunt 

I last read… The Millionaire 

Fastlane by MJ DeMarco 

Dish you most like to cook 

Salmon and poached egg

Holiday destination Florida  

Superstition I take the 

same boxers to every game

Person you’d like to meet 

Roger Federer. I’ve not seen 

him play live but I’d love to

Rugby hero Neil Jenkins

What makes you laugh 

Willie Mason, the Australian 

rugby league player, on 

YouTube. I recommend it! 

Best rugby moment 

Playing at the Millennium 

Stadium for the Dragons  

on Judgement Day

QUICK-FIRE

PROFILE

  Glide path  
Robling steps around 
Yorkshire’s defence
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S U R P R I S I N G

FAC T

I play guitar. My dad 

Richard and mum 

Carron are really into 

their music and both 

still play in bands

E M B A R R A S S I N G

M O M E N T

Missing a kick from

in front of the posts

for the Dragons

against the Scarlets.

I was the villain that

day because it was

to win a match

T O U G H E S T

O P P O N E N T

Matthew Morgan 

(Bristol) for his pace 

and footwork. You 

think you’ve tackled 

him and he pops up 

ten feet away

further in the 15-man game than the 

round-ball one has proved correct. 

Now he’s aiming to overhaul one of 

the top four Championship clubs this 

spring and Jersey’s trip to Bedford 

Blues on 13 February could be the 

biggest of many big days to come.

“Every match is going to get more 

important, every result will matter. 

The nature of this league is that any 

team can beat any other. We’ve got 

stronger as the season has gone on 

and we’re definitely aiming for the top

four. We believe we’re up there.” n

EXILE HONOUR London Welsh kit man

Terwyn Williams received one of the Rugby

Union Writers’ Club’s coveted tankards to

recognise his 45 years of service.

MORGAN MOVE Bristol are losing Wales

international Matthew Morgan (right),

last season’s Championship Player of the

Season, to Cardiff Blues. Matt Sherratt is

also making the switch in the summer to

become Blues’ attack and backs coach.

JOB FOR DEACON Former Leicester and

England lock Louis Deacon has joined the

Moseley coaching team until the end of the

season, focusing particularly on lineouts.

CHARITY DAY Bedford Blues presented

£5,000 to Cancer Research after fans

raised the money at the club’s Ladies Day.
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F O C U S  O N  W O M E N ’ S  R U G B Y

The Wales centre has big ambitions for 2016, as RW’s Ali Donnelly discovers

  
HE DREAM of playing

in the 2017 World Cup

in Ireland looms large

for Kerin Lake, the

Welsh mum who has

missed out on two of the game’s

premier events and has battled to

get back into her country’s red shirt.

Lake, who first took up the game as

an 11-year-old at Neath Athletic, was a

key player for Wales U20 in 2010 but

lacked the focus to make the senior

squad for that year’s World Cup.

“It was a gutter not being picked but

it wasn’t a huge surprise,” she recalls.

“I’d done well enough through the

age groups but I blew it by not being

focused enough. Then in 2014 I’d just

had a baby and wasn’t ready.

“I’m desperate to get to Ireland.

Three weeks is a long time to be away

from my little boy, Jacob, but if I get

there my partner, Steffan, would

come over for a week or so.”

Lake is one of two mothers in the

Welsh squad and her post-pregnancy

comeback in 2013 is some story. “I

was back playing with my club seven

weeks after having the baby,” she

says. “The girls took it pretty easy

on me in training but I was back that

early for a reason. It was February

and there was a rule that you had

to play two games in the knockout

stages to play in the final in May.

“I wasn’t ready at all after seven

weeks – taking hits was really difficult

with the way my body was and I wasn’t

nearly fit enough. I think I managed

30 minutes in the first game.”

A pelvic problem during her

pregnancy meant Lake wasn’t able to 

keep active and she says: “I’d wanted 

to train throughout my pregnancy 

and when I couldn’t it really got me 

down. I couldn’t even go down to the 

shops, for example, without needing  

a break, so that made getting back in 

shape even tougher. It’s very hard on 

your body. Your stomach muscles  

and everything else are just getting 

back together, so it’s a real challenge 

when you start training again.”

To get back for the league and cup 

finals with her club Neath Athletic, 

Lake decided not to breastfeed so she 

could return to training quicker and 

then took a year out of international 

rugby to concentrate on regaining  

her fitness – and love of the game.

“I wanted to get back in proper 

shape and get into a routine, so 

that time was hugely beneficial.  

I wouldn’t have been able to do 

any of this without my family’s 

support. My mum loves that  

I play rugby and was offering  

to take days off work whenever  

I needed, and Steffan and his 

family are brilliant too.”

The centre returned to the 

Wales set-up at the end of 2014 

and, having been a substitute for 

much of last year, she is aiming 

higher this term. “Last year I was 

coming off the bench but I got  

a start in the last game against 

Italy, so I want to push on from 

where I left off and get into that 

starting team more regularly.

“There’s competition and a lot 

of great players coming through. 

(Centre) Robyn Wilkins is in 

fantastic form and is making 

great decisions. I think she’ll  

be very exciting this season. 

(Scrum-half) Keira Bevan is a 

teenager with a huge future and 

is growing in confidence.”

Lake would also like Wales to 

improve on their showing in the 

2015 Six Nations. After beating 

England and Scotland, they lost 

to Ireland, France and Italy. “We 

had a lot of belief starting last year’s 

tournament. We’d prepared well and 

unlike other games against England, 

everyone believed we could win.

“But we couldn’t stay consistent. We 

allowed errors to creep into our game 

and made mistakes we wouldn’t make 

at training. We have to learn from it.”

Lake for her part is stronger and 

fitter than ever after spending time 

with Wales’ sevens squad and playing 

in Dubai. “Sevens has been really 

good for us. We have a full-time 

conditioning coach now in Cardiff, 

who we can work with any time, and 

the programme has kept a lot of  

the girls together longer.”

Away from the Welsh camp, she’s  

hoping for success with Skewen, 

where the entire Neath Athletic side 

decamped back in 2014 due to the 

greater support they were being 

offered by the smaller club.

“It was great in a way to go to a fresh 

club with loads of support, though I 

had a great time at Neath and grew up 

T

Name Kerin Lake

Nickname Kev 

Age 25 (24 May 1990) 

Born Neath 

Club Skewen 

Position Centre 

Twitter @kerinlake 

TV show Criminal Minds 

Last book read Thomas 

the Tank Engine! 

Favourite male player  

Dan Bigger. He’s playing the 

best rugby of his life right 

now. His kicking is en pointe 

and he’s feisty. A great 

player on top of his game 

Favourite women’s player 

Ireland’s Niamh Briggs is  

a fantastic player. The way 

she attacks the line – she’s 

a real game-changer and 

has a great boot

QUICK-FIRE

PROFILE

  Blonde ambition 
Lake tries to find a 
gap against Italy
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B E S T  R U G B Y

M O M E N T

Winning my first cap, 

(v Scotland in 2011).  

I got a try too, so it 

was very memorable

W O R S T  R U G B Y

M O M E N T

I clashed heads with 

a team-mate and as I 

fell I twisted my knee. 

I had to get stitches 

in my head and I was 

out with my knee for 

six weeks, missing 

the U20 Nations Cup

with my rugby there. We had a great 

first season, winning the league and 

cup, and we’re doing well again this 

year so it was a good move for us.”

It sounds like Lake could enjoy a 

great season with club and country 

now she’s back into the swing of 

things. As for women considering 

getting back involved in sport after 

giving birth, she advises: “I’d say to 

any mum that you shouldn’t put the 

same pressure on yourself that I did! 

“I realised you had to love it first and

that’s what I did with that year out.” n

O T H E R  S P O R T

I ’ D  L I K E  T O  T R Y

I’d love to give boxing  

a go but I’m not sure  

my family would be  

as supportive as they  

are with rugby!

GB PREP Great Britain will replace Wales

and England at this summer’s European

Sevens Grand Prix, a move that will help

the squad prepare for the Olympics.

HISTORY MAKERS Hong Kong have

played a two-Test series in Spain – their

first Internationals outside Asia. They lost

heavily, but the tour will serve them well

ahead of the Asia Rugby Championship.

DRY RUN Brazil, Colombia, Argentina,

Venezuela, Uruguay, Chile, Paraguay and

Peru will compete in a test event at the

Deodoro Olympic Park in Rio on 5-6 March.

CLARK GONG England centurion Rochelle

Clark (left with Eddie Jones) was honoured

with a tankard at the Rugby Union Writers’

Club Awards for her services to rugby.
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F O C U S  O N  S E V E N S

EING BACK is more
than just a relief for
England captain Tom

Mitchell. It also offers
a series of welcome

challenges for the man who endured

a torrid summer, having fractured his
leg and dislocated his ankle in May.

To make matters worse, he had an
additional op on his knee. All told he
had five months of rehabilitation hell.

So while sevens never gets easier, he
is glad to be in the battles again.

“I’m not back to my best quite yet,”

Mitchell tells Rugby World. “But I’m

happy at last to be back on the field
and back in with the England boys.

“Part of the challenge of being back

is physical but for me it’s not about
making gains in strength and speed,
it’s about maintaining. Feeling ‘back’

is subjective – and the mental aspect
of it is my leadership. There is a
different challenge in making sure
boys who are new to England Sevens
fit in and are learning lessons.”

Here Mitchell touches on what it
takes to be a team leader. He sees
himself as a playmaker and for that

he cannot just “execute basic skills”.

He cannot just be happy with a few
moments of brilliance either. He

must consistently drive his team.
And he must ensure the others in the
squad are happy off the park, ready
to give their all on it. It’s not easy
when you’re still toiling to get back to

your very best. But Mitchell does
admit to an unlikely addiction to the
really tough training sessions and

brutal conditioned games.
It’s a good thing that one of the

game’s most recognisable figures
has such an appetite for the fight in
the harsh environment of sevens

rugby. In this most punishing of
years – with a ten-leg series and the
Rio Olympics in August – there is a

push to attract as many new fans
to the sport as possible and the
players will have a role in that.

B

Name Tom Mitchell

Age 26 (22 July 1989) 

Born Cuckfield,  

West Sussex 

Team England Sevens 

England debut 

Wellington 2012

Titles Tokyo 2014

QUICK-FIRE

PROFILE

It was a rough summer of rehab for England captain Tom Mitchell, so 

he’s relishing the on-field trials of 2016, writes RW’s Alan Dymock

“ T H E  S T E P  U P  T O  T H E 
W O R L D  S E R I E S  I S  H U G E ”



Step class Mitchell takes
on New Zealand in last

year’s Wellington Cup final

THIS MONTH’S TIP: STAY ALERT!
Get distracted for too long, turn around, 

and you may be shocked by what you see 

on the pitch. Pay attention, or you’ll miss  

big clashes and then be asking why the 

players have been replaced by Superman!

S E V E N S

S U R V I V A L 

T I P S

S E V E N S G A L L E R Y

“It’s not so much that we have to sell 

the game,” Mitchell says, “it’s about 

regularly educating and enlightening 

people about how the game works. 

Spreading the enjoyment of sevens 

drives itself – the thing that attracts 

people to it is the excitement.”

Fans may still have something to 

learn about the game. Do you?

“You never stop learning about 

yourself. There is the leadership 

challenge, where you look at how to 

get the best out of people. And there 

are some new guys who have pushed 

for spots. You can never be 100% 

sure how someone will do in games.

“A lot of people play Premiership 

sevens, for example, but the step up 

to the World Series is huge. Cam 

Cowell and Ruaridh McConnochie 

fully deserved their first caps.” n

P I C S  G E T T Y  I M A G E S

Here are some major players to keep track of in 2016

 Knees-up South
 Africa’s Seabelo Senatla

  is a crowd favourite

 Award winner NZ’s
 Portia Woodman was  

 Women’s Player of 2015

 Tongue out
 Aussie speedster

 Ellia Green breaks

 Double up France’s  
 Virimi Vakatawa is

 tackled by two Eagles

 Hands off
 England’s Jo  

 Watmore in action
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Take this Fly-half
Ricky Aley launches
his backs against Sale 

BOARD GAIN It’s tribute time at Esher
with their new ‘21st Century 1st XV 100 Club’
board. It lists the names of the 16 players
who have appeared in more than 100
first-team games for the National One club.

Chairman of rugby John Inverdale said:
“We felt it was important to acknowledge
their contributions at a time when
player-club loyalty is becoming something
of an outdated concept.

“It’s unlikely that anyone will ever play as
many matches as Mark Butterworth, but
it would be great if more members of the
current team aspire to become part of the
Esher furniture and make it onto the board.”

MANAGEMENT RESHUFFLE Coventry
have given new roles to Phil Maynard and
Scott Morgan as part of a back-room
reorganisation at Butts Park Arena. Maynard,

who has combined the positions of general
manager of Coventry Rugby Ltd (CRL) and
rugby director, steps up as managing
director of CRL with former Wales lock
Morgan moving from head coach to the new
post of head of rugby with responsibility for 
all aspects of the playing side.

The changes have been made with
Coventry seeking to acquire a 125-year
lease on the whole of the land comprising
Butts Park and the Arena by a company
owned by club chairman Jon Sharp. The
aim is to increase revenue by developing
non-rugby activities at Butts Park, building
on its growing conference and events
business. Discussions have already been
held with potential venture partners.

Maynard, who joined Coventry as coach in
2008, said: “It’s a new challenge for both of
us and I see it as a natural evolution at an 

exciting time for the club. We are in a very
different place from where we were five
years ago when we went into National One.
We now have a viable playing budget that
hopefully we will be able to improve so that
we have a sustainable product once we get
back into the Championship.”

Morgan, in his fourth season with Coventry,
has been in charge of first-team affairs for
the past two years. He said: “The board has
asked me to look at the structures we have,
which I’m happy with and excited to do, and
to try to make the right decisions for Cov.

“It gives me the opportunity to put a few
things in place which I’d like to see, but as
far as Phil and I are concerned, it’s not a
significant shift or change and he will
always be there to support and help.

“It’s a chance to implement a couple of
ideas, but at the same time Phil and I will
be working very closely to try to achieve
something for the club because it is a big
and significant business now and needs to
be monitored closely. It goes hand-in-hand 
with what we are doing on the pitch.”

STOUR POWER Stourbridge DoR Neil
Mitchell, a former Coventry and Moseley
lock, is enjoying putting the heat on Two
North promotion contenders Macclesfield
and Sedgley Park. Despite having to rebuild
their squad last summer, Stourbridge have
proved competitive and Mitchell believes
they are handily placed to capitalise if
either of the promotion favourites slip up.

“I’m loving sitting on the shoulders of the
top two,” he said.“There is a lot of rugby still
to be played and our confidence is very high.
We’ve already beaten both Macclesfield and
Sedgley Park and have to play them again.
The key thing for us is not to think we have
achieved anything. We can’t just turn up and
win. We have to maintain the same levels.”

COSTLY JOURNEY Luctonians hope
that they will be compensated for a wasted
trip to Northumberland after their Two
North match at Tynedale was postponed
because of flooding. They made the long
trip from Herefordshire the day before the
game and stayed overnight in Carlisle.

They intended to complete their journey
on the Saturday morning but flooding
caused by Storm Desmond led to Tynedale’s
ground at Corbridge being submerged in
six feet of water. DoR Alex Davidson said:
“The RFU have a fund for insurance for
such cases and we are putting a document
together. It cost the club about £2,500 for
the weekend and we have to wait until the
end of the season to see if we get a handout.

“We were called at 11.45am when we were
between Carlisle and Corbridge to say the
game was off. But we were already in a
three-mile tailback because of flooding.
We were told then the pitch was under three
feet of water because the river had burst its
banks. In hindsight, maybe someone should
have called on the Friday but we left at 3pm 

Southend’s
U17 team are
Essex League
champions – the
club’s first title at
that level. The
side, managed by
Martin Gregory
and first-team
second-row Kris
Chesney, have
played together
since they were
11 and have now
won a place in this
year’s National
Cup competition.

SH OR T

PAS S

C L U B  F O C U S

SOUTH LEICESTER
After the best season in their 96-year history, it was fitting that South Leicester 

rose to their highest league level last September. They had been runaway

champions of National Three Midlands, finishing 24 points clear of Hinckley, and 

now they’re enjoying the testing situations that Two North is throwing down.

Treasurer and director Brian Kirkpatrick said: “The travelling is much more than

we’ve previously done. It’s a great experience for the club but the extra workload

that comes with rising to this league is challenging for the management team.”

South neared the halfway point placed 12th in a 16-club league under captain

William Ward and DoR Paul Westgate. They have 160 mini-juniors and are proud  

to have produced England prop Dan Cole and scrum-half Harry Ellis.

Their future schemes include obtaining some land and developing it into

an all-weather surface. Kirkpatrick added: “Our main aim this season is to

consolidate our playing position with the hope of improving as we go along.”
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Chris Johnson

celebrated his

100th game for

Fylde by landing

five kicks in the

32-28 National

One win at

Wharfedale. The

fly-half is in his

fourth season

with Fylde and

has amassed

902 points.

SH OR T

PAS S

SLINGBACKS LOSS

Louise Stewart,

an industrious

back-row forward,

has bidden farewell

to Rosslyn Park

Slingbacks and is

returning home

to Australia. She

said: “I’ll still be a

Slingback forever.” 

CREAMING IT

Redruth retained

the Rodda’s Milk

Cup with a 22-15

away win over their

near neighbours 

Camborne.

PARK STROLL

A 52-19 victory over

Blaydon enabled 

Darlington Mowden

Park to win the

Candy League for

the first time, having

led 24-7 at half-time.

PRODIGAL RETURNS

No 8 Robbie Stapley

is back with

Redingensians after

three years with 

Henley Hawks and

was a try-scorer

when they won

41-39 at Chinnor in a

bottom-of-the-table

Two South match.

STALWART SARACEN

After years of loyal 

service, Steve

Goodwill has 

resigned as coach of

Otley Saracens, the

club’s second team.

The Two North

club’s committee

paid tribute to his

sterling efforts.

ELTHAMIANS COUP

Fly-half Mike

Stanley, who was 

part of Samoa’s

World Cup squad

and played in their

games against the

USA and South

Africa, has joined

Old Elthamians

until the end of the

season. Stanley

will also coach at

Eltham College. 

N A T I O N A L

N E W S

I N  B R I E F

VIP visit
Launchbury, Joseph
and Ford at Worthing

continued: “We’ve got a good, solid 1,000
out-and-out supporters who will turn up to
every match, but with the economy the
world is not an easy place.

“We know that but need to make up our
minds what we can sustain. If it isn’t ever
going to be Championship rugby, then that’s
fine. Let’s acknowledge that and move on. If
the worst comes to the worst and one day
we go back to amateur rugby then so be it,
but we want to build a side where the club 
can move forward in the future.”

LAUNCH PAD England’s Joe Launchbury
paid tribute to the role Worthing Raiders
played in his career when he returned for an
extra special training session. Launchbury,
Jonathan Joseph and George Ford put the
Two South outfit through their paces as part
of the prize for Raiders winning Samsung’s
Try of the Season award last term. Jamie
Redmayne scored the try at the end of a
superb team move against Dorking.

Launchbury said of his playing days
at Worthing: “When I came here I didn’t
quite know what to do with my rugby career,
but I had a great year with a great set of
guys. I really enjoyed my time here and  
that propelled me to Wasps.”

MAJOR MOVE Historical and sentimental
ties will be broken next season when
Blackheath switch their first-team games 

and there was no indication then that such a
situation would arise. Our chairman, Simon
Whiteman, was up there on Saturday
morning because he stayed in Corbridge
and at 8.30am it was still fine.

“Fourteen hours out of 24 sitting on a
bus isn’t great, but obviously our thoughts
are with those in the North who have been 
affected by the floods.”

GOOD CAUSE Tynedale officials were
overwhelmed by generosity following the
flood damage, not only of supporters but
by the public at large. A two-day bag pack
at the Hexham branch of Tesco, and a
collection and raffle at a match against
Harrogate that had been switched to
Kingston Park, Newcastle, raised almost
£8,000. It was the second time in ten years
that their ground and clubhouse had been
flooded when the River Tyne burst its banks.

Scott Lawson, the Newcastle and Scotland 
hooker, has become Tynedale’s head of
rugby. His appointment followed the
resignation for personal reasons of Andy
Buist, who had taken over as player-coach
last summer after the departure of
long-serving Tom Borthwick in the wake of
last season’s relegation from National One.

CHARITY LINK-UP A ground-breaking
partnership has been launched between
Two South club Canterbury and Migrant
Help, which is a Dover-based charity. It’s
aimed at assisting the children of families
who come to Britain and settle in Kent to
integrate into the local community.

The pilot scheme is designed for children
whose first language is not English and,
through involvement with sport, to help
them to make friends as well as overcome
language barriers. Graham Dunkerley, one
of the club’s youth team managers, said:
“We want the club to be a focal point for
these youngsters. Apart from helping them
to make friends, it provides them with
physical exercise and keeps them healthy.”

MONEY WORRIES Plymouth Albion,
relegated from the Greene King IPA
Championship last May, are looking for
more financial backing. Chairman Pete
Vosper wrote in a recent club programme:
“I make no apologies for repeating that
we cannot sustain our current overheads
unless we improve on attendances and
increase our revenue.”

Going down to National One has meant
the loss of lucrative derby matches against 
Bristol and Cornish Pirates. Vosper 

from the Rectory Field to their Well Hall
ground in Eltham. The club’s other men’s,
women’s and age-group sides will continue 
to play at their traditional multi-sports
venue and their home since 1883.

A statement said: “We have continually
been looking at how we can improve the
infrastructure at Blackheath FC to give us
financial sustainability and commercial
capability that any club needs to ensure
and secure a successful long-term future.

“Ongoing dialogue between the club and
Blackheath Sports Club resulted in no
indications that the Sports Club would
acquiesce to our request for all or a large
majority of takings on match days at Rectory
Field. This income is every club’s lifeblood.
Without it we cannot continue to run as a
successful club in National One or indeed the
Championship – a level to which we aspire.” 

PAYING TRIBUTE The death of Tony
Gadsby Peet, 61, will leave a void at
Richmond, where he became involved as a
coach and coordinator before having duties
with the Middlesex Youth Committee. He
had also played socially at Marlow RFC
and at the Honourable Artillery Company.

“Tony was a larger-than-life character in
every way,” said his wife Jen.“A man of
integrity and steadfastness who had good
northern common sense, a strong moral 
code and calm judgement.”n
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SPALDER DASH It was a long time coming
but Spalding put together two successive
wins after managing only one victory in
26 games last season in which they were
relegated from One East. After a surprise
25-15 triumph over Stamford, Lisbon-born
acting head coach Bruno Figueiredo also
presided over their biggest victory in 20
months – 57-8 over Bakewell Mannerians.

“The squad showed a good discipline
and attitude,” he said.“I try to transmit the
message that they should play with passion
for the club. They made the game easier for
themselves which made me very proud.”

Figueiredo, now in his third spell with
Spalding, came to England seven years ago
and took over as the coaching successor
to Ben Williams after Andy McMahon
parted company with the club last year.

EXIT STRATEGY One door opened at
Spalding while another closed at Newark,
where first-team coach Nathan Smith left
his position after two-and-a half years with
the One East club having met with the
directors. They had sunk to next-to-bottom
in the table with only two wins in 12 games.

Former Nottingham full-back Richard
Byrom, the senior squad’s playing director
and second-team coach, took on the role
until at least the end of the season, with
former players Matt Cove and Chris Tate
assisting in the battle against relegation.

Smith said: “The club didn’t want me to
continue, mainly because of the poor run of
results. The key thing is that the number of
playing members has been severely reduced.
We lost them through work and university
studies, and a small town like ours doesn’t
bring mountains of people into the club.”

SPOON FEEDING Shropshire’s arm of
Wooden Spoon, the national charity for
disadvantaged and disabled children, won
Team of the Year kudos. It followed the
organisation of a tag rugby festival at Telford
Hornets last summer that attracted more
than 300 children from across the country.

The award was received in London on
behalf of the volunteers by Shropshire
Wooden Spoon chairman Glyn Dobbs, who
said: “We had an amazing time. There were
over 600 people at the function, including
members of 42 regions from across the UK.”

LEE’S GLEE Longton captain Lee Brogan
believes there is more to come from the
Potteries club. The fly-half, in his first season
in charge at Trentham Lakes, is delighted
with the progress made since a sticky start
to their National Three Midlands campaign.

Brogan said: “The team is clicking and
we’re playing the better rugby for 60 or 70
minutes, but we’re not quite there yet.”

COUNT ‘EM UP Wing Sam Evans rattled
in nine tries as Newcastle trounced Staffs
rivals Bloxwich 111-0 in Three West (North).
The haul bettered the six tries that Evans 

matches. Some of the lads said, ‘I can’t
believe you’re travelling back all that way’
but I love playing for Scunny. Our coach Tim
Robinson told me that the club previously
played at the equivalent of National Two and 
I want to get up there with them.”

MAN FOR A CRISIS Andy Gillett, captain
of Barton-under-Needwood’s second
team, found himself back on unexpected
senior duty. The experienced No 8 stepped
up to the first team again to help out the
Staffordshire village club during an injury
crisis and played a key role in the 34-13
Four West (North) win at Market Drayton.

DIGGING DEEP Burton DoR Mark Tweddle
believes that his squad’s strength in depth
may be the key to promotion from One
West. They’ve been hit by injuries and
availability problems but Tweddle, in his first 

scored against Uttoxeter last February when
Newcastle romped to a club-record 122-0
success. Newcastle opened a 66-0 lead by
half-time against Bloxwich and maintained
the pressure by running in 17 tries overall.

OLI’S PILGRIMAGE Scunthorpe centre
Oli Wood makes a 500-mile journey to every 
home game – all for his devotion to the
National Three Midlands club.

Wood is settling into his job for a logistics
company in Glasgow but wants to remain an
established figure in the Greens’ first team,
which occupied third place in the New Year.

The 21-year-old has already tasted rugby
life away from Heslam Park after playing for
National Two North club Blaydon last year
while studying business at Northumbria Uni,
but he quickly returned to North Lincs.

Wood said: “I’m committed to every home
game and will try to do the top six away 

Stalwart back Eric
Cranmer ran in
the fastest try
in Notts club
Ollerton’s league
history. He scored
after 26 seconds
v Woodhouse
Giants in a 29-17
Five East (North)
win – after taking
a pass from son
and No 9 Jack.
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Special touch
Centre Lloyd Warner
bags a try at Newark

C L U B  F O C U S

NEWBOLD-ON-AVON
An archetypal village club, Newbold are the surprise package in One East after

being level-transferred to their highest status after becoming Two West (South)

champions. A self-confessed working-class club, they own their picturesque

ground and clubhouse at Parkfield Road, close to Rugby, and recently gained  

RFU Club Accreditation for seniors, women and mini-juniors.

Chairman Paul Fereday, the ex-Newbold captain/prop who played 100 times for

Rugby Lions in their first-class days, said: “Our aim was to stay in One East but we

were a good third at the halfway stage. We had a great win at Kettering at the end

of last year. All the East teams try to play running rugby like ourselves, which really

suits us, but we know that sides we’ve ‘thumped’ at Newbold will be ready for us.”

‘Bold won ten of their first 14 games, averaging almost 35 points a match under

captain/No 8 Danny Facer, his deputy and lock Ben Thompson, head coach Phil

Reed and Matt Davies, who looks after a fit pack that contains nobody over 30.
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An 18-0 win for
Skegness over
Nottinghamians
in Five East (North)
topped a special
day. It coincided
with a reunion to
mark the 30th
anniversary of the
first brick being
laid for their
new clubhouse.

SH OR T
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PARK STROLL

Manor Park
impressed former
players on the club’s
Legends Day when
beating Atherstone
52-0 in Four West
(South). They
scored eight tries to
secure their eighth
consecutive win.  

BOSTON EXIT

South African
coach Willem
Jonker has left
Three East (North)
club Boston. The
team stood third
from bottom in the
New Year following
six successive
league defeats.

COR BENEFITS

The Nottingham
Corsairs U17
team, winners of
the RFU National
Cup last season,
became the
U19/School Team
of the Year at the
Nottingham
Sports Awards.

RAMPANT LIONS

Coach Darren
Fox inspired
Peterborough Lions
to a stunning 43-0,
seven-try win over
Lichfield in National
Three Midlands.
They picked up a
try bonus point in
only half an hour.  

GOLDEN CELEBRATION

The Herefordshire
Schools Union
marked their
50th anniversary
when a President’s
XV defeated the
Boys Clubs of
Wales 14-10 in a
match hosted by
Greyhound RFC. 

DANNS’ DAY

Second-row
Kyle Danns
bade farewell to
Wellingborough in
fitting style after
20 years at the
One East club – by
scoring the try that
secured a 20-5
victory at Matlock.

M I D L A N D S
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Swing lowNo 9
Richard Dixon launches
his backs v Grimsby

Shillingford said: “I hope the run gives the
players confidence in the system. It showed
that what we’re doing on the training
paddock is starting to pay off on the pitch.”

Shillingford’s son Steffan, a centre who
rejoined the club from Stourbridge last
summer, was the eye-catching player in  
the win over Leek with five tries.

JEZ THE JOB Tamworth DoR Andy Smith
has praised new head coach Jez Sandhu for
the professional approach he has brought to

season in charge at Peel Croft, has been
impressed by the resilience of his players.

“Our squad’s resources are very
pleasing,” he said.“At times we probably
had as good a team out of action on the
sidelines as the one we have fielded.”

STRETCH MARKS Leek are finding life
tough in One West, with work commitments
and injuries depriving the Staffordshire
Moorlands club of more than half of the
squad that took them to the RFU
Intermediate Cup final two seasons ago.

Club president Gareth Jones said: “Each
week we’ve been doing well for large periods
but we don’t have the experience to see that
through for 80 minutes. It’s a strong division 
and we’re just being a little stretched.”

PROUD DOUBLE Ex-Eccleshall, Uttoxeter
and Burntwood full-back Steve Harris
emerged successfully from retirement to
play for Staffordshire in their inaugural
veterans’ game against Derbyshire at Burton.
Harris, 34, kicked 11 points in Staffordshire’s
37-22 victory, which came 22 years after he
first represented the county at football.

He said: “I was a goalkeeper and was asked
to play for Staffordshire district schoolboys
at 12. I’m so proud to have represented my 
county at both football and rugby.”

NUNS NEED A RUN Hinckley, winners of
all their first 14 games, are hot favourites to
top National Three Midlands, but Nuneaton 
coach Phil Llewellyn believes his side
aren’t out of contention for a play-off
place despite an erratic run.

“We haven’t had the season we would
have wanted,” Llewellyn said,“but that
hasn’t changed anything in our approach.

“We just have to keep winning now. The
gap between us and the top three is tight
but we must get victories on the board. The 
realistic fight now is for second place.”

TURNING THE CORNER Neil Shillingford,
Dudley Kingswinford’s DoR, hopes his
players will gain confidence from three
consecutive wins in One West that included
thrashings of Leek and Stratford-upon-Avon, 
by 63-5 and 60-12 respectively.

Shillingford, who played for DK in the
1999 RFU Intermediate Cup final, returned
to Heathbrook in a coaching capacity last
summer with the task of halting the slide
after two consecutive relegations.

The victory over Leek was DK’s first in five
matches but kick-started a sequence that
brought respite in another difficult season. 

the Staffordshire club. They’ve regrouped
quickly in Three West (North) following
relegation last season, with the coaching
team making an instant impression.

He said: “Jez has done a good job of
galvanising the squad. He’s coaching a
structure of play that the squad have all
taken to and we’re getting good results.

“We’re making real progress on and off
the field. We have more match-day sponsors
coming to watch and the junior section is
thriving, especially since the World Cup.”n

C L U B  F O C U S

LINCOLN
Relocating to Longdales Park, Nettleham, five miles north-east of the city, has given

Lincoln the space they craved in the 13 years of fund-raising to turn the project

into reality. With four full-size pitches and seven mini playing areas, their dream

has come true – almost. The Three East (North) club, captained by the BBC’s

John Inverdale in 1983-84, haven’t finished yet. They plan to extend the clubhouse 

that will have its own gym and create outdoor facilities to store equipment.

Returning new head coach Simon Green played at centre from 1988-89 and

continued coaching until 1994. Assisted by Neil Haire and Eamonn Hogan, he

instigated the club’s best early-season performances for several years that lifted

them to fourth place by the New Year. Flanker Harry Cowles skippers the side.

They have three men’s XVs, an U18 girls’ side and 430 mini-juniors, and the latest

boon is a women’s XV that rose to second in National Challenge Two Midlands/North, 

adding to the buzz of a club that also hosts Lincoln University matches.
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High jinksBen
Williams turns on the
style against Brighton

FIRST GIBBS Portsmouth coach Ben
Dudley believes his Two South-West side
have developed a bit more backbone.
Damian Gibbs completed a hat-trick with
the final play to secure a 24-24 draw with
KCS Old Boys and Dudley said: “It shows the
team’s character. People have said this was
the type of game we’d have lost in the past.”

Fly-half Cameron Duffus is back at
Pompey after a successful stint in Australia 
with fourth-grade side Manly Marlins.

IRONSIDES AGE Battersea Ironsides,
Rugby World’s Team of the Year last season,
are going from strength to strength, with
nostalgia all part of the equation. They
celebrated 20 years of junior rugby with a
dinner-dance at Twickenham Stoop where
RFU president Jason Leonard was guest
speaker. Club captain Colin O’Keeffe said: 

“Many of our products have graduated to
senior level, including first-team skipper
Marcus Bailey, and fielding five sides has
become a weekly occurrence this winter.”

After winning promotion last season, the
firsts were second in Three South-West, the
seconds have been challenging in the Zoo
League, the thirds were third in Surrey
Combination One and the fourths headed 
Surrey Combination Two.

LONG SERVER Gregory Underwood,
70, a Sudbury stalwart, received a lifetime
achievement accolade at the Suffolk Sports
Awards after more than 50 years of service.
He said: “It came as a complete surprise. All
I’ve tried to do is put something back into
the game that has given me so much.”

He joined Sudbury as a prop aged 18 and
while still playing became fixture secretary, 

a post he still holds. His other roles have
included team secretary and president, and
he was part of the management team that
oversaw the club’s move to a new ground at
Whittome Field in 2009.“I couldn’t have
done it without my wife Lynda,” he added.

HARD LESSON Havant coach Will Knight
shouldn’t have had any trouble getting
players to training after their derby-day
defeat. Havant were outplayed 32-16 by
Gosport & Fareham in One South and
Knight said: “Turnout at training in the week
was poor. Our performance reflected that.”
Woodbridge, of Eastern Counties One,

received a Fair Play Trophy, presented by
the Suffolk Referees’ Society to the clubs
who, in their opinion, have been the best
at playing the game in the right spirit.

PLENTY OF PROMISE Andover are
excited about their young talent, a feeling
emphasised by their efforts in a 20-14 loss at
Horsham in the RFU Intermediate Cup. No 8
Jordan Gray, 17, and 20-year-old Ash Gait
were especially impressive in the back row.

Coach Andy Waite said: “We have a
great mixture of youthful enthusiasm and
experience, and there’s a real belief growing
in the squad that we not only belong at this
level but can do some serious damage.”

LOYAL FANS Former National League
outfit Haywards Heath are delighted that
their supporters have stuck with them after
deciding to drop down the divisions. They’ve
been backed by a vociferous following of
around 150 at home games, including a 31-7
win over Crowborough 2nds in Sussex One.

Stalwart club captain Liam O’Hagan
was among five Chichester players who
stepped up from the seconds in their 39-15
defeat at Hertford in National Three London.
He led the side from No 8 in the absence of 
inspirational captain Chris Johnson.

KEEPING PACE Anything you can do…
that’s the picture at Sutton & Epsom,
whose men’s team hit the front in One
South with 13 wins in 14 games. They
weren’t alone because the women’s XV, led
by Katie Neilson, went top of the London
South Two table after seven straight wins.

She said: “Initially, we struggled to find ten
or 12 players for a game and we were left
with four or five women last summer. We’ve
grown massively since then. The World Cup
brought quite a lot of women to the club and 
12 joined us in the space of a fortnight.”

CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE Referee Phil
Crossley ended a match between Trojans
and Eastleigh after just 15 minutes when
he was struck an accidental blow during a
scuffle between players.

A replay was ordered and Hampshire RFU
disciplinary officer Gary Self said: “There
was a bit of pushing and shoving, and in the
melee the referee was touched. He decided 

Chesham Prep

School enjoyed a

terrific run, with

the U9 team

triumphing in all

19 games, the

U10 side losing

only one of 21 and

the U11s lifting

two tournament

titles while

winning 29 of 33

matches. Head

of sport James

Bateson called

it “a fantastic

term of rugby”.
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C L U B  F O C U S

MAIDSTONE
A significant growth in Maidstone’s youth section has added lustre to the One

South club’s success at senior level. Numbers have risen from 240 to 350 over

three seasons and a ‘one club’ ethos has developed through the collaboration of

joint chairs Eva Howson and David Tugwell, plus first-team captain Ben Williams.

Prop Williams returned to his boyhood club from Hartpury College and in four

years has twice led the firsts through unbeaten league seasons and to last spring’s

Intermediate Cup final triumph over Bridgnorth at Twickenham. After the game,

he proposed to fiancée Jo Cook on the hallowed turf. DoR Sean Charlton’s off-field

team includes Paul Hathaway, Steve Milward and ex-Harlequin Stuart Thresher.

Maidstone run five senior sides, plus a competitive Evergreen XV. A partnership

with Medway RFC has led to the creation of girls’ age-group sides at U13, U15 and 

U18 level. Other developments include a proposed relocation from The Mote.

Spokesman Bob Hayton said: “Across the board things look extremely positive.”
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Suffolk club
Beccles provided
seven girls for the
Eastern Counties
in a London
Divisional festival.
Club chairman
Alan Cooper said:
“Having so many
representatives
in year two of
our five-year
development
programme is
fantastic. Coach
Claire Phelps
brings passion.”

SH OR T

PAS S

not to continue with the game, which is his
prerogative. There will be a full inquiry.”

TOP TOTTS Tottonians might have given
the best performance in their league history
when beating Chobham 65-7 in One South.
They ran in nine tries, including three from
full-back Bart van Herwijnen, and president
Ken Johnston said: “I can’t remember seeing
a better all-round team display from us.”

They’ve had two former U7 team-mates in
their senior squad this season. Forward Oli
King was introduced on the bench for the
trip to Twickenham while flanker Kevin
Raqio has secured a regular senior place.

STAY POSITIVE Basingstoke are battling
through a tough season in London Two
South-West but have been told it will all be
worthwhile by new club captain Robbie 

CLEAN SWEEP
Langley School, of
Loddon in Norfolk,
won all five county
school age-group
titles in a series of
floodlit finals at
Eastern Counties
One club Thetford.

SIBLING SUCCESS
Wymondham
fielded three pairs  

of brothers in
the 47-7 Eastern
Counties One win
at Thurston – Billy
and Charlie Duffin,
Conor and Auden
Airdrie, and Josh
and Joe Cousens.

QUICK THINKER
Referee Ben
Graveston, who’s a
former Army medic,

won praise for
helping a stricken
spectator to regain
consciousness and
make a full recovery
at the Maldon-Ilford
Wanderers match.

PUMA PATHWAY
Keir Wenham-Flatt,
Argentina’s S&C
coach at RWC 2015,
addressed students

at Easton & Otley
College, near
Norwich. His theme
was his journey
to the top of his
profession.

WATCHING BRIEF
Ex-Bedford pupils
and England players
Andy Gomarsall and
Martin Bayfield saw
their former school 

defeat Epsom
College 28-21 in the
Champions Trophy
final at Saracens.

IN THE LIMELIGHT
Norwich Union RFC
took part in the
‘Big Boot’ half-time
catching competition 
at Welford Road
when Leicester
Tigers hosted Bath.
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Northcote. Undermined by an upheaval at
the club last season, those who stayed have
lost their first 12 games but Northcote said:
“The future is promising. There’s a great
bunch of academy lads who over the next
few years will make their mark.

“There is also a solid core of senior players
using this season as a learning experience
to bounce back stronger and better.”

Head coach Gareth Hatherley-Hurford
added: “Robbie is a natural leader and has
my unwavering support. If I were playing I’d
follow him into battle without hesitation.”

BIG WIN Player-coach Mike Stubbs asked
his Lewes players to be more decisive – and
they responded by running in 21 tries for a
record 131-5 win over Crowborough 2nds in
Sussex One. Stubbs said: “I asked them to
be more clinical. Their handling, offloading
and support play couldn’t have been better.”

GROWTH SPURT Playing numbers are on
the increase at Ventnor, of Hampshire Two.
The Isle of Wight club were able to name two
18-man squads for fixtures against Fawley
and still had some players left to loan to
their opponents for the second XV game.

Fawley have switched venues this season
after agreeing to build a clubhouse and rent
pitches from the local parish council. They
had previously spent 78 years at Waterside
Sports and Social Club and have named 
their new ground Newlands Park.

HIGH NOTE Pulborough were hugely
enthusiastic about their first triumph in
matches against Bromley. Captain Simon
Burfiend said of the 29-19 success: “Even
bearing in mind our 100% winning season
(2011-12), this victory was one of the best
I’ve experienced in a Pulborough shirt.”

EYES ON THE PRIZE East Grinstead
coach Justin Bishop gave his side the target
of being in touch with the National Three
London leaders for a big push this year and
they delivered. Gs had a tough first half of
the season but still have sights set on a title
challenge. Bishop said: “Almost all the top
sides have to come to us and hopefully we 
shall have the slight advantage.”

SAD LOSS Winchester’s longest-serving
member Harry Gray has died at the age of
92. He was a first-team player, chairman
from 1956-64 and played a key role in
setting them up at their present ground.n

F O C U S  O N  C L U B  R U G B Y L O N D O N  &  S E

Fingertip touch
Sam Moses (right) gets
down to it v Harlow

C L U B F O C U S

WEST NORFOLK
No 8 Jamie Williamson, the West Norfolk captain, could claim to be the club’s

talisman. He has led them to the top of Three North-East in his initial season in 

charge, 17 years after his first-team debut… at the age of 17.

Founded in 1925, West were initially based in Swaffham, relocating to King’s Lynn

in the early 1930s but retaining their original name. Their present ground at North

Wootton has three pitches to cater for three senior teams as well as mini-juniors.

Mark Ballman, in his seventh and final year as president, said: “We used to have 

a strong farming component to our membership. Nowadays we have a huge 

cross-section of backgrounds and most players are home-grown.”

Lee Parry, an RFU development officer, is head coach while West revived their

women’s team last autumn after a ten-year gap. They were also delighted that

lock Jake Huggett, 18, made his debut for England Deaf against Italy this season.
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FRESH START There’s a heart-warming
tale at Oldfield Old Boys, Bath-based
members of the Somerset Premier League.
Two years ago, James Read and a group of
retiring players decided to relaunch the
junior section after a lapse of several years.

Read said: “The club has been established
since 1950 but has always had to battle to
get fresh talent into the senior squad.

“We still have a proud history of local
players progressing to professional level,
including Bath and England back-row
legend John Hall, Freddie Burns, of Leicester
and England, his brother Billy and Bath
back-row forward Guy Mercer. From our
first training session of around a dozen
youngsters we now have a thriving youth
section of 100-plus children.”

Read, who coaches the U9s, continued:
“We already have a strong fixture list against
local clubs and it’s fantastic to see so many
children being introduced to the game.”

So take a bow, founding coaches Read,
Lee Morris, Jason Humphries, Paul Tyrell
and Sam Collins, for making it all happen.

MILK AND HONEY A bright future is
beckoning Dings Crusaders, of National
Three South-West, whose 12-year struggle
to relocate is reaching fruition. They’ve
received planning permission from South
Gloucestershire District Council to build 152
houses on their current base at Landseer
Avenue, which means they can now afford
to fund an £8m ground on 26 acres of land
opposite Frenchay Hospital in Bristol.

The new community sports facility, known
as Shaftesbury Park, will include a clubhouse
with gym, two full-size pitches – one with
an artificial surface – junior rugby pitches
and meadowlands. Plans also feature a
two-court sports hall, weights room, eight 
changing rooms and a club shop.

COUNTY KUDOS St Austell, of Western
Counties West, are thrilled to be hosting the
annual Tamar Cup clash between Cornwall
and Devon at Tregorrick Park on 26 April. It
will be the Duchy’s first game since becoming
county champions when beating Lancashire
in the Bill Beaumont Cup final last May.

Club chairman Paul Hayes said: “It has
been a long held ambition to see the return
of senior representative rugby to St Austell.
We’ve been working closely with the
county union for several seasons and been
proud to host age-group and women’s
games, as well as the colts’ finals day.”

FAMILY CIRCLE Newbury Blues, a
top-five side in One East, are deriving
benefits from their junior set-up with a team
coached by Lee Goodall and comprising
mainly home-grown talent. It includes two
pairs of brothers and a father-and-son duo.

Captain and centre Dan Thorne, who
recently made his 100th senior appearance,
plays alongside his wing/full-back sibling
Toby while scrum-half Andy Herriott has 

two years ago and, following some healthy
debate, agreed to continue as an amateur
club and to ensure a pipeline of junior and
colt players into the senior squads.”

The scheme also encompassed a now
refurbished clubhouse and changing
facilities, and giving the players professional
coaching and improved pitches. On the
pitch, coach Simon Tattersall has steered
the squad to fourth place in the table.

TITLE BLUES Helston have already
become champions of the Trelawny’s Army
Colts League. They were still disappointed
to secure the title because their scheduled
opponents, St Ives, were unable to raise a
side for their fixture. It meant that Helston
were given five points and could no longer 
be overtaken at the top of the table.

Members of the Trelawny’s Army
Supporters Club made a presentation to  

brother and centre Iain for company. What’s
more, veteran prop Graham Stewart has
been joined in the side by son Dylan, a
back-row, to complete the homely feel.

With their women’s team also on the rise,
there’s a great atmosphere at Monks Lane.
As president Dave Smith said: “We’re moving 
forward without debt, own our 28-acre
freehold and are developing a strong
business base. We also attract up to 500
spectators which, at our level, is remarkable.”

BEACON OF HOPE Watch out for
Southern Counties North promotion
hopefuls Beaconsfield. They’re already
getting initial benefits from a five-year club
plan aimed at ensuring a strong player base
for the future, alongside developing some
of the best facilities around the area.

DoR Noel O’Mahony said: “We initiated an
infrastructure and playing strategic plan 

Bristol Saracens

ran up 11 straight

wins in Gloucester

Premier, including

an 86-7 defeat

of Tewkesbury

in the presence

of John Pullin,

the ex-England

captain who was

attending a former

players’ reunion

at Station Road.
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Smart set
It’s celebration time for
the Oxfordshire club

C L U B  F O C U S

LITTLEMORE
Positivity for the future is the watchword for Littlemore, a Berks, Bucks and Oxon 

Championship club celebrating their 40th anniversary. Last November also

marked 30 years of the clubhouse opening when they became the first rugby  

club in England to have licensed premises on school grounds.

Tim Stevens, the Oxford University RFC general manager in his 13th year as

Littlemore’s president, said: “The clubhouse is open six days a week, with an

annual turnover of £50,000 from bar revenue alone. We’re sitting fifth in the

BB&O Championship, so we’re pretty pleased as we were ‘expunged’ from the

league above at Christmas 2014 for not fulfilling four fixtures. We’ve had 47 

players training this season and 40 have figured in at least one game.”

Flanker Darren Massey captains the side while Nick Todd, an RFU community

coach in Oxfordshire and former England Deaf player, is head coach and Carl

‘Buddha’ Wright, who propped in 700-plus games for Littlemore, is team manager.
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Marc Dibble,
the community
development
manager at
Exeter, emerged
from retirement
to answer an SOS
and excelled at
scrum-half in
Exmouth’s 9-7 win
at Old Redcliffians
in National Three
South-West. He
played for Chiefs,
Exeter Saracens,
Newton Abbot
and Launceston.
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the Cornwall 18 Group Colts of match balls
and funding for their finals day in April.

There was long-awaited joy for
Newquay Hornets, who won their first
game in Cornwall-Devon at the 13th
attempt when defeating Honiton 12-3.

READING CLASS The Reading U18 girls’
team are in line to pick up two accolades.

They’ve already been presented with the
Wokingham Borough Council Chairman’s
Award by RFU president Jason Leonard and 

England Women’s player Hannah Field, and
they’re also among the nominated clubs for
the Get Berkshire Active Award.

MINE CRAFT Minety added to their trophy
cabinet after their first Dorset & Wilts Vase
final win by 10-7 over Lytchett Minster at
Warminster. It was only a few days after chief
coach Cliff Garland, 57, had been named as
BBC West’s Unsung Hero for Wiltshire. He
said: “It was the end of an astonishing week 
and an amazing performance.” 

FEELING CHIPPER

Chippenham broke
an 11-match losing
run in National
Three South-West
when defeating
Ivybridge 22-19.

DOUBLE JOY

Flanker Andy
Francombe played 

his 900th game for
Bristol Telephones
in the same match
in which his son
Adam made his
debut on the wing.

PRIZE GUY

Brixham captain
Adam Thomas
became the Torbay 

Sports Personality
of the Year and his
Devon Cup-winning
side were named as
Team of the Year.

TON UP

Avon fly-half Rob
Fitch reached 100
points this season
with a touchline 

conversion in the
12-5 Western
Counties North win 
over Whitehall.

BARUM BLITZ

Table-topping
Barnstaple notched
their first win at
Old Patesians in
15 years with a 61-9 

success in National
Three South-West.

COACH CHANGE

Barts Rugby, of
Western Counties
North, have parted
company with Chris
Leech, paving the
way for Dave Lupton
to become coach.

S O U T H - W E S T

N E W S

I N  B R I E F

Bicester climbed to the highest position
in their history when consecutive wins over
Drifters, Marlow and Reading Abbey lifted
them to second in Southern Counties North.

Head coach Paul Sullivan and assistants
Tony Staples and Andy Smith have gelled
with a strong squad that includes impressive
half-backs Mike Harris and Dave Hampton.

NAVAL SALUTE RNAS Culdrose (HMS
Seahawk) won the Royal Navy Cup for the
fourth time after beating Royal Marines of
40 Commando, from Taunton, 19-12 in the
final at Devonport Services’ Rectory ground
in Plymouth. The winners were captained
by Leading Air Engineer Technician John
Lamsin in storm-force winds and thick mud.

GOGGLEBOX Wheatley have been
luxuriating in their handiwork after
upgrading their Holton Playing Fields
clubhouse. Jobs undertaken included a
changing-room refit and decorating the bar,
but the most popular move was to install a
new large-screen entertainment system.

Things haven’t gone well on the pitch,
though, with only two wins in 11 matches.
Hooker Jake Durbin said: “We picked up nine
new players across the first and second
teams but injuries and availability issues
meant we had a slow start for both the
first team in the Berks, Bucks & Oxon
Premiership and the seconds in BBO 4N.”

YOUNG BUDS Ross-on-Wye coach Nick
Rawlings has ruled out promotion from
Gloucester Two for his young side this
season. A 13-0 defeat by high-flying Ashley
Down Old Boys prompted this assessment,
but he believes that the emergence of a crop
of talented youngsters still augurs well.

“It’s about learning this season and we’ll
beat teams along the way,” Rawlings said.
“But it’s also about enjoying the game and
looking to the future.” Ross have regularly
fielded a side with four players aged 17,
including twins Ben and Josh Element.

FITTING TRIBUTE More than 60 players
took part in a memorial match atBrockworth
to honour former player Nicholas Joyner,
who died at the age of 27 in 2014. He’d been
diagnosed with Marfan syndrome in his
early 20s but continued to live life to the full.

The match saw the Nick Joyner Select XV
beat the Brockworth Chairman’s XV 27-24,
after which Nick’s family scattered his ashes 
on his favourite spot where he watched
home games. An auction and raffle also
raised £1,300 for Marfan Association UK.n

F O C U S  O N  C L U B  R U G B Y S O U T H - W E S T

Break time
Wing Lewis Munster
in the 17-16 cup final
win over Marlborough

C L U B  F O C U S

NORTH DORSET
Winning the Dorset & Wilts Cup for the first time this season is another milestone

in the rise of North Dorset, who’ve grown from a one-team club in 1951 to one that

fields 17 sides. Originally, they played on rented ground at Slaughtergate, Gillingham

on the edge of town, a facility since extended by the purchase of six more acres.

They used a pub as their HQ but in 1994 built their own clubhouse, the main

element being a recycled boathouse! It was found by a player on Moriconium Quay

in Poole and the club was told that it was theirs if they removed it within 48 hours.

Simon Halliday, the ex-Bath and England centre, is North Dorset’s most eminent

product but six others have played at international age-group level and former

Leicester scrum-half Aadel Kardooni represented England B. Prop Stacey Dyer,

who has been with the club for ten seasons, led the side into third place going into

the New Year while Steve Ashfield graduated to the role of head coach last year.
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F O C U S  O N  C L U B  R U G B Y

FELL SWOOP Marcus Fell, a Southport
U9 player, has won the ADHD Foundation
Child of the Year honour. The charitable
organisation supports children, families and
adults with this condition. Mum Nikki said:
“It’s such an honour for us as a family to
see how Marcus overcomes his symptoms
every day without any medication.”

He has raised more than £800 for the
charity by competing in the popular Santa
Dash for the past four years and coach Dave
McCaughrean said: “Marcus is a role model
for his team-mates and aspiring players.”

TURNER ROUND Ormskirk pulled off a
masterstroke by recruiting Southport-born
Stuart Turner, the former Sale, Rotherham
and England prop, as interim coach to fill in
for head coach Donny Sutherland, who is
taking time off to recover from surgery.
Turner helped Sale win the Premiership title
in 2006 and played in 162 top-flight games.

When Turner came in, the club were 12th
in Lancashire (North), two places from the
bottom, having endured a difficult season.

President Nick Jacobs said: “With Donny
unfortunately incapacitated, the decision
was made to bring someone in to cover and
in my opinion we couldn’t have picked a
better person. Stuart’s experience speaks
for itself and he has already made a positive 
impact on the training ground.”

SILVER SERVICE Scarborough’s £4m
ground at Silver Royd will host Yorkshire’s
game against Lancashire on 7 May in the
Bill Beaumont Cup. Plans include a host of
match-day activities for younger fans as
well as corporate packages.

CEO Graeme Young said: “It continues our
strategy of promoting grass-roots rugby
while attracting showcase fixtures to Silver
Royd. The negotiations were tough as we
faced stiff competition from Doncaster 

Knights. To secure the match ahead of a club
geared up for Premiership level is huge for
us. We’re looking to make it a big occasion.”

Scarborough, of Yorkshire One, hope to
add a fixture to precede the main event and
the women’s match between Yorkshire and
Staffordshire could be in the frame. Young
said: “To host a fixture in the first Women’s
County Championship would be fantastic.”

Towards the end of last year, Scarborough
added to their credentials by hosting the
British & Irish Cup match between Yorkshire 
Carnegie and London Scottish.

MIX AND MATCH International Mixed
Ability Sports (IMAS) have been spreading
the game by organising coaching sessions at
Old Aldwinians in Lancashire and Letchworth
Garden City Bravehearts in Hertfordshire.
Veterans Huddersfield Nomads and mixed
ability side Halifax Magpies also welcomed
Swansea Gladiators, Europe’s oldest mixed
ability team, to Huddersfield YMCA.

After hosting the first Mixed Rugby World
Tournament last year,Bradford & Bingley
could stage it again in 2017. But participants
from France, Italy and Spain have also
applied to host the renamed International
Mixed Ability Rugby Tournament.

Mark Goodwin, director of IMAS and
manager of the award-winning Bingley-
based Bumbles team, said: “It’s like putting
in for the Olympic Games and we (IMAS) will
decide where the tournament is played.”

CASH BOOST A £20,000 grant has
been approved by Richmondshire district
councillors for the £474,000 first phase of
Wensleydale’s project to update facilities.

The whole scheme will provide six new
changing rooms, an area for physios and
officials, improved catering facilities and
an enlarged function room, together with
a new viewing platform at the Yorkshire Four
club, based at Leyburn.

Councillor Tony Duff said: “The project
will benefit people of all ages throughout
Wensleydale. The club has done a massive
amount of fund-raising of its own – £85,000 
– by holding local events.”

LAST ORDERS Cleckheaton, in their first
relegation battle for seven years, are aiming
to avoid losing in the final minutes of their
National Three North matches. Rugby
chairman Neil Gillan said: “We’ve gone down
three times in the final seconds and have
also lost four experienced players, including 
Rob Afoa Peterson and Ollie Akroyd.”

FIELD GOAL Liam Nicholls, the rugby
development officer for Cumbria, has
welcomed the acquisition of the first 3G
artificial grass pitch in West Cumbria at
Lakes College, Workington.

Nicholls said: “The facility provides
us with a central base to continue the
development of the game with the clubs,
schools and colleges in the area. It will allow 

Scrum-half Jack
Robinson, 18,
a Bolton youth
product, lost a
front tooth but
still scored a
crucial try that
beat De La Salle
20-19 in North
Lancs-Cumbria.
Prop Sam Hilton
played his 300th
game for Bolton
in that match too. 

SH OR T

PAS S

SwinghighDylan
Readman launches
a long pass v Selby

C L U B  F O C U S

MALTON & NORTON
Targeting a return to Level Six is on this progressive club’s to-do list. They are up

there with the Yorkshire One leaders, having been relegated from One East in

2014 and lost 14-11 to Morpeth in a promotion play-off last season. Founded in

1953, they won the Tetley’s Bitter Vase in 2001 and their mini-junior section

produced Exeter Chiefs prop Tomas Francis, who won seven Wales caps last year.

Flanker Sam Triffitt is in his third season as captain while head coach Chris

Creber, an Australian who came to Malton in 1998 to teach, led the side for seven

years. Assistant Richard Webster spent 15 years as a back-five forward at the club,

which has three senior teams, sides from U6 to U19 and a thriving girls’ section.

Malton have some of Yorkshire’s best facilities at The Gannock, having built new

changing rooms, while next door there’s Jack Berry House, the Injured Jockeys

Fund’s northern base rehabilitation centre. Malton secretary Bill Laidler said:

“We’ve a good relationship and the well-being of our players is a key strength.”  
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Mick O’Toole,
Paul Sammon and
Darrin Stevens –
three stalwarts
from Wortley, a
village club near
Barnsley – were
given awards at
South Yorkshire’s 
Volunteering
Celebration
evening.

SH OR T

PAS S

F O C U S  O N  C L U B  R U G B Y N O R T H

MrCoolWing Will
Jefferson, 18, scores
against Northallerton

After being in Pocklington, Stollmeyer
returned to his native Trinidad and became
a cornerstone of the Trinidad & Tobago
(T&T) pack. When he stopped playing, he
became the T&T Rugby Union president.

Gilbank said: “Nowadays, Brian restricts
himself to organising the Tobago Sevens,
which draws entries from New Zealand, the
USA, Canada, England, South America and 
islands throughout the Caribbean.” 

us to provide activity across all levels of
participation from social rugby to elite
player pathway development games as
well as supporting our coach, referee and
volunteer development programmes.”

More than £1m was secured to create
the surface, with Lakes College, Sport
England, the RFU, the Premier League and
FA Facilities Fund and Energy Coast UTC
committing to the funding. It has replaced
a grassy area at the college that was
unusable because of weather damage.

BOWDON’S BUILD South Lancs-Cheshire 
One club Bowdon have submitted a
planning application for an upgrade of
facilities, including extra changing rooms,
major improvements to pitches and a new
car park. A statement said: “All sections
of the club will benefit from the proposed
works – from the minis to senior teams  
and all other members of the club.”

FLOOD HELP An annual old boys’ game
between Kirkbie Kendal and The Queen
Katherine schools raised £735 for the
Cumbria Flood Appeal. A raffle, also for the
appeal, for a shirt signed by the Newcastle
squad at the instigation of Mark Wilson,
their Kendal-born back-row, and an England
shirt belonging to ex-Falcons prop Kieran
Brookes, will be drawn on 20 February.

VIP GUEST Scott MacLeod, the Newcastle 
second-row and lineout coach, was the
guest speaker at Morpeth’s awards
evening. MacLeod, who has won 24
Scotland caps, also played for Border
Reivers, the Scarlets and Edinburgh.

CLEAN AS A WHISTLE Thornensians,
of Yorkshire Three, took great pleasure from
winning the regional Whistlers Trophy.

DoR George Simpson said: “It’s voted
on by referees and being awarded it is a
testament to the hard work being put in
by all players, supporters and managers
to turn round the discipline issues of last
season. It’s several years since we won the
trophy and I’m delighted it has returned.”

CARIBBEAN CRUISE What a reunion for
Pocklington’s Tom Mair, Brian Stollmeyer
and Phil Gilbank, who played together at
the local school and club in the early 1970s.
Mair and Gilbank, the club’s press officer for
37 years, meet regularly at Pocklington but
hadn’t seen Stollmeyer for around 40 years
until arranging a notable get-together… at 
the Tobago International Sevens.

This time the tournament was won by
Esher, who overcame North East Academy
from New York 12-7. Aptoella Angels lifted
the women’s title, beating Atlantis 19-0.

Back home, Pocklington beat Pocklington
School 15-12 to regain the Bottomley Trophy
with Rob Webber, the Bath and England
hooker, among the spectators. Knowing
which team to support proved difficult
because he has worn the colours of both!n

C L U B  F O C U S

WETHERBY
Returning to Yorkshire Two, their highest league status, looks a certainty for

Wetherby. At the last count they had won 43 consecutive competitive matches,

including 27 last season when amassing a whopping 1,483 points while becoming

Yorkshire Four champions and Yorkshire Trophy winners. They’re celebrating their

50th anniversary, with the micros up to colts also enjoying a huge success story.

Their junior membership has escalated from 200 four years ago to more than

400 and there’s a new women’s section. Scrum-half Nick Oates, the joint DoR

with Geoff Brown, said: “Most of our first team are former junior players, coached

in some cases by their dads. There’s been a transformation from five years ago

when we struggled in Yorkshire Six, fielding just one side of largely ageing players.”

Fly-half Danny Warden leads the side coached by Mike McHugh-Hicks. Oates has

been involved with Wetherby for 33 years and added: “We don’t have the biggest

pack but they have great technique. Pace and a running game are other strengths.”
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CHIPS OUT

With matches off at
Widnes, their colts
played the vets at
indoor games.
Having struggled
with the subtleties
of pool, darts and
matchbox rugby, the
U19 team pulled off
a 6-4 dominoes win.

LAST LAP

Hosts Morpeth, of
One East, reached
the Northumberland
Senior Cup final
by beating Team
Northumbria 13-3. 

SPICED UP

Old Brodleians held
their second charity

cook off, with Steve
and Molly McAvan
successfully
defending their
crown with a yummy
lamb keema.

WILD WEST

Hartlepool Rovers
crashed 66-0 to
West Hartlepool –  

a points record for
matches between
the clubs. Rampant
West ran in ten tries
with Gavin Painter
converting six and
Stu Waites two.

FUN TIME

Middlesbrough-
based Acklam, who 

play in Durham-
Northumberland
One, staged a
quirky event – a
woman-less pageant
with male players
as contestants.

PATTERSON POUNCES

Prudhoe &
Stocksfield closed 

the gap on
ninth-placed
Hartlepool BBOB
by beating them
65-3 in Durham-
Northumberland
Three. It was only
their second win of
the season and No 9
Chris Patterson
scored three tries.

N O R T H

N E W S

I N  B R I E F



C R O S SW O R D

THE WINNER OF THE JANUARY CROSSWORD IS
SEAN PERROTT FROM MOUSEHOLE, CORNWALL

ACROSS 1. Draw a blank 8. Lobbe 9. Russian 10. Whistle 11. Rollo 12. Schalk
14. Rassie 17. O’Shea 19. Campese 21. Del Fava 22. Raced 23. Youngsters.
DOWN 2. Rubbish 3. Wheat 4. Burger 5. Austria 6. Kriel 7. End-over-end
8. Lewis Moody 13. Loamanu 15. Spencer 16. McHarg 18. Haley 20. Mordt

The crossword winner will receive a case of the legendary Hobgoblin ruby beer,
from the Wychwood brewery (www.wychwood.co.uk). Like them on Facebook –
Hobgoblin beer. The closing date for entries is Friday 4 March. Results will appear
in our May 2015 issue. Send your entries and address to: Rugby World Crossword,
7th Floor, Blue Fin Building, 110 Southwark Street, London, SE1 0SU. Full competition 
rules are on P12. Entrants must be over 18. Compiled by Alan Pearey.

ACROSS

7 This lock was one of four players
to appear in all of Sale’s Aviva
Premiership matches in 2015 (8,5)

8 Pick Welsh international or  
let my gran play (5,6)

12 Play a home match?
No, clear off! (2,4)

14 Gold coin proffered by scrum-half
Serugiu, the romantic Romanian (6)

16 - - - collateral ligament, type of
injury that is keeping Exeter’s
Henry Slade sidelined (6)

18 Zinzan - - - , All Black great who has
lived in England for 17 years and
has six England-born children (6)

19 The most-capped 23-year-old in
history, with 58 appearances (6,5)

23 Former Ireland prop whose
autobiography, A Life with the
Claw, was written by his wife (5,8)

DOWN

1 Players able to catch and pass
with dexterous subtlety are said
to have - - - hands (4)

2 Jake - - - , Welshman who shares
a birthday (21 June) with fellow
Scarlets lock Maselino Paulino (4)

3 Munster and Ireland hooker enjoys 
a pre-meal tipple (6)

4 Played with 14 men –
 but only once (3-3)

5 Northampton say they were
“kept in the dark” about RFU
interest in this backs coach (4)

6 Name linking internationals Watt,  
Whetton and Wordsworth (4)

9 Jack, the chief Chief (7)
10 New Zealand received a haka

welcome when arriving at
Auckland’s one in November (7)

11 Saints and England prop Kieran
Brookes is currently recovering
from - - - surgery (4)

12 Referee Craig Joubert was likened
to Forrest - - - on Twitter after
running off at RWC 2015 (4)

13 Young Crusader Nathaniel, a Junior
World Cup winner last year, is   
found hiding in Japan (3)

15 Lille Métropole Rugby’s
acronym (1,1,1)

17 James Kerr’s book on leadership
lessons from the All Blacks (6)

18 Dick Milliken, an invincible 1974
Lion, played for this Ulster club (6)

19 - - - Jackson, the first Kiwi to
both play in and referee 100
first-class fixtures (4)

20 - - - Williams, Tigers fly-half (4)

21 Ex-Bath and Scotland lock makes
deer retreat (4)

22 England are the only - - - nation not
 to reach a RWC knockout stage (4)

Do you know all the ways to keep in
touch with RUGBY WORLD magazine?

They also have a weekly podcast 
and I’m just about to download  
the latest tablet edition

Cool – bring it  
to the pub!

Of course, I follow them on
Twitter and Instagram, and like 
them on Facebook! #rugbyix

There are loads of videos on their
YouTube channel too, and news  
stories at rugbyworld.com

Tablet edition • social media • online 
rugbyworld.com



T H I S  M O N T H  T H E  R U G B Y  W O R L D  S C R U M  F O C U S E S  O N  M O R R A N T …

Morrant Sports offer an extensive range of leading brand 
rugby equipment to individuals, clubs and schools.

Whether you’re looking for a spare set of studs for your
boots or to kit out your whole club with customised match
shirts, Morrant have the products you want at discounted

prices. Don’t miss our catalogue which includes hundreds of
great rugby products perfect for gifts to rugby players 

and fans. Keep an eye on our website for
unbelievable offers that will be too good to miss. 

www.morrant.com
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Aurélien Rougerie has been

with Clermont since 1999,

but this is the first season

he’s been able to do

conditioning work at the

Stade Marcel-Michelin

O N L Y I N

R U G B Y

W O R L D

Clermont’s stars welcome Rugby World into their £4.5m training centre for more than just weights
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We have an

amazing centre here with

everything at our disposal,

but it doesn’t take away from

hard work, teamwork and

weights or recovery. You can

do what we do on a budget:

● Try filling a garbage can

full of ice water for recovery 

at the end of training.

● You can work out in any

gym or push cars with the 

handbrake off down the drive

(safely!) if you’ve no sled.

● It’s up to ingenuity and

how much you want it. If you

want to train like that you

can, without a centre. Be

creative, use what you’ve got.

● At the end of the day it’s

a game, so put in the effort

in training so you can have 

more fun in the game. 

WHAT YOU COULD DO
JAMIE CUDMORE 

CLERMONT
& CANADA

Full-back Nick Abendanon: “We use the

Wattbike and do stretches before we get

going. It’s more just to loosen yourself up, to

get your muscles ready for what’s to come,

and also for recovery, just to make sure you

can put everything into your next session.”

Cudmore: “Wrestling is good training for any

kind of contact – like tackling or controlling

body weight when you’re trying to steal the

ball or turn defence into attack. Seb Bourdin,

our conditioner, is an ex-Olympic wrestler

so we do a lot of this work every Thursday.”

LOOSENING UP

HITTING THE MATS

Abendanon: “The Crazy Catch rebound net

is one of the bits of equipment I use the

most here – I have worked on my eyes with

Dr Sherylle Calder for a number of years.

Catching an unpredictable ball works on 

your tracking and peripheral vision.”

Centre Jonathan Davies: “Our hot and cold

pools can be used for recovery. After my last

surgery, I was able to use the hydrotherapy

pool just to get range of movement back

and help me re-educate my walk. And it

helps when you’re preparing for a game.”

TRAINING YOUR EYES

MAKING A SPLASH

Lock Jamie Cudmore: “Pushing a Prowler

like this helps with your body position.

Your main job as a second-row is pushing

in the scrum, so it helps you stay low, with

a back like a table. And it’s good anaerobic 

work. Think of ‘pushing the coffin!’”

Davies: “Diet is a huge thing for players now.

You can do all the hard work in the gym you

like, but if you aren’t putting the right fuel in

your body, you won’t get the benefits of all

the work you put in. We have a station for all

the players to get their recovery shakes.” 

PUSHING THE COFFIN

GETTING FUEL ON BOARD
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E V E R Y W E E K T H E

R U G B Y W O R L D

T E A M S I T S D O W N

T O D I S C U S S

T H E G A M E ’ S

B I G I S S U E S A N D

M A I N T A L K I N G

P O I N T S

F O R T H E

C L U B H O U S E

P O D C A S T 

I T C A N G E T 

H E A T E D ! 
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O R T O S U B S C R I B E S E A R C H
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NE OF many issues

for elite rugby players

is taking on enough

water during a tough

training or playing

period. According to nutritionist 

James Morehen, from

Liverpool John Moores

University, when teams

enter a phase of tough

conditioning work or games

pile up, players can have heavy

food loads and still lose weight as

they aren’t drinking enough water.

As a minimum, players should take

on two litres a day – though this may 

increase substantially depending on

weather or training intensity. And

from the get-go. If you like a coffee in

the morning, drink water before, to

counteract its dehydrating nature.

Dehydration is easy to prevent but

harder to recover from. Some players

fi nd sipping water all day ‘boring’,

but there are a few cheats

to get around that. Soups

and broths can help you

get water on board with

added flavour. Blitz veg

and fruits like celery and

cucumber with some water, for a

starter. Bananas, strawberries and 

kiwis can be whizzed up with around

500ml of water for a simple shake.

Or you can try our own shake, below.

Taking on added vitamins with your

water is advised, too. Vitamin C and

Omega 3 are always good to take, but

Morehen also suggests looking into

taking supplements for Vitamin D3

– the one we get from the sun that

helps immune function, muscle 

recovery and bone health.

And one last thing: don’t forget

the seasoning. If you’re taking water 

but still cramp, you need salt! n

O

 T A K I N G  O N  A D D E D  V I T A M I N S 

 W I T H  Y O U R  W A T E R  I S  A D V I S E D

SERVES ONE

O 1 clementine
O 2 strawberries
O 6 grapes
O 1 handful

of spinach
O 1 tablespoon

of honey
O 3 tablespoons

of Greek yogurt
O 150ml of

semi-skimmed

milk

GREEN

SM O OT HIE

D O

Drink water first

thing in the morning

Try out some soups 

and smoothies

 Take vitamins

D O N ’ T

Wait until you’re

sweating or have a

dry mouth before

drinking water

O N L Y I N

R U G B Y

W O R L D

Both grapes and spinach are
rich in vitamins and minerals

1 Peel and break

the clementine

into segments.

2 Put all of the

ingredients into

a food processor,

or a smoothie or

nutrient extractor,

and blend together.

3 Serve in a glass 

and enjoy!
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Try to run in a
straight line!

HE ABILITY to read a

kick from opposition

playmakers, and then 

scramble back to

cover it, is one we

rightly laud. Scanning is a vital part of

a full-back or winger’s job, but it is an

action made of differing components.

Assessing the flight of the ball and

the catch are key, but don’t forget the

athletic challenges of backpedalling 

A backwards race Time to see who 

among your mates is quickest

between the try-line and the 22...

going backwards. This needs three of

you, with two racing and one timing.

Stand on the try-line, both facing the 

dead-ball line, and on the judge’s

signal, race back to the 22m line.

Either regularly take on your mates 

to see who is improving or time

yourself and try to beat your time

after trying our three exercises.

and jumping backwards, or even

running whilst looking over your

shoulder, before catching the ball.

Players like Mike Brown excel at it. 

To the left, Mat Grove, from

Performance Pro gym in London,

outlines three exercises to help you

stay light on your feet, turn or run

backwards. We also have a sprint

challenge with a difference below, for

you and your team-mates to try.

THE EXERCISES

3 STEPS TO 
SUCCESS

BARBELL ALTERNATING LUNGE

W 4 x 6 REPS EACH LEG

With bar across chest, step forward,

moving into a deep lunge position. 

Return to start and alternate.

BACKWARDS SLED DRAG

W 4 REPS FOR 20m             

Use a heavy sled, lean back and

keep straight. Drive through

each step and move steadily

                    back at fast walking pace.

DROP JUMP

W 4 x 6 REPS

With box knee-high, step off with one

foot and land on both. Bend knees

to rebound as high as possible.

Use these three simple moves and

you’ll be racing back to call “mark”...

T
Drill the skill

Mike Brown in
England training

To watch a video
of the exercises
on the left being
performed, go to
po.st/Browny.
For more advice
on drills, fitness
and coaching, see
rugbyworld.com/
takingpart

WAT C H  M O R E

T H E  R U G B Y  W O R L D  F I T N E S S  C H A L L E N G E

Tell us! Contact us on Twitter @Rugbyworldmag 
or via Facebook – Rugby World Magazine

H OW  FA S T  C A N  YO U  D O  I T ?

HOW TO BACKPEDAL LIKE
ENGLAND’S MIKE BROWN

O N L Y I N

R U G B Y

W O R L D
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SCRUM
ATTACK TRIO 

Jo Yapp’s

Jo Yapp shows how to create up to three try-scoring 

opportunities off first-phase ball…

What’s the object? To force the opposition defence into 

drifting, then put a runner through against the grain.

How it works From an attacking scrum, 10 and 12 run

straight to engage the defence, then drift outwards, 

as 13 and 15 run hard on the opposite angle.

Key points 10, 12, 13 and 15 must all read the opposition 

defence, and take the correct attacking options, 

depending on how they react.

Ex-England captain Jo Yapp
played in three World Cups
and now coaches England’s
U20 Women’s team and

at Exeter University
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PLAY B

If the opposition 10 stays on your 10 and
12 stays on 12, 10 puts 15 away between
them. If 12 buys the drift, your 12 can

straighten and attack the inside shoulder

PLAY A
If the opposition 10 has been
dragged across, and the 7

hasn’t got off quickly,
10 hits 13 on the switch

C U T  O U T .  T A K E  T O  T R A I N I N G .  T A K E  T O  T H E  P A R K .  K E E P.



Hound tags the hare

Hare leaves the

pitch when tagged

Once a hare

is tagged, the

hound joins pack

and chases the

remaining hares

Start together

in pairs

Hare tries to

evade the

hounds
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What’s needed
One ball per two players,
tags and belts, cones to
mark out a playing area. 

How to play
Divide the players into equal
teams of hares (ball-carriers)
and hounds (chasers). Give
a ball to each hare and pair 

each one with a hound. On
the coach’s order, the hares
try to escape the hounds.

Tagged players should
leave the pitch, while the
successful tacklers join the
other hounds to hunt down 
the remaining hares.

When the last hare is
caught, and declared the 

winner, the hares and
hounds swap roles.

Tactics
Hares can practise footwork
and evasive running, while
the hounds should work
on tag-tackling and watch
the ball-carrier’s feet to
anticipate their next move.

“Play Hares
and Hounds”

Ellis says...
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OX-KICKING is a skill

that all scrum-halves

should learn – and

one that can turn a

defensive situation 

into an attacking opportunity.

A successful box-kick relies on

three key components: good kicking 

technique, a solid defensive wall 

from the forwards to prevent a

charge-down, and an effective chase.

Don’t all chase the ball, however,

as you could get caught out by a

counter-attack. Your blindside wing

should chase the kick, while everyone 

else presses forward in a line.

Next month Play Rugby Football

B
Towatch a video ofmini

players demonstrating this

drill, go to po.st/BoxKick.

Formore skills videos, see

rugbyworld.com/takingpart

WAT C H  M O R E

 

1
Pick-up Pick the ball up as if you
are about to pass, then step back 
to give yourself room to kick

3
Strike one Strike the bottom third of
the ball at about a 45-degree angle to
achieve the right height and distance

4
High five Don’t stab at the ball.
Kick through it, rather than round 
it, aiming straight and high

2
Line up Your non-kicking
foot, hips and shoulders
should all face the touchline
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Ladies Day
Ireland Women

celebrate last year

For a chance to win a copy of this book,
go to rugbyworld.com/competitions
and enter the relevant competition.

6 T O G I V E AWAY

B O O K  O F  T H E  M O N T H

SUPER RUGBY SHIRTS

 A. Blues This shirt has a Polynesian 

influence. £64.99, rugbystore.co.uk

 B. Crusaders What Israel Dagg 

and Kieran Read will be wearing this 

season. £44.99, lovell-rugby.co.uk

 C. Hurricanes Climalite material 

keeps you dry and wicks away sweat. 

£64.99, rugbystore.co.uk

 D. Reds The Brisbane side’s vibrant 

shirt. £59.99, lovell-rugby.co.uk 
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HIS IS the perfect time of 

year for Ireland fans to 

look back on last year’s 

RBS 6 Nations and glory 

in the fact that both their men’s and 

women’s teams were champions. 

In this clever book, Peter O’Reilly 

takes the reader week-by-week 

through the men’s journey to the title, 

while Kate Rowan does the same with 

the women, often looking at events 

through the eyes of certain players.

After some scene setting, the two 

Six Nations tournaments are relived 

one match at a time. Interviews with 

Paul O’Connell, Johnny Sexton, Mike 

Ross, Luke Fitzgerald and Robbie 

Henshaw bring the men’s campaign to 

life, while profi les of Ailis Egan, Nora 

Stapleton, Hannah Tyrrell, Niamh 

Briggs and Paula Fitzpatrick give what 

for many readers will be a new and 

deeper insight into the women’s game 

and the personalities who light it up.

After taking us on the emotional 

roller coaster of the fi nal day, O’Reilly 

considers why the men’s win was less 

celebrated in Ireland than the 2014 

one, wondering if the team was a little 

less lovable and entertaining, but 

concluding that back-to-back titles 

for the fi rst time in 66 

years must be relished.

RW Rating -----

O’Brien Press, £14.99

T

 Rugby and Art

Not a conventional 

biography, this 

quirky  book (newly 

translated from 

French) is a series 

of conversations with former 

France captain Jean-Pierre 

Rives about his philosophies 

and post-rugby career as 

a sculptor. It starts slowly 

but is interesting.

RW Rating -----

Sports Books Ltd, £5.99

 The Six Nations Rugby 

Miscellany

This has been 

updated to cover 

2014 and 2015. The 

publishers bill it as 

a book to be “dipped into and 

enjoyed” and there’s plenty of 

interesting content, but it does 

stray from the Six Nations to 

include entries about the 

Lions and Barbarians.

RW Rating -----

Carlton, £9.99

 Goughy: A Tough Lock 

to Crack

Ian Gough’s 

autobiography 

covers the highs 

and lows of his 

career, delving into some 

controversies but glossing 

over others (eg, the departure 

of Mike Ruddock). It is funny 

and revealing, but could have 

been more hard-hitting. 

RW Rating -----

Y Lolfa, £9.99
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 1. Crosta 

& Mollica 

Street Pizza 

Grab fuel on the fl y 

with these folded 

pizzas. £1.99 from 

crostamollica.com

 2. Blackroll 

Groove 

Get one of these 

self-massage 

rollers for £29.99 

at rugbystore.co.uk

 3. Skins tights 

Compression 

leggings worn by 

the likes of David 

Pocock and Michael 

Hooper – buy a pair 

for £70 at skins.net

 4. Canterbury 

Eclipse holdall  

Big enough for your 

match-day rugby stash. 

£32 at canterbury.com

 5. adidas Crazyquick 

Malice SG boots  

Worn by the likes of 

Anthony Watson, these 

are designed for outside 

backs. They’re £159.99 

from lovell-rugby.co.uk

 6. UA Storm 

Armour Fleece

This will keep you toasty 

in the cold snap. £50 

at underarmour.co.uk
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E MAY NOT be as
feted as his back-row 
colleagues David
Pocock and Michael
Hooper, but Scott

Fardy was outstanding for Australia in
their march to last year’s World Cup
final. As the flanker gears up for a
new Super Rugby campaign with the
Brumbies, he recounts his sporting
journey and explains why he was  
a latecomer to Test rugby…

I preferred sport to school as a kid.

I came from a family with two older
brothers, so we were always surfing,
playing golf, cricket or baseball. I lived
overlooking the local rugby club and  
I was very close to the beach. 

I played baseball for Queensland.

I had to give it up because of all the
travelling involved. I’m not sure it
helped my rugby, but doing loads  
of sports certainly did help.

I blew my chance in rugby as a

youngster. I knew I had the ability,
but I was a bit of a ‘knockaround kid’

– I had lots of distractions growing  

Brumbies in 2012. I was also lucky
enough to work with Jake White, who
was great. Mind you, he does throw 
his hands up for a few jobs! 

I’m always grateful to have played

a full season with George

Smith. He was someone I
always rated highly as a player.
It was a privilege to pack down
with him for the Brumbies in the
2013 season. There’s no ego,
he’s just really unassuming.

I made my Wallaby debut at

the age of 29. I’ll be honest – I
didn’t think it was ever going to
happen. Ewen (McKenzie) called 
me into the squad (in 2013)
after I’d been showing up well in
Super Rugby and I’m forever 
grateful for the chance.

I came on as a blood-bin

replacement for my first cap

v New Zealand in Sydney.

I was only on for about three
minutes, before then being
thrown on for the last seven
minutes off the bench. At the

time I didn’t have a chance to think

about the magnitude of it; it was just 
about getting the basics done.

David Pocock and Michael Hooper

are special players. They’re very

different personalities but I get on
with them both. Poey is an absolute
warrior around the ruck, while Hoops 
is such a good ball-carrier.

Michael Cheika brings the best out

of his players. He’ll tell you what’s
what and you want to play for him. He

inspires loyalty. He can blow up but
I like how he deals with the press. 

Wallaby lock Kane Douglas is a

funny guy. He doesn’t stop talking

and cracking jokes. He’s the type of
guy who lifts the squad around him.
We’re glad to see him back from
Ireland (where he was with Leinster).

up on the beach. I didn’t realise the
opportunity right under my nose.

I played in Japan for three years.

I wasn’t getting a run in Super Rugby 
so went out there and played for
Kamaishi Seawaves. Living in a small
town in northern Japan is something
I never thought I’d do but I’m glad
I did it. I still get kind messages  
from that part of the world.

I got caught in an earthquake that 

registered in the top five of all

time. It was 8.9 on the Richter scale
and it sounded like a jet engine going
off outside my room. Paintings were
falling off the wall and the building
was shaking. It was back in 2011 and
the aftershocks went on for a week.

We lost one member of staff from 

the Kamaishi Seawaves in the

quake. Lots of people I knew lost
friends in the tsunami too. It was a
scary experience but I saw acts of
human kindness in the midst of it.

Laurie Fisher helped develop

my game. He signed me for the 

On the up Can the
Brumbies make the
knockout stages for a
fourth straight year?

H

Age 31 (5 July 1984)

Born Sydney, NSW

Franchise Brumbies

Position Flanker

Height 6ft 6in

Weight 17st 13lb

Australia caps 30

Twitter @Scottfardy
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The bearded Brumbies and Wallaby flanker talks pride, pub grub and David Pocock…  
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Forwardmarchi
Fardy in RWC 2015i

 action against Scotlandi 

I flew my father out to watch the

World Cup final. He was pretty

emotional afterwards. After we’d

done the family stuff, the boys got

together for a few beers because

we’d been on the road for a long

while. It was time to say goodbye.

I think our World Cup final

appearance will get kids lacing

up their boots. Success breeds

new players. It’s a tough market

in Australia, with all the other

sports, but we wanted to get 

youngsters involved. It’s

about leaving a legacy.

The margins between the northern

and southern hemisphere aren’t

large. Wales and Scotland were very

close to making the last four (at RWC

2015). And the gap between the tiers

is closing globally every year. Japan

beat South Africa, Tonga beat France

in 2011. The All Blacks aren’t putting 

100 points on anyone any more.

I’d consider coming over to Europe

at some point – but only if it’s the

right club and environment. I’d be

coming to win things. I do love playing

for my country and I want to leave the

Wallabies in a good spot. I’m signed

to the Brumbies for two more years. 

I’ve come to realise playing for

your country is more special for

my friends and family. To me, I’m

just doing my job when I get out

there. Later down the track I’m

sure I’ll be able to take it in. n

I miss Sunday roasts at the pub

in the UK. We had a really warm

welcome from everyone we met

during the World Cup last year. There 

was no sledging, even after the

England game. They can be proud

of the tournament they hosted.

“IT SOUNDED LIKE A JET ENGINE GOING OFF OUTSIDE

 MY ROOM AND PAINTINGS WERE FALLING OFF THE WALL”  

Fardy lost 7kg

(15lb) in weight

after the Japan

tsunami in 2011

because food was

rationed. In his town

alone, 1,300 people 

lost their lives.

DID YOU

K N OW ?

Tasty tucker Fardy likes a
classic British Sunday roast
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N 1995, I went on tour to

Texas with a group of

players from Edinburgh,

writes RW reader Martin
Macari. Despite plenty of

shenanigans, we appeared to create a

great impression and the Texans were

welcoming to this mass of kilt-wearers.

On the penultimate morning, when we

were staying in a plush hotel in Dallas,

the manager joined us at breakfast and

said how great it was to have us and how

well behaved we’d been. With one night

to go, I had a terrible sense of foreboding

that she had tempted fate. And she had.

Most of the tourists went out that night

and drank prodigious quantities of Texan

beer. It was thus not surprising that the

row of golf carts outside the hotel, used

to transport luggage, should prove too

tempting for one of the returning heroes.

It became clear that these carts aren’t 

easy to drive when drunk and he drove it

through one of the hotel’s glass doors.

Instead of then simply accepting his

guilt, he made off – pursued by two

policemen who had been nearby. After

an embarrassingly short chase, he was

returned to the hotel by the two cops.

The hotel manager, less enamoured by

the Scottish lads now, was kind enough

to make a phone call to the tour manager,

himself a police officer, following which

the damage was paid for and no charges

pressed. The culprit was sent to bed.

Funnily enough, the manager didn’t

join us for breakfast the next morning. n

We love hearing your stories and want to

celebrate the characters of our great game in

The Last Word. So if you have an amusing tale to

tell, drop us a line. For any we publish we’ll give

you £100. Contact us at rugbyworldletters@

timeinc.com, marking your email ‘Tour Tale’. 
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THE GOLF CARTS OUTSIDE THE

 HOTEL PROVED TOO TEMPTING 

I

THE LAST WORD

 
Goes in Rugby World
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